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With the growing complexity and scale of data sets in computational biology and chemoin-
formatics, there is a need for novel knowledge processing tools and platforms. This thesis
describes a newly developed knowledge processing platform that is different in its emphasis
on architecture, flexibility, builtin facilities for datamining and easy cross platform usage.
There exist thousands of bioinformatics and chemoinformatics databases, that are stored
in many different forms with different access methods, this is a reflection of the range of data
structures that make up complex biological and chemical data. Starting from a theoretical ba-
sis, FCA (Formal Concept Analysis) an applied branch of lattice theory, is used in this thesis
to develop a file system that automatically structures itself by it’s contents. The procedure of
extracting concepts from data sets is examined. The system also finds appropriate labels for
the discovered concepts by extracting data from ontological databases. A novel method for
scaling non-binary data for use with the system is developed.
Finally the future of integrative systems biology is discussed in the context of efficiently
closed causal systems.
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Chapter 1
Motivations and goals of the thesis
1.1 Conceptual frameworks
Biology as a subject has recently experienced a significant transformation due to the ever
increasing volumes of available data produced by the automation and improvement of exper-
imental techniques. This increase in available data neccesitates a corresponding need to be
able to handle that data and transform it into workable knowledge in - ideally - an automated
manner. How can knowledge be defined, represented or extracted?
Some of the difficulty within biology stems from the previous conceptual approaches that
have been used to describe and define it. (per-component reductionist biology compounded
by different fields within biology adopting differing terminolgy). It has in recent years with
the growth of Systems Biology as a discipline it has become unclear if all phenomena within
a biological system can be explained by knowing the behaviour of every constituent compo-
nent. Biology has long assumed a back seat in terms of its theoretical needs compared to
physical systems. However there has been an increasing awareness that biological organisms
are complex systems that require different mathematical models ([99]). Mathematical mod-
elling based on physical principles has been principally developed for (and applied to) simple
systems (i.e. those that may be relatively homogenous, possess symmetry, tend to equilibir-
ium. However biological systems have a different character - being generally heterogenous,
dynamic, self-assembling and self-organizing. In turn the research upon such systems has
become increasingly data driven, biological experimental techniques now regularly provide
thousands of data points per an observation step. Dealing with this data has therefore become
an important and integral part of biological research.
Whilst there are arguments about the subjective nature of knowledge in this thesis I adopt
a Karl Popper like stance of knowledge as beliefs which have every reason to be believed true
but which may be proved wrong at any time. How can knowledge in general be stored or
shared? For human consumption knowledge has been stored in many diverse forms such as
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words and diagrams via multiple kinds of media like oral tradition, books, websites and jour-
nals. It is more challenging however to store and retrieve knowledge in an automated man-
ner. Since in such an automated system knowledge must be in a form suitable for non-human
agents to process. Within the philosophical discipline of objectivism, a piece of knowledge
can be represented by (formally defined) concepts. Where a concept is a shared classifica-
tion for which at least two objects or existents share a common set of attributes. A further
indepth investigation of this issue is the subject of chapter 2; where a framework - based on
objectivism - is explored in depth.
The goal of extracting and representing meaning or knowledge is broader and more fun-
damental then scientific theory in that it can set the preconditions and structure of theory
formulation. This task has been addressed by work on conceptual frameworks, which are
the tools used to formulate theories and to present preferred approaches to analysis. There is
typically a cyclical process of discovery where after gathering data from a set of experiments
hypotheses can be generated motivating further experiments and further data gathering and
analysis[29]. Such conceptual models allow higher levels of abstraction and are independent
of any particular data model. At a broader level beyond scientific investigation, conceptual
models and the tools that work with them explicitly aid in the following key theory processing
tasks - exploring, searching, analysing, restructuring and deciding. Almost all modern sci-
ence has become as a result a cross disciplinary activity, and it motivates the need for better
statistical analysis, computer science algorithms and data interface methods.
At an early stage in this project the aim was to address the task of creating a generic
knowledge management tool for biological purposes. This was a somewhat lofty goal within
the time and resource constaints available. One of the principal datasets, to have emerged
from postgenomics biology, which shares the difficulties and features of current biological
datasets 1 is the measurement of gene expression. In the next section the mechanics and
context of gene expression are explained.
1.2 Biological foundations
Since the sequencing of whole genomes and the landmark publishing of the human genome
in 2000, we have entered the so called post-genomic era where the volume of available bio-
logical information at the molecular level is increasing at an exponential rate. This progress
shows no sign of abating, in the next few years a new generation of DNA-sequencing and ex-
pression platforms is expected to become commercially available, these will allow previously
unimagined feats like sequencing the entire human genome for just a thousand dollars [68].
Already there exist DNA chips that can measure the molecular abundance of whole genomes
in parallel .
1As detailed in 1.3.2 it is multi-dimensional, complex and noisy like much other data that is available from
biological investigations.
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The crucial task is now to turn this information into knowledge. There is much valu-
able hitherto unavailable knowledge that can be uncovered from mining data across multiple
experiments. The specific focus of this work is to tackle the underlying computational archi-
tecture of the tools that can be used for ascertaining structured knowledge from biological
data. If experimental data is considered to be specific unknown knowledge then there is also
a need to be able to express in an automated manner general known knowledge. Both these
tasks need tools that allow the manipulating of units of knowledge - concepts.
1.2.1 Gene expression data
Within the nucleus of all eukaryotic organisms cells there lie genes, a current definition of
a gene is a union of genomic sequences encoding a coherent set of potentially overlapping
functional products[36]. The genes within the genome encode all the sequences of proteins
that make up an organism. In an organism no protein is made that does not have it’s code
specified within the genome of the organism. Within the human genome it is believed that
there are only between 25 000 and 30 000 genes, though when the human genome was first
being sequenced it was initially estimated that the number of genes were in the order of 150
000.
All genes are found within the nucleus of cells arranged as long deoxyribonuclueic acid
(DNA) molecules called chromosomes. The genome is then the aggregate collection of all
chromosomes. There are two strands of DNA in each chromosome, wrapped around each
other in a double helix. DNA consists of four chemicals, the nucleotides: adenine, thymine,
guanine and cytosine, more commonly referred to by the letters A, T, G and C. Within the
helix the letters form complementary base pairs. The A and T nucleotides always lie opposite
each other. Likewise the C and G nucleotides are always found opposite each other.
The process of biosysnthesis of a protein from a sequence of DNA code consists of two
principal steps transcription and translation. Firstly, in transcription, within the nucleus DNA
is transcribed to fragments of messenger riboxynucleic acid (mRNA). These fragments of
mRNA are then transported out of the nucleus. There are specific proteins called transcription
factors that bind to portions of the DNA sequence and in turn initiate either increased or
decreased levels of transcription. These transcription factors typically become activated under
specific stimuli available from the environment, from intercellular signalling or from within
the cell.
The process of translation then occurs within the cytoplasm, molecular factories called
ribosomes takes these fragments of mRNA and decode them using the genetic code, from
this chains of polypeptides are formed. These in turn fold to form proteins.
Within a living cell there is a dynamic flux of molecular interactions, as the cell carries
out all the functions neccessary for it’s survival and growth. In the midst of these reactions
there are complex chains of recurring molecular activity, these are referred to as pathways.
The chemicals responsible for the bulk of triggering and facilitating pathways in turn are the
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proteins synthesized from the genes.
DNA microarrays and other related techniques have made it possible to uncover the ex-
pression levels of the transcribed mRNAs produced from multiple genes in parallel, thus
providing insight into the molecular behaviour of a cell under multiple experimental condi-
tions. The different conditions may be different environmental perturbations, different time
points or differing sample origin. The output of these experiments has been large numbers of
observed gene expression values. From this the principal desired outcome is to discover the
functional roles of genes and to map the structure of the gene regulatory network.
There are however a number of reasons which are responsible for a connection between
genes and their products, as outlined in [97]:
1. Presence of common cis-regulatory motifs.
2. Co-occurrence in the same metabolic pathway(s).
3. Cis-binding to common regulator(s).
4. Physical interaction.
5. Paired evolutionary conservation among many organisms.
6. Common synthetic phenotypes upon joint deletion with a third gene.
7. Sub-cellular co-location.
8. Proximity in the genome, or in bacteria and archaea, operon co-occurrence.
Gene expression data can imply relationships that have no implication for co-regulation or
have a high rate of false positives. These factors neccesitate powerful and intelligent tech-
niques to extract meaning from gene expression data. For a gene expression experiment that
consists of comparing two different experimental conditions the analysis is straightforward:
every significantly differentially expressed gene (whether it is upregulated or downregulated)
can be inferred to be affected by the differing variables between the two experimental con-
ditions. However when there are multiple differing experimental conditions along with mul-
tiple gene expression measurements, there is therefore a combinatorial problem of arranging
or categorising results in a useful manner. In the second chapter a framework for dealing
with this data will be described.
1.2.2 Ontology
Ontology as defined by information scientists (as opposed to philosophers) has acquired a
role as a formal method for representing knowledge[41]. In particular the data structure of
this kind of ontology is to represent knowledge as a set of (possibly abstract) categories and
the relationship between those categories. Informally it appears there is a natural process
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whereby categorising data leads to a knowledge structure. The other essential element is for
some shared agreement within a community upon the knowledge categories or concepts to
be used.
1.3 Knowledge based computational environments
The practical reality of the large volume of data currently being obtained in postgenomic biol-
ogy is of multiple data sources in diverse formats (often optimised for one particular purpose).
The result is that whilst raw data and algorithms are readily available, it may take consider-
able resources to utilise this data and/or connect programs to form useful workflows. In other
disciplines such as computer science, engineering and statistics, users have environments like
Emacs, Acme, Matlab or R respectively that have a scripting language and built in resources
in order to tackle complicated problems. Typicially this includes some plugin mechanism to
allow more advanced developers to develop and load in computationally intensive or more
involved functionality.
This situation was identified within biological computing and motivated the BioLisp[71]
system and from this it is suggested that to meet these requirements the two key elements
needed are contextual data and a well defined set of idioms that can easily map a problem to
a computational representation.
One way of approaching a computational platform for knowledge management can be
seen in the Knowledge OS endeavour. This project’s goal is to take the paradigm of an
Operating System and use it to produce a platform for working with knowledge, the Knowl-
edge OS is not therefore envisioned to be an actual OS, rather an environment which can
gather together functionality to allow useful computational tasks to be undertaken. From
[71]: “Whereas Unix and Windows are operating systems for ASCII strings and files, and
there are operating systems for tables such as Oracle), a knowledge operating System (or
"KnowOS") is an operating system for knowledge!”
The goal of both programing languages and operating systems is to abstract away the
details of the services they provide to produce a consistent interface over disparate resources.
The benefit is that this allows more abstract higher level constructs to be used to coordinate
resources.
The central idea then of the Knowledge Operating System is that knowledge (that is in-
terconnected, semi-structured data of all types) is the fundamental unit analgous to a file or
a database table. This knowledge is persistent and thus immediately and easily available to
both users and programs at all times.
This vision of a system is particularly appealing for biology and indeed the Knowledge
OS’s first implementation is as a biologically based toolkit - Biolisp. Biolisp has been imple-
mented as a mixture of lisp-based scripting language, a persistent server based object store
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based on a lisp machine and a web front end.2
In explaining their implementation choice, the developers of Biolisp argue that relational
databases provide the neccessary persistence of data but are poor at dealing with changing
and semi-structured domains. Likewise classical programming language can handle semi-
structured data however upon execution of a program ending the program drops or releases
all of the results (and intermediary products of its calculation).
The developers of Biolisp suggest that actual operating systems and the tools within op-
erating systems are unsuitable for this use. Within this thesis the counter argument is made
that this is both possible and desirable. This is motivated by the existence of two modern
operating system environments, Inferno and Plan 9 that have produced elegant approaches to
interacting with complex resources via persistent file-systems. Thus one of the principal aims
of this thesis is to examine exactly how in particular Inferno’s architecture can be adopted to
provide an environment for data analysis within biology.
Within this thesis this idea is investigated by using this Inferno and developing a novel
way of treating data via a more able file system; that can then provide the mechanism for
storing semi-structured, changing data.
The three abstract parts to a solution of this form; interface, database and middleware will
be briefly examined next.
1.3.1 Interfaces
While Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) have provided lower learning curves and ease of op-
eration to the functionality that can be provided by a computer, a GUI’s ability to scale with
a large number of items and interactions can be problematic.
This tension between ease of use and scalability can be seen in one specific application:
navigating or exploring a dataset. This task intuitively seems to lend itself to some form
of spatially based GUI, the very terminology used to describe this task suggests a physical
activity. Also it is relatively straightforward to define semantic metrics that can be used as
distance metrics between visual representations of data. Based on this there have been many
attempts to use visual movements analagous to spatial movements for this purpose. Ignoring
applications where the search activity is itself on a spatial dataset (for example points on a
map), there have been few commercial successes of large scale (where the number of data
points is greater then 40) GUI based data exploration and multiple failures. 3
The future of human computer interfaces is argued by Don Norman to be seen in the
return to a (superficially) simpler approach: the search line. In direct analogy to a command
line this is the interface that a search engines provide. It is possible to infer by Google’s
2The web interface for biolisp is effectively a command line shell.
3Most recently on the world wide web, where for example the websites www.grokker.com (now changed to text
based search), www.antartica.com (now defunct) and www.kartoo.com all offered at their inceptions spatial based
data search tools. All are noteworthy for their relative failure. Grokker has now changed to a solely text based
format.
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consistent prescence as the most popular search (and close to becoming the most popular
email) website that this simpler approach works. The method to navigate these dataspaces is
by typing phrases into our browsers and invoking a search engine. However more and more
commands are being made available via the search line as search engines become answer
engines. It is possible for example to ask Google to define a word by prefixing ’define:’
to the word. An ad-hoc search engine command language is gradually emerging. Why is
this approach so much more usable? There are two reasons postulated: scalability and the
inherent limitation of visual approaches compared to what is possible without them. There
are however challenges that include a steep learning curve (where knowledge is on the y-axis
and effort is on the x-axis.) Within this thesis the focus is exclusively on command interpreter
based methods to create solutions.
1.3.2 Databases and the character of biological data
It is worth considering the nature of biological data - especially those particular attributes of
biological data that preexisting tools have problems with.
Navathe et al [77] surveyed the characteristics of biological data from a computational
perspective and derived a list of key features :
1. Biological data is highly complicated.
2. The amount and range of variability in data is high.
3. Schema in biological data change at a rapid pace.
4. Representations of the same data by different biologists will likely be different.
5. Most users do not require write access.
6. Most biologists are not likely to have any knowledge of the internal structure of the
database or about schema design.
7. Context gives an added meaning in biological applications.
8. Users of biological information often require access to “old” values of the data.
All of the points in the list, hint that query orientated relational databases may not be the most
suitable platform for storing contextual data. In addition popular relational databases place
high importance on features such as data consistency and transaction integrity when handling
multiple simultaneous writers. These features - neccessary for some tasks - come at a cost
both in terms of performance and flexibility.
For instance point 3, which indicates a need for fluidly changing schema posits a few solu-
tions such as either abandoning schema (not entirely a bad thing) or automatically generating
schema or making schema manipulation easy and quick.
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None of the issues raised in the list above demand the use of a standard normal relational
database, and trying to shoehorn data into them may lead to other issues (for example the
inelegance of SQL at transitive closure ). Some of the features (points 3, 6 and 7) suggest
an exploratory, knowledge driven system. Additionally point number 1 hints at the need for
extensibility within a data base. It needs to be easy for specific implementations of algorithms
such as BLAST[7] to be used within or plugged into a database.
Relational databases are inherently based on 2 dimensional arrays of data, the data in a
column is homogenous and the structure of the table is consequently “flat”. As developed
later in the thesis in section 3.3.3 they struggle to neatly represent or query over hierarchical
data. A way of addressing the need to store hierachical based data is to use the navigational or
object-orientated database model. In the navigational model, records are found by following
references from other records. Hence in order to specify a particular
A simple extensible system to store data can be created using flat files and multiple simple
tools. This approach is often seen in UNIX system environments, where there are many
common flat file based databases such as /etc/passwd or /etc/group. These take the form of
files that delimit records by newlines and fields within a record by a particular character, that
can then be queried and updated via tools such as awk , grep, sed and join. The data files are
then equivalent to tables in relational databases.
This so called “flat file database” can be queried in a manner semantically equivalent to a
select command with a where clause in SQL (Structured Query Language) by, for instance,
running a tool such as grep or awk over a file. Only the fields of interest need be extracted
and printed.
Comparing this to a relational database this method seems primitive: the syntax of query
use are not based on natural language, data consistency and transaction guarantees don’t
exist and there is a bottleneck on usable size. 4However such a technique does produce a
system that is remarkably simple and easy to extend, it is fast, has equivalent expressibility
of semantics as a declarative database language like SQL and with the use of more advanced
file systems ( such as Plan 9’s fossil or OS X’s time machine) can even support transaction
rollback. Furthermore there is a substantial increase in the flexability and extensability of the
“where clause”. Which in a “flat file database” can be a sophisticated algorithm provided it
can be expressed as a program, so it is possible to easily plug in the algorithms of a tool such
as Blast[7].
In addition whereas relational databases are limited to a flat list of tables, a set of files
also possesses directory structure so in affect a hierarchy of tables can be created. This is
a neat and practical method of producing a datastore that has the graph based features of
a navigational database. More relevantly for this thesis this provides a mechanism to store
4The bottleneck exists because I only consider linear scans of files, without indexing techniques, since that
would require a different set of base tools and would require processing the files. A general heuristic attributed to
M. Satyanarayanan[100], is that a key deciding factor upon whether to store data in a file system or as a database is
the ratio between time spent searching and time spent using a piece of data, if the ratio is high use a database else
use a file system.
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categorical information.
Going further there are architectural and functional similiarities between the approach of
many current popular relational databases with operating systems. Notably they both man-
age their own users, user privileges, processes and raw disk access. An operating system
(including the combination of files, directory structure and simple tools) offers a compelling
alternative to a relational or an object orientated database: it can store both highly ordered
homogenous information and hierarchical data, the enviroment it provides is easier to modify
and therefore it is easier to extend in order to use advanced query functionality and for the
particular task of exploring data
1.4 Goals of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to develop tools and approaches to allow concepts to be treated as the
principal unit of computational analysis, and to show how such techniques can be integrated
within existing information systems. In order to develop such a conceptual data store, the
idea that is explored is to integrate concepts into the hiearchy of a file system.
The key technology upon which to build this system upon is the novel operating system
Inferno. The key precept underlying this operating system is to represent resoures as a file
system, thus this thesis tracks the motivations, the theory and the eventual development of a
knowledge resource as a file system. There are specific applications for which this system is
initially developed for and its usage for these is analysed - however the hope is to develop
a generic toolkit. The particular application that is the focus, is its usage with biological
gene expression data. A second underlying aim is to examine the theoretical foundations that
underly complex systems biology, in particular the traits of self-organizing organisms.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
There are 3 important metaphysical conceptual models that underlie modern science: Objec-
tivism, Realism and Reductionism[44]. They define how knowledge processing is carried out
in the framework of scientific enquiry.
1. Objectivism - This is a philosophy created and promulgated by Ayn Rand that encom-
passes positions on epistemology, ethics, politics and metaphysics. Her approach to
epistemology is that everything known about an object can be derived from the at-
tributes it possesses, commonality of attributes is the basis for defining concepts. Con-
cepts are the fundamental unit of knowledge representation rather then propositions.
2. Realism - That an upper ontology is possible of all the world and it consists solely of
measurable entities. Concepts are out there to be found and named.
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3. Reductionism - A doctrine that complex phenomena can be understood by understand-
ing the properties of simpler constituent components.
For developing a toolkit for knowledge processing, these conceptual models suggest a natural
way to break up the tasks that need to be carried out - three chapters in the thesis (chapters
2, 3 and 6) are each structured around one of the conceptual models and specifically on the
explicit reification of the idea(s) contained within each respective model as tasks that need
addressing. With objectivism the key tasks considered are:- feature extraction and concept
formation. The principal tasks that are governed by realism are concept representation and
identification.





2.1 Epistemology of objectivism
Concepts are the crucial units of knowledge within the epistemology of Objectivism[96].
Within objectivism, a concept is just a classification for which at least two objects or exis-
tents share a common set of attributes. Once a concept has been formed it can be treated
perceptually as an object complete with its own name and with implicit information about its
members.
How is concept forming carried out? The method outlined in objectivist epistemology
is to take the specific attributes of two or more similar members and remove the measurable
aspects of any particular object to leave the particular properties that members of the same
group possesses, the example given by Ayn Rand[96] is of the concept of a kitchen table.
Isolate the attributes that constitute true “table-ness” -somemeans of support and a flat surface
- and ignore the attributes like material, length or colour that are irrelevant for defining a
table. Thus, forming concepts is finding similarities between a group of objects, defining it
and naming it. The process of finding and forming concepts can be argued to constitute the
fundamental unit of modern scientific knowledge (rather then non-contextual propositions).
This notion of a concept has in recent times been formalised by several different theoret-
ical approaches including Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) of Rudolf Wille[115], conceptual
graphs by John Sowa[106], conceptual spaces by Peter Gärdenfors[34] and even attempts to
unify all these theories by Joseph Goguen[38]. In all theories, conceptual modelling is an aid
to knowledge representation.
In this chapter a brief introduction to Formal Concept Analysis is presented. As part
of this exposition, the basic mathematical framework for knowledge representation is intro-
duced. A principal theorem is restated and the standard algorithm (Next Closure) used to take
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a binary matrix to a hierarchical data structure is described. Whilst the algorithm is a standard
and familiar algorithm in both the FCA and data-mining community there is a relative paucity
of easy to understand explanations of the algorithm. Likewise the theorem’s proof suffers in
the translation from its original German derivation to English [33]. Furthermore this partic-
ular algorithm in its behaviour iterates through the concepts from the top of the lattice to the
bottom and integrated into this is a first step towards identifying and finding putative labels
for the concepts.
2.1.1 Applying objectivism
As a tool for data exploration, concepts have an intuitive representation within a computing
environment as directories in a hierarchical file-system. All of these techniques and algo-
rithms show how data can be transformed so that many of these data operations can be carried
out on a hierarchical file system representation of the data. The technical details of imple-
mentation are discussed later in Chapter 4 however this chapter introduces some of the major
issues in transforming a lattice-based data structure into a hierarchical form suitable for use
within a file-system.
2.1.2 Gene expression data
How can this view of knowledge extraction be applied to multivariate biological data sets such
as the gene expression data set introduced in section 1.2.1. Concept forming is in essence a
form of clustering. Clustering methods have already emerged as one of the most popular
approaches to analyse gene expression data, based on the hypothesis that similar expression
profiles imply a functional relation between genes. The genes in such clusters are often
assumed to be co-regulated, i.e. to share the same regulatory controls, thereby implying
biological relevance. However, gene transcript levels can be correlated either by chance (due
to systematic error or experimental noise) or because of indirect effects, and therefore they
might not actually be directly co-regulated.
Within gene expression analysis there are multiple typical goals in which clustering-type
techniques have been applied and been found useful (adapted from [67]):
1. Finding groups of genes with similar profiles across different experimental conditions.
2. Classification of a new gene within an ontological structure or a data structure that
represents the network of Gene Regulation processes.
3. Grouping of conditions based on the expression of a number of genes.
4. Classification of a new sample, given the expression of the genes under that experi-
mental condition.
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The first two cases are commonly associated with functional annotation and the latter two
with clinical applications. Unsupervised clustering can directly addresses goals 1 and 3.
More sophisticated (and possibly supervised) approaches to clustering are necessary to tackle
objectives 2 and 4, with these goals there is more of a necessity to utilise preexisting infor-
mation.
2.1.2.1 Clustering techniques
Several clustering techniques have been used and developed for gene expression data sets, in-
cluding self organizing maps[79], hierarchical clustering[28], fuzzy k-means clustering[35],
graph theoretical methods[103] and bi-clustering[16]. All of these methods apart from bi-
clustering focus on different ways of exclusively clustering data across all conditions. How-
ever the expression levels of a set of biologically related genes might only show coherency
under a subset of conditions that cluster data. Due to the complexity of a biological system’s
interaction with its environment and the multi factorial nature of Gene regulation. Genes
might not be co-regulated across all experimental conditions. Also, genes can be involved in
multiple different processes, depending upon the state of the organism during a given experi-
ment.
2.1.2.2 Bi-clustering
Bi-clustering[16] is a technique whose more recent development has been motivated by the
need to carry out analysis on the co-regulation of genes, though the algorithms underlying it
have been proposed and used in other fields. Bi-clustering takes both genes and experimental
conditions to form bi-clusters. Each bi-cluster is defined by the subset of genes and subset of
experimental conditions which are somehow similar. It therefore models condition-specific
patterns of co-expression. In essence bi-clustering tries to retain a context to clusters of
coherent gene expression values.
Retaining this context leads to identifying every bi-cluster with a concept and indeed bi-
clustering in the specific case where the data is a binary context table is isomorphic to Formal
Concept Analysis.
2.1.2.3 Formal Concept Analysis
Formal Concept Analysis, a form of bi-clustering, clusters both feature data and objects (into
concepts) thereby modelling condition-specific attribute patterns. Further, concepts (con-
sisting of both conditions and genes) have overlap thereby allowing the modelling of genes
activity in multiple biological processes. However the context table (at least initially) for
gene expression data is not binary; it is continuous. There are several different methods for
transforming continuous data into a binary context table, hence a full treatment of that prob-
lem (including showing how it encapsulates other bi-clustering techniques) is delayed until
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Chapter 5. There a technique that uses FCA tools in conjunction with novel transducers is
used to extract features from gene expression profile data.
2.1.3 The amino acids: an example data set
To motivate and aid in the following exposition, a simple exemplar data set shown in table 2.1
that consists of all the amino acids and some of the physio-chemical attributes they possess is
. Throughout the rest of this chapter this running example will be used to illustrate definitions
and algorithms. This example data set is a binary table, since there are certain details with
manipulating numerical gene expression data that would detract from the present discussion.
In chapter 5 some of the ways that the numerical data of a gene expression experiment
can be transformed into binary form is illustrated.
Intuitively it is possible to see from table 2.1 that there is some connection and similarities
between some of the different amino acids(objects) and their properties (attributes) in the
table. For instance all amino acids that are tiny are also small. Some of the amino acids seem
to be “closer” in similarity then others, for instance Histidine has more attributes in common
with Lysine then with Phenylaline. In the following how these relationships can be derived
and represented will be explored.
2.2 Basics of Formal Concept Analysis
The practical application of Formal Concept Analysis, “discovers” natural clusterings of ob-
jects by their properties. It provides a simple and straightforward way of explicitly specifying
the conceptualisation of a data set as a hierarchical structure called a concept lattice. A con-
cept lattice can then be used both as a navigational tool and also to discover patterns.
2.2.1 Definitions
The following theoretical exposition is based on Gaunt [33]. Unless explicitly stated other-
wise all sets are assumed to be finite.
2.2.1.1 Formal context:
A formal context is a triple k := (O,A, I) where O and A are two sets and I is a binary
relation between O and A. The elements of O are objects and each has some attributes from
the set A. The attributes that each object has is defined by the binary relation I . If o ∈ O and
a ∈ A and (o, a) ∈ I then o has attribute a. In the rest of the following exposition O and A
are assumed to be finite sets.
Table 2.3 is a representation of a formal context, where the binary relation I is the content
of the binary table and O and A are the row and column labels respectively.
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2.2.1.2 Partial orders:
A partially ordered set P (referred to as a poset) is a set S together with a reflexive, anti-
symmetric, transitive binary relation on S normally labelled ≤: P = {S,≤}. A trivial
(though non-finite) example of a poset is the set of integers with the less then (<) operator.
Two elements (a and b ∈ A) in a poset are comparable if either a ≤ b or b ≥ a.
2.2.1.3 Lattices:
A lattice is a poset with the requirement that every two elements have a suprenum (also
known as the join or the lowest upper bound, using this operator ∨) and infimum (also known
as the meet or the greatest lower bound ∧). The ordering relation relates to the meet and join
via the following two equivalent definitions:
x ≤ y ⇔ x = x ∧ y
x ≤ y ⇔ y = x ∨ y
2.2.1.4 Power sets:
A power set (written as P(s) or 2s1) of a set s is the set of all subsets of a set. For example for
the set s = {a, b, c, d}the power set isP(s) = {{∅}, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}.
The inclusion operator (⊆) then partially orders the elements of the power set. Furthermore
set intersection (∩) is the meet operator(∧) and set union (∪) is the join operator (∧).
2.2.1.5 Formal concept:
For U ⊆ O, we define U ￿ := {a ∈ A|∀o ∈ U : (o, a) ∈ I}. Correspondingly for V ⊆ A
define V ￿ := {o ∈ O|∀a ∈ V : (o, a) ∈ I}. We can consider each prime operator as a
function from the power sets of O and A.
• f : P(O)→ P(A), f(U) = U ￿ = {a ∈ A|∀o ∈ U : (o, a) ∈ I}
• g : P(A)→ P(O), g(V ) = V ￿ = {o ∈ O|∀m ∈ V : (o, a) ∈ I}
For example, if U = {Tryptophan, Lysine} then U ￿ = {Hydrophobic, Polar}.
The compound operators g ◦f(U) and f ◦g(V ) are now closure operators over P(O) and
P(A). If we denote the compound operators by ” then this means that Z⊆Z” and (Z”)”=Z”
for any Z in P(O) or Z in P(A). Now a formal concept is a pair (U, V ) such that U ⊆ O,
V ⊆ A, U ￿ = V and V ￿ = U. The set U is then called the extent (it is a subset of the objects)
1The 2snotation signifies the set of mappings between the set sand {0, 1}, each mapping represents a subset of
the set s, where an element is in the subset if it maps to 1 and 0 if it is not. The set of mappings and hence the
number of subsets (and equivalently the size of the power set is 2|s|.)
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and the set V the intent (it is a subset of the descriptions) of the formal concept (U, V ).
When referring to a concept c let c.extent refer to the set U ⊆ O and c.intent refer to the
set V ⊆ A.
A concept is therefore a set of objects which all possess a set of attributes. It is not
immediately obvious but every concept of a given contextK has the form (U ￿￿, U ￿) for some
U ⊆ O and the form (V ￿￿, V ￿) and all such pairs form concepts. This suggests a possible
method to derive all concepts from a context by examining terms (X ￿￿, X ￿) for everyX ⊆ O.
The set of all formal concepts is thus a family of closed subsets under the ” operator and
a key result within FCA is that this is a lattice. That is for any two concepts there exists a
unique greatest lower bound (∨) and a lowest upper bound (∧). Also that there exist a top
(￿)and a bottom(⊥) node, where the top concept node contains all objects and the bottom
concept node contains all objects for which all attributes are true. There is a canonical set of
algorithms within FCA that can be used to create a concept lattice from a given context. The
problem is essentially to find all closed sets associated to a binary relation and is the same as
finding all rectangular blocks in a Boolean matrix.
2.2.1.6 Hasse diagram
AHasse diagram is a pictorial representation of a poset, each vertex (or node) on the diagram
represents an element of the set. If x is lower in the diagram then y and if there is a direct
edge joining the two vertexes this signifies that x < y and there does not exist a z such that
x < z < y.
It is also worth noting in pictorial representations, that horizontal edges are not permitted,
thus given a point x in the diagram all points connected to x lying above x are by the poset
ordering greater then x. A totally ordered set has a Hasse diagram consisting of just a vertical













Figure 1 – A Hasse diagram of the poset {D,<} = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 15, 25, 30, 50, 75, 150}
with divisibility as the ordering relation: x, y ∈ D if x mod y ≡ 0 then x < y. All positive
integers can be decomposed into lattices, the height of the lattice is the number of factors of the
integer. Adapted from Leibniz’s Universal Characteristic, .
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2.2.1.7 Ideals and filters
A non-empty subset I of a poset P is an ideal, if the following conditions hold: For everyx ∈
I, y ≤ x ⇒ y ∈ I (I is a lower set). For every x, y ∈ I , there is some element z ∈ I , such
that x ≤ z and y ≤ z. The smallest ideal that contains a given element x is referred to as the
principle ideal of x and is referred to as ↓ x = {y ∈ P |y ≤ x}. Within a Hasse diagram the
principal ideal of any given element is all the elements connected to it solely by downward
edges.
The dual of an ideal is a filter, again F ⊂ P with F ￿= ∅, however for every x ∈ F, x ≤
y ⇒ y ∈ F , ∀x, y ∈ F there is some element z ∈ F , such that z ≤ x and z ≤ y. Also a
principle filter of x is ↑ x = {y ∈ P |x ≤ y}.
2.2.1.8 Concept lattices:
Each formal context forms a conceptual hierarchy, called a concept lattice, the hierarchical
relation between concepts is formalised by
(U, V ) ≤ (W,Z) :⇔ U ⊆W (⇔ V ⊇ Z)
where (U, V ) and (W,Z) form a concept with U,W ⊆ O and V,Z ⊆ A.
2.2.1.9 Attribute partial order:
A useful partial order (≤) on the set A can be defined by this compatibility condition:
∀o ∈ O, a, b ∈ A : (o, a) ∈ I, a ≤ b⇒ (o, b) ∈ I
This can be read as saying that if this relation holds a ≤ b then anything that has the
attribute a also has the attribute b. This partial order is a powerful abstraction upon which to
build algorithms to classify data sets and infer functional dependencies.
2.2.2 Measures
Here is a useful place to introduce some order theoretic measures, whilst they play little part
in the discussions within this chapter they are intrinsic definitions that will play a part later in
the thesis.
2.2.2.1 Chains and height
The following definitions are actually used in chapter 3 however they are introduced here.
A chain is a collection of elements all of which are comparable to each other. Recalling
that two elements (a and b ∈ A) in a poset are comparable if either a ≤ b or b ≥ a. Intuitively
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Figure 2 – A Hasse diagram of a simple non-trivial lattice naming some of the logical relations
between the nodes. Note that ⊥ < x ∨ y < y < x ∧ y < ￿ and ⊥ < x ∨ y < x < x ∧ y < ￿
however z and w are only comparable with ⊥ and ￿.
if two nodes are comparable then there must be a monotonic vertical pathway in the Hasse
diagram between them. Likewise in a Hasse diagram if it is possible to move from one node
x to another y by only moving in one single vertical direction through the diagram then the
two nodes are comparable.
The length of the largest chain of a poset is referred to as the height H.
2.2.2.2 Anti-chains and width
Correspondingly an anti-chain is a collection of incomparable elements. The width W is
defined as the length of the largest anti-chain. These measures are useful for giving some
indication as to how efficiently a user can navigate a concept lattice or how useful the concept
lattice is. For example if the lattice is very wide with a low height, this so called flat hierarchy
does not offer extra navigability by its structure.
2.2.3 Simplifying attributes and feature selection
Large object attribute tables result in turn in large lattices which become unwieldy to navigate.
Context tables may be simplified by combining attributes into compound attributes. This is
effectively a more course-grained representation that sacrifices some details for tractability
and clarity. This is done by identifying some attributes as belonging to the same group and





Ai, Ai ∈ P(A) equivalently Ai ⊆ A and let each Ai be a set of
attributes that are identified as having a similar meaning or being similar. Then define J as
a binary relation between O and the {Ai} where oJAi if o ∈ O,∃a ∈ Ai so that oIa. Thus
(O,Ai, J) is a simpler context.
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Related to attribute simplification is feature selection or dimensionality reduction, a more
general (in the sense that the attribute data per an object is not just binary hence - it is referred
to as feature) technique of simplification. Feature selection can help to acquire better under-
standing about a set of data by highlighting important features and how they are related with
each other. The development of algorithms for the selection of features, is an active area of
research in statistics, machine learning as well as data mining[63].
2.3 Next closure algorithm implementation
In this section the next closure algorithm [33] to discover and label concepts is described,
a feature of this particular algorithm is the order by which concepts are discovered. This
ordering is useful in facilitating the subsequent naming of concepts.
To aid in understanding the algorithm implementation the essential steps in the algorithm
are worked through with the example binary attribute data introduced in the previous sections.
The algorithm works in three stages: first the concepts are derived, secondly a lattice is
formed from them and lastly the lattice is traversed to form a directed graph.
2.3.1 Calculating Closed Sets from Next Closure
Algorithm 1: AllClosures , calls the function Next defined in Algorithm 2
Input: Binary Relation I
Output: List of Concepts
concept0 ← Next(I, ∅);1
repeat2
concepti ← Next(I, concepti−1);3
add to list4
until no more concepts to find ;5
This algorithm uses the closure operator to calculate the set of all concepts. Within
2.2.1.5 it was stated that every concept could be found by considering terms (X ￿￿, X ￿) with
X ⊆ O. Every concept is fully described by the attributes it possesses and every con-
cept is a fixed point of the closure operator when applied to the attribute set. For exam-
ple with X = {Alanine, Cysteine} this gives X ￿ = {hydrophobic, small} and X ￿￿ =
{Alanine, Cysteine, Threonine, V aline}. Note thatX ￿￿￿ = X ￿ = {hydrophobic, small}.
An obvious strategy would be to simply calculate (X ￿￿, X ￿) for every X ⊆ O.
Whilst the next function could just iterate over all the subsets a more efficient method is
possible based on lectically ordering the subsets of the Objects O. To order the subsets, first
sinceO is a finite set of size n, it is possible to represent each element ofO as unique integer,
so O = {1, 2, ..n}. From now on the notation is abused by treating any element i ∈ O as the


























































































































































































































































This defines a total ordering on the set O (though the mapping can be quite arbitrary) .
A subset A ⊆ O is lectically smaller then a subset B ￿= A if the smallest element which
distinguishes A and B is in B. Formally
A < B :⇔ ∃i∈B\AA ∩ {1, 2, ..., i− 1} = B ∩ {1, 2, ...., i− 1}
Returning to the amino acid example let the mapping from Objects (amino acids) to inte-
gers be based on the row number from the table, so Alaline = 1, Cysteine = 2, etc. Then
if A = {Alanine, Cysteine, V aline} and B = {Alanine, Cysteine, Threonine}, this is
equivalent to A = {1, 2, 18}, B = {1, 2, 17} so that A < B. This can be seen in Figure 2.7,
where the sets A and B are represented as bit vectors.
Index Object A B
0 Alanine
1 Cysteine x x


















Table 2 – A and B as bit vectors. A < B since the smallest element that distinguishes them lies
within B.
Next define
A <i B :⇔ (i ∈ B, i /∈ A,∀j<i(j ∈ A⇔ j ∈ B))
It is easy to see that A < B ⇔ ∃i ∈ O : A <i B. Less obvious (and because of the total
ordering nature of the <x operator) , if i < j, A <i B and A <j C then C <i B.
Final Definition:
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A⊕ i := ((A ∩ {1, 2, ..., i− 1}) ∪ {i})￿￿.
The ⊕ operator ignores all of the objects greater then i, ensures i is in the set then calcu-
lates the closure of the set.
Theorem: Next Closure The smallest extent larger (with respect to lectical ordering) then
a given set A ⊆ O is A⊕ i where i is the largest element of O with A <i A⊕ i.
Proof: This can be proved by considering the following three propositions:
1. i /∈ A⇒ A < A⊕ i
2. A <i B and B is an extent⇒ A⊕ i ⊆ B ⇒ A⊕ i ≤ B
3. A <i B and B is an extent⇒ A <i A⊕ i
Let A+1 be the smallest extent after A with respect to the lectic order. Since A < A+1 there
exists an i such that A <i A+1. Using this i and from (3) A <i A⊕ i and this in turn implies
by (2) that A ⊕ i ⊆ A+1 and A ⊕ i ≤ A+1. However A ⊕ i is an extent so A+1 ≤ A ⊕ i
since A+1 is the smallest extent thus A⊕ i = A+1.
Finally by contradiction it is straightforward to prove i is the largest element. Let A ⊕ i
be the smallest extent larger then A and let i < j so that i is no longer the largest element
then since A <i A⊕ i and A <j A⊕ j then A⊕ j <i A⊕ i. Thus contradicting A⊕ i being
the smallest extent.
Whilst a concept can be described using just the attributes it possesses (the extent) as part
of the calculation the objects that are a part of the concept (the intent) are calculated too.
Algorithm 2: Next called by AllClosures
Input: Binary Relation, oldconcept
Output: New concept or terminate
while concept not found and o ∈ Objects do1
if o /∈ oldconcept.objects then2
put o in oldconcept.objects ;3
concept← oldconcept.objects￿￿;4
If j /∈ concept \ oldconcept.objects : j < i then output concept ;5
else6




Intuitively the algorithm starts at the top of the concept lattice adding attributes to candi-
date subconcepts, testing them via the closure operator and adding concepts this can be seen
by considering the algorithms behaviour on the example data set.
The bottom most concept node (￿) is defined to always exist and is defined to be the
closure of all objects, that is the concept formed by (O￿￿, O￿). So in the example data set
O = {Alanine, Cystine, ..., T yrosine}
O￿ = {∅} and
O￿￿ = O.
In this case no attribute is possessed by all the objects, the first concept then has the empty
set for the attributes, all objects match this null description.
The next iteration of the algorithm adds one object element at a time starting with the
lectically highest. Once a concept is found then, then the closure of the concept with an
extra attribute is then tested to see if it is a concept. Then the process of adding attributes,
calculating the closure and testing is repeated until all the concepts have been uncovered. This
can be best seen in table 3, which charts the progress of the algorithm in finding concepts.
Each line of the table shows the subset of O being tested for closure, each line is formed
with A ⊕ i where A is the extent of the last found concept. If A < A ⊕ i then the extent is
added to the concept lattice. The first 7 concepts are shown on both the table and Figure 2.3.1.
The algorithm proceeds upwards through the candidate concepts levels, for each concept it






















Figure 3 – The first seven (non-trivial) concepts found by the Next Closure algorithm, they are all
at the very bottom of the concept lattice.
2.3.1.1 Algorithmic Complexity
The algorithm is dominated by the cost of calculating closures. Finding the maximum sized
concept (and in turn generating the whole concept lattice) is equivalent to finding the max-
imum edge biclique in a bipartite graph, a problem known to be NP complete. In turn the
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complexity of this algorithm is o(n2).
Stage 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 concept
A0 = ∅
A0 ⊕ 19 x x x
A0 ⊕ 18 x x x
A0 ⊕ 17 x = A1
A1 ⊕ 19 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A1 ⊕ 18 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A1 ⊕ 16 x = A2
A2 ⊕ 19 x x x x x
A2 ⊕ 18 x x x x x
A2 ⊕ 17 x x x x x
A2 ⊕ 15 x = A3
A3 ⊕ 19 x x x x x x x x x x x
A3 ⊕ 18 x x x x x x x x x x x
A3 ⊕ 17 x x x x x x x x x
A3 ⊕ 16 x x x x
A3 ⊕ 14 x x x
A3 ⊕ 13 x x x x x x x x x x x
A3 ⊕ 12 x x x x x x x x x
A3 ⊕ 11 x x x x
A3 ⊕ 10 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A3 ⊕ 9 x x x
A3 ⊕ 8 x x x = A4
A4 ⊕ 19 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 18 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 16 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 15 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 14 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 13 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 12 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 11 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 10 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A4 ⊕ 7 x x
A4 ⊕ 6 x = A5
A5 ⊕ 19 x x x
A5 ⊕ 18 x x x = A6
A6 ⊕ 17 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 16 x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 15 x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 14 x x x
A6 ⊕ 13 x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 12 x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 11 x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 10 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 9 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 8 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
A6 ⊕ 7 x x = A7
Table 3 – Next Closure Algorithms progression for the first seven (non-trivial) concepts. Each of
the numbered columns represents a different amino acid. Each row Ai⊕ j represents a candidate
extent where each Ai is the extent of a concept. If Ai < Ai ⊕ j then Ai+1 = Ai ⊕ j and Ai+1 is
a new superconcept whose direct subconcept is Ai.
2.3.2 Constructing the lattice
Each concept is described by its extent and its intent, then by traversing over the concepts
it is straightforward to check which concept is a subconcept or superconcept and from this
assemble the lattice C. The convention is for a subconcept to contain fewer objects and
more attributes then its superconcept. If c, d ∈ C then if c.extent ⊆ d.extent 2then c is a
subconcept of d and d is a superconcept of c. While if c.intent ⊇ d.intent then again c is a
subconcept of d and d is a superconcept of c.
Within the lattice there are always two added concepts the top and the bottom: the top is
defined to have all objects (and hence may have no attributes that are true for all objects); the
bottom is objects for which all attributes are true.
2Recall that c.extent ⊆ O so the extent refers to the objects within a concept. While c.intent ⊆ A and the
intent refers to the attributes.
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By starting at the top concept (the one that is defined to have all objects) and checking
all concepts below it, for concepts that are subsets of it without being subsets of a concept
in between (i.e for x, y, z ∈ C if x ⊆ yand there is no z s.t. z ⊆ y and x ⊆ z). These
concepts are immediate neighbours in the concept lattice and are defined to have an edge
between them. The concept lattice algorithm moves through the lattice by working from the
top down, this is useful for the purposes of assigning a label to the concepts, since this is in
effect an initial sweep through all the concepts in the lattice.
The concept lattice may be represented by the Hasse diagram (see 2.2.1.6) as in figure
2.3 a) and b).





B B B B
Figure 5 – Nodes A and B are transformed by unfolding the lattice to multiple nodes.
The concepts form a lattice which means that concepts can and do have multiple parents. In
order to use concepts as directories in a file system (which can only have a single parent) it is
necessary to transform the lattice into a rooted tree which has multiple homomorphic edges.
The technical details of how it is still possible to access the lattice structure under regular
usage is explained in 4.4.4. In order to initialize this poly-hierarchical file system structure
every path through the lattice is traversed. A depth first traversal is made over the lattice and
for each path a directory is created. This means the order of names that make up a path from
the root of the mounted file system is irrelevant and there are multiple equivalent directories.
From the edges defined between the concepts, to derive a hierarchical representation of
the concepts. A recursive procedure iterates through the concepts and adds all the subcon-
cepts. A check is made to ensure that concepts which have multiple paths starting from the
root only have one path added to the hierarchy. The result is a representation as shown in
figure 2.5, where every edge joining two nodes represents a different possible path between
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Figure 6 – The Amino Acid lattice is transformed into a hierarchy, every unique path from one
node to another is enumerated.
2.4 Labelling concepts
Now it is possible to see how the attributes of a set of objects can induce the construction
of a hierarchical data structure, however some issues remain. Each concept maps to multi-
ple directories in the unfolded hierarchy and each concept is defined by multiple attributes.
Therefore this leads to the question of which attribute should be used to name each directory.
2.4.1 Reduced labelling for concept lattices
Returning to concept lattices, there is a great deal of redundant data within the labelling of
the nodes. With the following two observations:
1. If a node c ∈ C is labelled with some attribute a, then a ∈ {e|e ∈ C, c ≤ e} ≡↓ c.
Any attribute associated with a concept node also applies to the connected nodes below
it. The concepts with this attribute form a (principle) ideal of the poset.
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2. If a node c ∈ C has o ∈ c.extent, then o ∈ {d|d ∈ C, d ≤ c} . That is an object
associated with one concept node within the lattice is associated with all nodes that are
above it. Concepts that contain an object form a (principal) filter2.2.1.7 of the poset.
A convention can be adopted of only placing an object name upon a concept lattice once at
the principal element of the filter with no loss of information. Equivalently an attribute label
only need to be placed at the principal element of the ideal associated with that attribute. This
is referred to within the literature as the Galois Sub-Hierarchy [33].













































Figure 7 – The principal ideal of Tiny. Note that nodes that are below tiny and connected are




























Figure 8 – Reduced labelling of a Concept Lattice. Each attribute tag in red is inherited down the
lattice to all nodes in the principal ideal of the labelled tag. Each object tag in black is inherited
up the lattice to all nodes in the principle filter of the labelled tag.
2.4.2 Naming
Whilst reduced labelling makes a more tractable readable concept lattice, in the context of a
file-system this is the solution to a global problem whereas what is required with the unfolded
hierarchy of a file-system is a local solution. Since each concept has multiple directories
associated with it, it is possible to give a concept as many names as there are edges into the
concept node. However each name (and indeed the path to a file) has to reflect the attributes
possessed by objects within the directory.
2.5 Non-binary data
Formal Concept Analysis has been successfully used in many applications partly because
only relatively simple mathematical concepts are needed — all that is needed to represent a
data set as a concept lattice is the existence of a binary relation between two sets. However as I
stated earlier biological applications have to work with complex data-sets. Data is not always
in a binary form, and so various solutions have emerged from the FCA community to allow
FCA to handle a non binary relationship between two sets. To model this situation, define
a multi-valued context K := (O,A, V, I) with O,A and V as sets of Objects, Attributes
and Values respectively. The relation I ⊆ O × A × V is such that if (o, a, v1) ∈ I and
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(o, a, v2) ∈ I then v1 ≡ v2.
One way to use multi-valued (any non-binary) data with FCA is to “scale” the data that
is to transform each possible value into a binary form [15].
This transformation is an act of interpretation and there are several techniques to doing
this. One way is to use a conceptual scale. A conceptual scale provides a set of binary
attributes for any real valued attribute, in essence it is a mapping from the multi valued at-
tributes V to AScale. Where AScale is the attributes of the conceptual scale. It can be easily
represented by a formal context:(OScale, AScale, IScale) with the objects OScale ∈ V as the
possible values in the multivalued context. Then IScale ⊆ OScale × AScale is the mapping
for each of the values of the multivalued attribute.
2.5.1 Nominal scaling
a b c d e
condition 1 1 1 0 4 4
condition 2 1 1 0 4 4
condition 3 0 2 2 2 0
condition 4 5 5 0 0 0
Table 4 – A numerical context table, representing a set of constant valued blocks.
Here every attribute has a different range of discrete values. For each attribute a different


























Table 5 – Nominal Scales for attributes
Nominal scales for all the other attributes produces the binary attribute table in table 6.
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condition a0 a1 a5 b1 b2 b5 c0 c2 d0 d2 d4 e0 e4
1 x x x x x
2 x x x x x
3 x x x x x
4 x x x x x
Table 6 – A nominally scaled attribute table
2.5.2 Ordinal scaling
If an attribute has a simple linear ordering between values an ordinal scale can be adopted. It






Table 7 – A singe multivalued context of bodies of text.





Table 8 – An ordinal scaling.
Ordinal scaling can be seen implicitly within a subset of the original running example
data-set, everything tiny is also small.
2.5.3 Logical scaling
If the data is in the form of Table 2.5.3 where there are actually overlapping blocks or sub
matrices of similar valued attributes. Where the blocks overlap the result is the addition of
the value of the block.
a b c d e
condition 1 1 1 0 4 4
condition 2 1 3 2 6 4
condition 3 0 2 2 2 0
condition 4 5 5 0 0 0
Table 9 – A numerical context table, representing a set of overlapping constant valued blocks.
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This can be transformed into Table 2.9, in this form the Next Closure Algorithm can
easily detect the overlapping blocks.
a1 a5 b1 b2 b5 c2 d2 d4 e4
condition 1 x x x x
condition 2 x x x x x x x
condition 3 x x x
condition 4 x x
Table 10 – Transformed attribute table
2.6 Discussion
There are many other methods of forming clusters, especially when there is uncertainty about
the attributes an object possesses. However the Next Closure algorithm is a good base upon
which to represent many data analysis approaches. It is the same algorithm that is used in
frequent item set data mining (with different terminology). Whilst there are several different
algorithms that given a binary relation matrix (or equivalently the closure operator) uncover
all concepts and generate a lattice in this chapter the principle focus has been on describing
and explaining the Next Closure algorithm, Charm-L [119] for example assembles the lattice
as it finds concepts. The choice to describe in detail the Next Closure algorithmwas motivated
in part to aid in understanding how concepts are formed and also since in a later chapter 4.4.4
a modification is made to it to facilitate the naming of concepts. This is also why the two
steps of discovering concepts and assembling a lattice are kept separate, since later in the
actual implementation of the algorithm the separation facilitates the operation of assigning
labels to the concepts.
Already three of the major issues regarding navigating and traversing a concept lattice as
a file system hierarchy have appeared:
1. The existence of multiple paths to every file object and therefore the necessity to de-
velop mechanisms and methodologies to handle this.
2. The requirement for strategies to preprocess data into binary form suitable for applying
the Formal Concept Methodology.
3. The need for heuristics or additional context in order to usefully label concepts.
The representation of concepts as a file system is explored and discussed in chapter 4. The
necessary scaling and reprocessing in order to apply the formal concept methodology is
demonstrated in chapter 5. Tackling the question of labelling is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Ontology: algorithms, metrics and
representations
The last chapter described an approach to extracting knowledge from data by conceptual
clustering. There was a need identified to be able to find suitable labels for concepts (and
in turn the directories they represent). To recap, each separate directory (representing a bi-
cluster) of the concept file system can in order to facilitate navigation have a name or a label
that best describes the set of experiments contained within it. The common factor in these
experiments are the set of genes within those experiments that have some common behaviour.
While it is possible to name a directory just by concatenating the names of the genes or of
the experimental conditions, in practise this may not necessarily provide insight into the
commonality underlying the genes and experimental conditions.
The key general question then is how can a useful name be found for a newly derived
formal concept. The method adopted here relies upon linking the newly discovered concept
with names from some vocabulary of similar preexisting concepts. This obviously relies upon
some link between the attributes (or objects) in the concept and the reference vocabulary.
Considering this question or the specific data-set of gene expression experiments exactly such
a vocabulary exists in the form of the Gene Ontology. Furthermore the Gene Ontology has
it’s own structure which can in turn help provide good candidates for the names of concepts.
How these labels are chosen (or created) for concepts is the main focus of this chapter.
A brief overview is given of the study of ontology and how it can be brought to bear upon
this problem. After introducing Ontologies, the representation of an ontology via mathemat-
ical tools such as ordered sets and graph theory is explored. Some of the challenges inherent
in computational interactions with these kinds of data sets is considered. The criterion under
which the Gene Ontology can be used is discussed and a set of heuristics for using the Gene
Ontology is proposed. Finally the changing usage of Ontologies, and some of the future de-
velopments of Ontologies and their related tools and database is examined. The principal
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contribution of this chapter is then a technique for assigning labels to concepts.
3.1 Introduction to ontology and applications
3.1.1 Ontology
Ontology as a philosophical discipline was originally concerned with the study of being and
existence[60]. In more recent times with the advent of greater computational power and the
growth of knowledge resources it has also acquired a usage as a formal method for represent-
ing knowledge[41]. Ontology as a philosophical ideal can only be asymptotically approached
by human knowledge and this has led to some divergence between the definition of the term
in philosophy and in computer science (see [84] for further details). In terms of the activity of
both groups, philosophers have primarily debated whether it is possible to assemble an ontol-
ogy, whereas computer scientists have actually tried to build ontological-like structures (for
example the Standard Upper Merged Ontology [80]). The question of building Ontologies
is returned to towards the end of this chapter, however for the remainder of this chapter the
term ontology is used in the formal (i.e. the computer science) sense of the word[41]: [an]
“explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization.”1
A major argument against the use of ontologies is the distance between the nature of
their subject compared to the representation provided by the ontology. This is similar to
the arguments against the abilities of artificial intelligence. Ontologies (and related formal
mechanisms such as the semantic web) are a way to describe things in a way that a computer
can process; this processing occurs via application of syllogistic logic. The argument runs that
there are inherent limits to the ability of such techniques, in particular the use of syllogistic
reasoning. Is it possible for the semantics of something to be fully captured within syntactical
statements? In general the answer is unclear and for the practical purposes of this thesis
an ontology is mostly regarded as “a data model that represents a set of (possibly abstract)
categories and the relationship between those categories.”[41].
Ontologies complement the knowledge gleaned from a particular dataset (which will be
specific and focused) with more general knowledge. This underlines the ability of ontolo-
gies to assist in sharing data, uniting disparate information systems together and providing
background context.
Within this thesis this last point can be seen by the following loose argument: since the
categories in an ontology are formed from the invariance of attributes of the elements, within
them, and if the only relationship between terms is based on a set inclusion relation, then the
representation of ontology is equivalent to the concept hierarchy introduced in the previous
chapter (Chapter 2). Indeed within knowledge representation literature the categories of an
ontology are named concepts. However whilst the concept hiearchy is specific to a particular
1Ontology, despite being formally specified, is frequently a transient entity reflecting the information that is
currently known.
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dataset the ontology is a universal entity and can provide a frame of reference upon which
to “drape” or “stretch” the concept hierarchy. The benefits are that any specific knowledge
applicable to a concept can be matched to the global information available from an ontology.
3.1.2 Structure and implementation of open biomedical Ontologies
The Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) consortium is an umbrella organization for ontolo-
gies and structured vocabularies in biology and the biomedical domain. 2
Ontologies have taken a more specific description within knowledge management (and
its application within biology ) as a taxonomically organized (or structured) vocabulary of
terms upon which some automated reasoning and machine based inference can be carried out.
Ontologies, in this sense, have three major uses [19] : communication, automated reasoning
and representation and reuse of knowledge. Ontologies in this pragmatic sense, can be seen
to be specially structured databases. Many researchers ignore the structure of an ontology
database and simply treat it as a list of categories[120]. However a growing body of research
is directly focused on the use of the structure of ontologies.[58, 50]
The two key elements in many ontologies and specifically in all ontologies defined within
the OBO are a set of controlled terms and a set of relations between the terms. Thus all
ontologies that make up the OBO have a graph (G) structure where the terms are nodes (V )
in the graph, and the relationships between them are arcs (E) therefore a graphG =< V,E >
is used in this work[58]. The nature of the relations between terms in different ontologies has
been analysed and indeed an ontology constructed of the relations [105].
3.1.3 Ontologies for labelling
An ontology is a useful data structure since it provides a source of preexisting contextual
background knowledge. Specifically in this project the ontology is a source of labels for
clusters of items derived from a data-set. What is needed in order to use an ontology in this
way? First some way of mapping from items in the data-set to the ontology, secondly some
method of choosing an appropriate label given a possibly large set of terms from an ontology.
3.1.4 The Gene Ontology
The Gene Ontology[8] (GO) is one project within the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO).
The GO is a collaborative effort to address the need for consistent descriptions of gene
products in different databases and to facilitate interoperability and linkage of databases[8].
Whilst the GO consortium originally started as a collaboration between three model organ-
isms Fly-Base(Drosophilia) the Saccaromyces Genome Database and the Mouse Genome
2OBO is primarily concerned with ensuring consistency and orthogonality between the ontologies. Further details
about it can be found here http://www.obofoundry.org/.
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Database, the curators of the content of this ontology have always strived to remain as species-
independent as possible[9].
3.1.4.1 Structure
The GO project consists of three ontologies that describe gene products in terms of:
• Biological Processes, (BP) e.g. mitochondrial genome maintenance3
• Cellular Components (CC) e.g. the repairosome4 and
• Molecular Functions (MF) e.g. metal ion transporter activity 5
The GO currently (as at 2007) only uses two relations: ’is a’ and ’has part’. There is only
one link between the different ontologies: each of the three ontologies of the Gene Ontology
shares a common root. The Gene Ontology by design excludes protein related domains,
histological features larger then cellular components and evolutionary categories[noble] .
The Molecular Function and Biological Process branches refer to ongoing processes and
the “has part” relation specifically refers to actual physical objects that have have some dis-
crete portion, thus the ’has part’ is never used within these two branches. The Cellular
Component branch uses the ’has part’ relation whilst the other two ontologies use the ’is
a’ relation. Both these relations are anti-symmetric . This implies that a relation between
two terms has a direction. This restricts the graph representation of the GO to being some
form of directed graph. Both relations are also transitive. Furthermore there are no cyclical
relations within the ontology thus the most general combinatorial object that can represent
them is a partially ordered set P = (S,≤) [50]. Recalling from section 2.2.2.1, where posets
were introduced as a set S together with a partial ordering≤ between elements of S, then the
elements of the set S are the terms of the ontology and the relation defines the ≤ operator.
Where if x, y ∈ S are linked by the ’is a’ or the ’has part’ ontology relation so that x is_a y
or x has_part y then x ≤ y.
3The maintenance of the structure and integrity of the mitochondrial genome.
4A stable complex of proteins that carry out the DNA damage recognition and incision reactions characteristic of
nucleotide excision repair.
5Enables the directed movement of metal ions into, out of, within or between cells.
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Figure 9 – A screen shot showing a fragment of the Gene Ontology taken from the Gene Ontology
browser AmiGO, showing the three different paths to the term zinc efflux transmembrane trans-
porter activity. The numbers in the brackets signify the number of terms that exist beneath the
given term. Thus 0 signifies a leaf node.
3.1.4.2 Usage of GO
There are multiple techniques and tools that use the GO. One common usage of the Gene
Ontology proceeds from a list, of perhaps thousands, of genes of interest obtained from a
gene expression experiment. Then part of the approach to understanding the properties of
these gene is to analyse the particular terms and their distribution within the ontology. This
can then shed some light on the processes that are occurring and the functional profile of the
genes [120].
The GO can also be used for querying, since every GO term can be mapped to a set of
genes, the GO can be used to index into a set of preexisting experimental results - thus facil-
itating the exploration and navigation of experimental results. Since the GO is a species and
method independent conceptualization it can be used with results from across different lab-
oratories, systems and model organisms. For example, given a database of gene expression
experimental results, a biologist may want to ask a question like: “show me all the experi-
ments that have involved genes associated with blood coagulation and a cancer site.” With
the GO a set of genes which have some known link with blood coagulation can be identified.
Likewise all experimental conditions associated with cancer sites can be extracted.
Returning to the specific problem that motivated this chapter: that of finding a suitable set
of labels for sets (and subsets) of genes, the approach investigated here is to use the structure
of the GO to aid in deciding which label should be applied to any given set of genes.
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3.1.5 Annotation and curation
One of the challenges that directly affect the usefulness of the GO are the mappings or anno-
tations from gene data-sets into the GO. One of the principal projects carrying out this task is
the Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) project.
Currently these mappings databases are incomplete and only a proper subset of known
genes are functionally annotated [55]. Even when studies have shown a link between a gene
and a process, the human curators of the annotation databases have not yet updated the an-
notation database. An example cited in [54], is of the gene HMOX2 which was shown to be
involved in the process of pigment biosynthesis in 1992 [72]and is still not annotated with this
GO term even today in 2007 this suggests that the curators of the GOA paid scant attention
to the paper [54] or do not consider this annotation relevant.
3.1.5.1 Functional roles of genes
Associating genotype to phenotype is fraught with potential problems and mis-classifications,
especially when considering higher level functions where many genes are involved in mul-
tiple processes. For example the period gene - originally found to play a role in the cir-
cadian rhythms of fruit-flies[56] - is also involved in timing functions such as embryonic
development and in coding oscillations that are necessary for courtship. The Gene Ontology
specifically limits it’s own scope to exclude high level functions like the generations of circa-
dian rhythms or embryonic development. An additional complication arises with the typical
methodology used to determine the role of a gene: by differential comparison of an entity
with a wild-type gene to an entity with a mutated gene. This suffers from a fundamental
limitation that any behaviour common to both wild-type and mutated gene types would not
be discriminated and hence it would not ordinarily be associated with the gene.
Nevertheless let a be the annotation mapping from the set of genes to the ontology, a :
U → P .
3.1.5.2 Process of construction
Using humans to keep annotation current is expensive and does not scale, a natural solu-
tion is to develop automated electronic annotation techniques. Indeed the vast majority of
annotations are inferred exclusively by electronic annotations(i.e. without any expert hu-
man involvement). Referring to the annotations directly available from the Gene Ontology
project 6 it can be seen that of the 140 000 total biological process annotations available for
Homo sapiens, over 90 000 associations are inferred exclusively from electronic annotations.
Current automated annotation techniques still have problems: annotations often may be im-
precise or incorrect. The vast majority of such electronic annotations are reasonably accurate
as reported by [14]. Unfortunately, some of these inferences are incorrect or are too crude:
6Data taken from http://www.geneontology.org/GO.current.annotations.shtml
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they have been linked to high-level GO terms which limits their usefulness, in this case since
depth is weakly correlated with specificity. At the present time, none of the tools allows any
type of weighting (for example a p-value associated with each annotation) perhaps this may
improve the management of different methodologies of annotation.
3.1.5.3 Context
User context may be the reason why the HMOX2 gene’s role in pigment biosynthesis has
not been considered as important as it’s role in heme oxidation, since the GOA endeavours
to focus on annotations that have disease relevance or are important for high throughput
analysis. Many genes have multiple mappings, all current tools weight all the biological
processes equally. At the moment, it is not possible to single out the more relevant one by
using the context of the users’ state. An example cited in [54] is that the annotations of a
gene should have some ranking that is altered according to the context of the other genes in
the experiment. For instance with the gene BRCA1.
“A well known tumour suppressor but is also known to be involved in carbo-
hydrate metabolism. If most other genes found to be changed in the current
experiment are involved in processes such as DNA damage response, apoptosis,
induction of apoptosis, and signal transduction, it is perhaps more likely that in
this experiment BRCA1 is playing its usual tumour suppressor role. However, if
most other genes are involved in carbohydrate mediated signalling, carbohydrate
transport and metabolism, etc., then it is perhaps more likely that BRCA1’s role
in the carbohydrate metabolism is more relevant.”
3.2 Ontology analysis
With the use case above of functional profiling of gene expression experiments there are often
an abundance of GO terms that can be used to describe a set of genes. It is therefore necessary
to find some means of expressing any particular GO terms usefulness, appropriateness or
relevance. In the following subsections a methods is derived that that can be used in order
to assign ontological terms to clusters of genes. The goal with this is to establish a ranking
of each term when used in conjunction with the conceptual hierarchy introduced in Chapter
2. A similar form of categorization problem is posed both in Lee et al. [58] and Joslyn et
al. [50] work, and in both works the tension between ’coverage’ and ’specificity’ is central
to this class of methodologies. The significant difference that applies in the context of this
work compared to the work of Lee and Joslyn: the gene clusters themselves have a partial
ordering. What is thus required is then some form of homeomorphic mapping from one
partially ordered structure (ontology) to another (conceptual hierarchy) whereby the ordering
of the ontological terms remains invariant under this mapping.
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Dedekind-Macneill completion Recalling that the GO is a partially ordered structure it
is possible to add fictional elements to the poset in order to transform it to a lattice. This
process called completion (specifically the Dedekind-Macneill completion [51]) is not strictly
necessary for the homomorphism however it permits a definition of the height and width of
the GO. 7
The height is easily calculable, whilst a lower bound can be made for the width (calculat-
ing the width is somewhat computationally expensive). As reported in [50] on the height of
the MF (Molecular Function) branch is 13 and a lower bound for the width is 3500, thus the
MF is a bushy data structure which quickly branches.
3.2.1 Ordered set structural measures
Armed with this ordered set representation of the GO, considerable information can be gleaned
about any GO term, by its location within the representation.
Based on ordered set theory[102] the important measurable (solely) structural properties
of each term are the specificity or uniqueness, the coverage and the centrality. Each of these
can be calculated for each term and these scores associated to each term within the GO.
The following sections describe formally and intuitively how each of the scores for these
is derived.
3.2.1.1 Depth





3.2.1.2 Specificity and centrality
The specificity of a term is measured by the length of the path from a term to the nearest leaf
node in the ontology. Therefore the shortest chain from any node t ∈ S to the bottom node




The specificity for a number of elements from the Gene Ontology is marked on the fig-
ure... Counter intuitively by this measure terms which have a low specificity score are more
specific then terms with a high specificity score.
7Recalling the definition of height (width) of lattice - in section 2.2.2.1- is the longest chain (anti chain) in the
lattice.
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In conjunction with the depth the centrality is the height of the largest chain from top to





The coverage is the number of gene products that are annotated to a term so for a node t ∈ S:
tcoverage = |{g ∈ U : g = a−1(x), x ≤ t}|
The coverage for a part of the GO can be seen by the number in the brackets after each
term in the screen shot from AmiGo in figure 3.1.4.1.
3.2.2 Informational value
3.2.2.1 Metric
The informational value metric accounts for the differing frequency of usage of terms within
the ontology. By using the standard argument of information theory by Shannon, the infor-
mation content of each term is defined as the negative of the log likelihood of the term being
used, − log p(t), where p(t) is the probability of encountering the term t. The probability of
encountering a term can be inferred (in the case of the Gene Ontology) from the number of
genes that are annotated to that term or any of it’s descendant terms.
For example, in figure 3.1.4.1 each of the terms has the number of annotations that have
been made to it from the Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA). The number of counts includes
annotations made to any of the ancestor terms.
Substrate-specific transmembrane transporter activity (GO ID: 22891) has less informa-
tion content than cation efflux transmembrane transporter activity (GO ID: 46583) which in













Figure 10 – A colour coded diagram showing the specificity and depth for a simple tree.
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ID: 22883). This is then reflected by the probability of encountering the terms. So the
p(substrate-specific transmembrane transporter activity) is much greater than encountering
the probability of p(zinc efflux transmembrane transporter activity). Consequently, zinc ef-
flux transmembrane transporter activity contains more information, i.e. is more specific than
substrate-specific transmembrane transporter activity as it is quantifiable, an exact form of
efflux activity. Also, whenever the term zinc efflux transmembrane transporter activity is
used, the concept of substrate-specific transmembrane transporter activity is also implied as
it is a parent node of zinc efflux transmembrane transporter activity. As a result, Resnik[98]
concluded that the higher the terms in the taxonomy tree, the less information they contain
but are encountered more frequently. E.g. if we restrict attention to the MF ontology then
the term Molecular Function should have a p(Molecular Function) of 1 and a information
content of 0. Resnik went on to develop a model to define the similarity between two distinct
terms in the hierarchy, based on the simple criteria that more similar two terms are the more
information they share. Based on this a measure for semantic similarity for two terms is:
Similarity(t1, t2) = maxt∈S(t1,t2)(− log p(t))
where t = a term and S(t1, t2) = set of terms that subsume both t1 and t2 and − log p(t)
= information value of a term. Then this equation simply means that we want a term, with
maximum information content, that subsumes both t1 and t2.
3.2.2.2 Atomic symbols within GO terms
It is possible to improve upon the informational value of a GO term by looking also at the
words within a GO term, since GO terms frequently contain words from parental terms. A
more specific GO terms typically includes words from more abstract terms. They have a
somewhat consistent morphology about their naming structure: the suffixed portion of the
term name contains the more abstract or less important terms.
For example the GO term zinc efflux transmembrane transporter activity (GO ID:15562)
is linked via several hops of the ’is a’ relation to the GO term transmembrane transporter
activity (GO ID: 15562). Looking at the sub graph of the GO from the root to zinc efflux
transmembrane transporter activity it is possible to see that most of the parental terms are
integrated into the final term name.
Since GO terms have multiple parents this leads to some inconsistency in the naming of
terms. This is resolved in some cases by each GO term having multiple synonyms assigned
to it, in this particular case zinc efflux transmembrane transporter activity is also named zinc
efflux permease activity which however does not directly aid in the multiple path issue.
For the purpose of using GO terms for naming directories it would be more usable for
the directory terms to not contain words already in the path, for instance the full path of
a directory labelled with the term should be something like /transporter_activity/substrate-
specific/transmembrane/ion/efflux/zinc. This can be readily accomplished when labelling by
removing all previously encountered atomic symbols within a path.
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This observation about the morphology of GO terms is exploited in the GOPubMed
project[25] which takes abstracts from pubmed, identifying the significant words within GO
terms from papers and then using the GO to provide a browsable structure to query results. A
similar technique can also be found to identify atomic symbols in the GOALIE project[95].
3.2.2.3 Gene cluster annotation statistical significance
To determine which term has most significance with a particular set of genes, the technique
adopted by many tools[121, 27, 54] is to use a hyper geometric test. This assumes that the
probability that any GO term occurs follows a hyper geometric distribution. Then a P-value
is determined by comparing the probability of observing at least k genes from a cluster of n
genes by chance in a category containingK genes from a genome total of N .
Given the following: the set of genes within a cluster C, the set of genes tagged with a
GO term GOi and the set of all genes GI . Then a contingency table is generated consisting












The test effectively tells us whether a particular Gene Ontology term has many more
genes annotated to it then would be expected by chance, it also provides a ranking system for
the GO terms.
3.2.3 Usage
All the foundations are in place and the method to assigning names that preserves the (as-
sumed good) ordering of the GO is starting to become apparent- the allocation of terms should
match the structural score relations stated above. That is, in the concept lattice, deeper direc-
tories should in turn have terms with a greater depth. To integrate the above scoring metrics.
they need to be calculated and available for the algorithm for labelling the directory.
Querying an ontology with standard relational databases is difficult: an example of a
fairly simple query in the GO that requires finding all terms related to a particular process
needs an auxiliary table and a recursive statement, the difficulty is explained in section 3.3.3.
In the next section the steps necessary in order to preprocess generate metrics and make
accessible the Gene Ontology are detailed.
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3.3 Implementing Gene Ontology data services
3.3.1 Introduction
In order to effectively use the Gene Ontology it is necessary to store, process (section 3.3.6)
and provide access (section 3.3.7) to the terms in some form of database. It would appear
to be straightforward to preprocess the terms and store the data within a relational database.
However, as the next section explains, using the GO with traditional relational databases is
somewhat awkward. Architecturally, to make distributed components with Inferno, it was
easiest to implement an in memory data services engine accessible via simple file system
operations as explained in section 4.5.
3.3.2 Gene Ontology services
In order to use the Gene Ontology, two long running data services provide data about the GO
- Gene Ontology Service (GOS) - and the annotation of genes to GO terms - Gene Naming
Service (GNS). The GNS is further described in section 3.4.
Whilst there exists a schema and a set of methods as part of the GO that allow storing the
GO in a standard relational database, the storing and retrieval of ontology data causes some
difficulties both with fitting the poset structure of ontological data within this data model and
setting up queries to adequately query such a database. These issues are explored in this
section.
3.3.3 Taxonomies in SQL
One useful and frequently used type of query upon poset data structures (such as ontolog-
ical data) is to calculate all descendants of a node. This form of query is equivalent to the
computation of the transitive closure on the ≤ binary relation.
Within the GO both is_a and part_of are transitive relations: a transitive relation ~ is one
for which if a~b and b~c then a~c. Given any binary relation ~ the transitive closure is the
smallest transitive relation that contains ~. Now clearly if a is-a b and b is-a c then it should
follow within GO that a is-a c. It can be proved that transitive closure is not possible in
traditional Structured Query Language(SQL)[5].
This issue can easily be seen in the GO database where queries using graph traversal
(hence requiring transitive closure) form a key type of query. Within the relational database
representation of the GO this issue has been resolved by precomputing every graph traversal
when building the database. Thus within the GO schema there is an additional term2term
table that is used to store the transitive closure. Currently the GO is not updated frequently
thus recalculating the term2term table is not burdensome. However, it does result in a level









child.id = term2term.term1_id and
parent.id = term2term.term2_id and
parent.name = ’blood coagulation’
Figure 12 – An SQL query statement to find every child term of blood coagulation.
One problem with this query is that it is not obvious which query it is answering. It uses
the additional term2term table and as an idiom it is not comparable to standard tasks in SQL.
The structure of the query in this case has been defined by the data not by the usage of it. A
full programming language in place of SQL provides the opportunity for more succinct and
clear representation of such queries.
Since the Gene Ontology is not a massive data set (the source file is less then 10 Mb in
size) and initially it was not known which metrics and so in turn which algorithms would
need to be implemented upon it, a simple in-memory data set loader and server was written.
For the query language Inferno’s built in Limbo programming language (and its associated
compiler and loader structure) were leveraged. The implementation details of which can be
found in section 4.5.
3.3.4 Alternate database models and interfaces
The problem of storing and accessing poset data in a relational database as outlined above is
inelegent because of the constraints on the set of operations that can be performed on the data
in a relational data model. There are other models of database and of database interaction
that adopt a navigational model, where records are stored by linking them together. In order
to retrieve a particular record a “path” is traversed through the records. Recent work in
navigational models has been predominantly in object orientated databases. However the
navigational model should be familiar in the context of this thesis since a principle example
of a navigationally based database systems is a hierarchical filesystem.
A navigational model entails an interface that requires the user to specify the steps to
obtain the information that is required wheras with a declarative interface (such as SQL)
the user instead describes a set of declarative constraints for the desired result set and the
database decides how to obtain the information. There are advantages and disadvantages to
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both approaches. Notably the SQL approach is well suited to highly structured data, simple
queries and small data sets. In particular it is harder to debug where an error is in a large
single block of SQL. It can be difficult to track variables and a long query is conceptually
more difficult to understand then a set of smaller navigatory steps. With extremely large
datasets where speed of execution is a factor in order for an SQL database to choose a desired
execution plan it must be coerced via optimizer hints.
3.3.5 GOS
The Gene Ontology Service has to carry out three functions: load the data from a file, process
the data by calculating certain scores and provide the data upon a query being asked of it. The
data loading is carried out upon the initialization of the database (after loading data from a
source file GOS exclusively works on data stored within its memory and no functionality is
available to edit information back to the file).
To run queries on the GO, I created a specific set of commands that are split into nav-
igation (based on the UNIX commands to navigate through a file system) and data retrieval
in common with other language based solutions GOS provides a powerful and flexible tool.
The implementation of these ideas prompted the development of my own in memory ontology
data engine within the Inferno operating system environment.
3.3.6 Measure implementation
Both of the following two algorithms insert structural scores into the data structure that holds
the ontology and are run prior to the ontology service being used and after the ontology has
been loaded into memory.
3.3.6.1 Resnick similarity and coverage
The first metrics implemented were the Resnick similarity metric. I used a technique inspired
by [58]. Where each GO term has a GO code (different from the standard GO term id) that
uniquely determines the path from the root of each one of the branches of the ontology to
the particular sense of a GO term. In this system every GO term sense (where every different
sense corresponds to the alternate paths that can be taken from the root to reach that GO term)
can be described by a 64 bit number data type, such that the least significant bits are the same
for comparable terms. The total length of the common parts of two GO codes gives a metric
to understand how close two terms are. Additionally the length of the GO code bit string,
representing a GO term, tells how similar a term is and hence implies higher informational
value. Conversely the number of GO terms that share a particular GO terms suffix allows
scoring of the coverage of a GO term.
A better method to score the coverage is for each GO term, to count how many times it
(and it’s descendant terms) have been annotated to by the GO annotation. Any term that is
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only used infrequently has a higher semantic value. This is superior partly because it uses the
annotation information in addition
3.3.6.2 Specificity and depth
To calculate (and associate with each GO term) the specificity and depth (the combined score
being equivalent to the centrality) scores, a recursive algorithm based on a depth first traversal
of the ontology is used as illustrated in algorithms 3 and 4.
Algorithm 3: insertspecificity
Input: GO: array of GOterms
Output: specificity annotated to each node GOi ∈ GO
forall c ∈ GOnodes do1
if cspecificity ≡ nil then2





Output: specificity attached to GOi ∈ GO and children terms ∈ GO




if cspecificty < specificty then5
;6
end7
3.3.7 Query by genes
In order to use the Gene Ontology service is indexed into by the genes that constitute the
attributes of the concepts. Given a set of genes (or equivalently gene probes) there generally
exist a set of GO terms that annotate the given genes. Given a set of genes which of these Gene
Ontology terms should be returned, what constraints should be applied to their appearance
and how should the ontological terms be ranked?
3.4 GNS
The Gene Naming Service (GNS) provides the mappings from a given gene to the Gene
Ontology, It currently supports three annotations (or mappings), one based on locus ID, one
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based on Affymetrix’s annotation files and one based on HUGO[14].
The typical kind of data that I shall need for any GO term is the hypernyms of a given
GO term and the scores of a GO term.
Access to GOS and GNS is implemented using the same idioms that are used within
Inferno to provide DNS (Domain Name Service), further details on the overall architecture
will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.5 Usage of the GOS
3.5.1 Initialization
As detailed in section 4.5 the Gene Ontology Service and the Gene Naming Service are started
by the command styxlisten genefs and styxlisten gosfs. Their services are then accessible
from /info/gns and /info/gos, by writing instructions and reading responses to these
files. For convenience the services can be started when Inferno is started by placing the
commands in $home/lib/wmsetup. Also for convenience the mechanics of writing and
reading to these files can be wrapped up in a simple Inferno shell script (further details in
sections A and 4.5.) which is called by using the command g. The service is stateful and
persistent across different sessions.
3.5.2 Basic navigational commands
Recalling that the GO is a connected partially ordered data structure, an immediate and
straightforward way to query this stucture is to navigate through the elements starting at
the topmost root element. For GOS to facilitate this there is a present working term that
is preserved across query operations. In order to change the current term the command g
ct “term id” is used. Any term can be made the working term if its numeric term id is
known, it is not necessary to start from the root and select more specific terms in the ontology.
To help locate the numeric id given the name of a term the find command can be given a
regular expression and it will return all terms that match.
Once “at” a term, information about the term, can be found by using the command pwt.
This gives the GO id, the name of the term, the depth and the specificity (in that order).
Details about linked terms that are refinements (or generalizations) are available by using the
lsd (or lsu) commands respectively.
3.5.3 Advanced Usage
Whilst originally it was conceived that all interactions would be via the basic navigational











7052 mitotic_spindle_organization_and_biogenesis 1 10
51231 spindle_elongation 1 10
%
Shell Interaction 1 – Using the Gene Ontology service.
grammar it supports would also require control structure mechanisms and variables (and pos-
sibly functions). Rather then implementing these features they were instead appropriated
from the limbo compiler. The full implementation details behind how the loading and me-
chanics for this are explored later in section. This also provides the significant benefit of
allowing the databases functionality to be extended, easy prototyping of functionality and
allows a rich set of operations on data. This style of implementation offers a solution to the
tension alluded to in the introduction between persistence of data in programming languages
and other data stores. In the shell interaction the steps needed to modify an existing query
command are sketched out.
% sed -n ’/pwt/,/;/p’ GO.b
"pwt" =>
if (gonodes[pwd]!=nil)
s=sys->sprint("%d %s%d%d\n", pwd, gonodes[pwd].name,
gonodes[pwd].specificity, gonodes[pwd].depth);
% #Edit the sprint line and change it to the following




Shell Interaction 2 – The definition of the pwt command
The particular motivation for having this system is that it allows a sophisticated algorithm
to be prototyped and developed to find a label from the Gene Ontology. The requirements
and implementation of which are the subject of the next section.
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3.6 Concept naming: labelling directories of a file system
3.6.1 Criteria
A naive approach to assigning labels to concepts, would be to annotate the directory with
the Gene Ontology term with the lowest p value calculated with the technique described
in section 3.2.2.3. However there are several issues which necessitate a more sophisticated
approach.
With the file system, a formal concept is transformed into multiple directories and so
there are generally a multiplicity of labels that can be associated with any formal concept as
explained in section 2.3.3. An alternate way of considering this, is that each cluster can have
(in effect) multiple parents and in turn multiple paths from the root to the directory, and each
alternate path will need to have a different set of labels attached to it.
Hence a proposed better solution can be found by considering the structure of the entire
file tree and reflecting the structure of the GO. Thus in order to build this more global solution,
the names that these directories take should be based on a quality function that is a heuristic
based on aiding usability and findability of patterns. What this requires in addition to scoring
the quality of a term, is to score or rank the directories by some usage quality. A satisfactory
(or stable) global labelling exists when every term associated with a directory has no other
term which has a better score to represent those genes.
The following criterion can be applied to define the heuristics of assigning names to
directories:
1. Every term should be an appropriate label for the genes it contains. Thus the majority
of genes should have an annotation to the term.
2. Every sub-directory should have a unique term.
3. No ontological term should appear two or more times in any path from root to a direc-
tory.
4. More general ontological terms should be used closer to the root of the file-system.
More specific terms should be used in the leaves of the file-system. Such that every
term in a path should be more specific then its parent terms. Thus the ordering of the
GO terms should be preserved.
It is also worth noting that every sub-directory C of a directory D should contain fewer
experiments or experimental conditions (objects) and more genes (attributes) and that the
genes associated with a directory are a subset of the genes associated with a sub-directory:
C.experiments ⊆ D.experiments andD.genes ⊆ C.genes. This is since the experiments
form the objects and the genes the attributes when building the concept lattice. Criteria 4
implies that a GO term’s location within the file system is homeomorphic to its location in
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the Gene Ontology and preserves the Depth, Centrality and Coverage scores( as defined in
section 3.2.1). An alternate way of viewing this is to imagine the Gene Ontology being
squeezed and stretched onto the file-system.
It also seems more useful if the names of the directory only contain the specific parts of
the GO term name rather then the more abstract ones. This is based on the assumption that
directories higher up in the file system tree have been labelled with the more abstract terms.
There are generally going to be more available GO term labels then there are directories to
label however the unfolded lattice reflects the tree structure of the ontology with the lower
concepts having many more paths (and hence directories) that will eventually need to be
labelled compared to the higher concepts.
3.6.2 Algorithm implementation
In the previous chapter in section 2.3 the next closure algorithm was described, in particular,
its property of iterating through the concepts starting at the bottom and ascending through the
levels of the concept lattice as it finds concepts. This useful property is exploited in the first
part of the ontology naming process. A findterms function is called on each concept as the
next closure algorithm ascends the concept lattice.
The findterms function, first assigns for each concept Ci a set of candidate ontological
terms Ti. These terms are obtained from the annotation mappings for each gene, typically
each gene will map to several GO terms. Each term Tij is scored by the percentage of
genes which are annotated to it or one of its descendant ’is a’ terms. Thus if there are two
genes belonging to a cluster Ci and the term efflux permease activity is annotated to a gene,
and the term zinc efflux permease activity is annotated to another gene then efflux permease
activity would get 100% while zinc permease activity would only score 50%. Next, divide
the coverage with the structural coverage score from section 3.2.1.3. The terms can now be
sorted by their scaled coverage.
Next, for each level of the concept lattice the depth threshold value is fixed and all terms
must be equal to or greater then the given depth. As the algorithm proceeds up through the
levels of the lattice the depth threshold increases. Now for each concept there are a set of
ontology terms, ready for the next stage in the algorithm where the lattice is unfolded.
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Algorithm 5: Labeller in conceptderive
Input: C, concept lattice C with n elements C0 = ￿ and Cn = ⊥
Output: Gi ⊆ G as putative terms for each Ci
/* lookupthreshold finds highest and lowest terms in
GO. */
(GOdepthmin, GOdepthmax)← lookupthreshold(Cn.genes) ;1
Cdepthmax ← max∀c∈C c.depth ;2
floor ← GOdepthmin ;3
ratio← (GOdepthmax −GOdepthmin)/Cdepthmax ;4
Cn.terms← findterms(ci.genes, floor) ;5
forall d ∈ Cn.superconcepts do6




Output: Ci.terms, Set of putative terms labelling for each i node and it’s
parental nodes
if Ci.terms ≡ nil then1
Ci.termsi← lookupterms ;2




3.6.3 Unfolding the lattice
As the lattice is unfolded to create the file system, it uses a recursive depth first graph traversal
over the concept lattice. At this stage all concepts have several putative terms allocated and
this next part of the algorithm needs to determine which terms and their atomic symbols are
most suitable for the current path. Ideally most available terms should be used in some part
of the file system hierarchy.
This second part of the labeller algorithm works backwards from the first part it follows
every path down adding labels to the directories. It is constrained to not use terms which are
more abstract further down the path and not to use atomic symbols that already appear in the
path.
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Input: Concept Lattice Elements, Ci,path,specificitythreshold
Output: A label for each Ci
forall t ∈ Ci.terms do1








forall x ∈ u do10
if x /∈ stoplist ∧ x /∈ path then11





3.7 Improvements to ontology
This section is devoted to discussing the nature of pragmatic ontological structures, by anal-
ogy to other fields that have used categorical knowledge management structures. It is worth-
while considering which ideas have (and have not) found usage and application in these
other fields to infer what is likely to be successful within biological knowledge management
projects. Certain semantic web ideas have impacted how people use the Internet now, how-
ever the form or implementation of these ideas has come about via radically different means.
By analogy it is possible to infer where biological knowledge management is going. In addi-
tion there are some suggested future directions that ontology can go.
3.7.1 Improvements and evolutions to the Gene Ontology
The Gene Ontology is actually quite a primitive data structure. There are some immediate
and likely enhancements that the Gene Ontology may end up incorporating. This section
describes these improvements and identifies how this may affect the other work.
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3.7.1.1 Relational biology
As it stands the Gene Ontology only supports two binary relationships between terms. In
comparison other ontologies including Cyc Sumo[80] and WordNet [30]have a plethora of
available relationships between terms.
Within the paper by Barry Smith et al[105] a methodology is advanced for providing a
set of formal definitions for the relational expressions and extending the relations used in
Biological Ontologies. Subsequent to the paper the ontology of relations 8 has been updated
and currently it consists of the following 25 relations:
• Foundational: is_a, part_of, integral_part_of, proper_part_of,improper_part_of, in-
stance_of
• Reciprocal Foundational: has_part, has_integral_part, has_proper_part, has_improper_part
• Spatial (connecting one entity to another in terms of relations between the spatial re-
gions they occupy): located_in, contained_in, adjacent_to
• Reciprocal Spatial: location_of, contains
• Temporal (connecting entities existing at different times): transformation_of, derives_from,
preceded_by
• Reciprocal Temporal: transformation_into, derived_into, precedes
• Participation (connecting processes to their bearers): has_participant, has_agent,
• Reciprocal Participation: participates_in, agent_in
Of which the Gene Ontology currently uses two: is_a and part_of. What has been highlighted
as one of the strengths of the GO also indicates a potential source of issues for the GO; the
crudeness of available relations between terms. Indeed much of the multiple inheritance in
GO - as presently constructed - which is often associated with errors in ontology construction
mainly because it demonstrates the (ab)use of the ’is_a’ relationship for multiple different
meanings. For instance the ’is_a’ relationship is used: ’extracellular region is_a cellular
component’. This is ludicrous since the extracellular region refers to the space outside the
cell.
Ontologies have historically had the property of single placement within a hierarchy, (as
covered by [84]). However as explained by Morville[74]. Contextual issues arise from these
methods of categorising, many objects do fit within multiple categories, however if it is not
necessary multiple inheritance should arguably be avoided.
A further exposition into the relevance of this upon the representation of complexity in
biological systems is saved for a later chapter. However at this point it is worth briefly noting
8It can be found here http://obofoundry.org/ro/
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that category theory has been suggested as a framework for capturing heterogeneous relations
between ontology terms [52].
One of the hierarchies in the Gene Ontology is Biological Process however there is as
yet no well defined annotation between the temporal description of behaviour of a Genetic
network and its Gene Ontology term.
3.7.1.2 Annotation and folksonomies
Earlier in this chapter some of the issues within the annotation process (mapping genes to
the Gene Ontology) were identified. One of the key bottlenecks in the process of annotation
is the time it takes for librarians and ontologists to mark up or categorise data. How can the
creation of meta data be improved to cope with ever increasing volume and complexity of
data?
There have been attempts to improve automatic annotation and text mining in biology.
Electronic annotation can be likened to machine translation of human languages. Recently
machine translation has improved by a significant amount, at least part of this success is
beyond superior algorithms and techniques rather the increasing volume of training material
available. This can actually be observed by considering the automated Google translation of
“The flesh is willing but the spirit is weak” in English to Japanese to English. This translates
to “The meat is rejoicing, but mind is weak” however the English to Chinese to English gives
the same result as the input. One of the key differences between the two languages is the
quantity of training material available for both data sets, since Google Translate works by:
“...we feed the computer billions of words of text, both monolingual text in
the target language, and aligned text consisting of examples of human transla-
tions between the languages. We then apply statistical learning techniques to
build a translation model. We’ve achieved very good results in research evalua-
tions.” 9
One approach suggested in [23] is to let authors explicitly mark up their findings and claims
in a semantic form suitable for search engines. An alternative to a mark up scheme is a
dynamic automated gene to term weighting by auction system linked to the impact factor
associated with a publication. The rationale for this is based on the observation that some of
the commercial aims of the semantic web are closer to being brought to fulfilment by Google
Adwords10, rather then increased semantic mark up by authors.
Taking this beyond the annotation process a similiar procedure could be used to cre-
ate emergent categorisations that are defined from the data rather then adopting a top down
9From http://www.google.com/intl/en/help/faq_translation.html
10Google Adwords (https://adwords.google.com) is a keyword based advertising system for the Google search
engine. Advertisers bid on keywords, adverts are then displayed in a particular ranking to the side of search results
when the corresponding keywords are entered in a search query. Advertisers only pay when their adverts are ac-
cessed. Advertisers can improve the ranking of their adverts by either paying more per an access or increasing the
frequency their adverts are accessed.
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approach to categorisation. The end result is a data structure that is more like a so called
folksonomy11 in comparison to the Gene Ontology’s taxonomy. In a metaphor credited to
David Weinberger[74] discussing the difference between folksonomies and taxonomic struc-
tures: “The old way creates a tree. The new rakes leaves together.” It should be made clear
that a scheme like this acts as a supplement not a replacement to the Gene Ontology and its
annotations, since its data won’t be as thorougly verified. However it could still add value by
providing serendipitous extra meta data and providing a mechanism for faster dissemination
of research knowledge. In the system described in chapter 4 within this thesis the method-
ology to extract a concept lattice could be applied against multiple datasets and the results
integrated to form exactly such a structure.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter I have shown how an ontology can be treated mathematically. I demonstrated
some of the fundamental operations that are useful when engaging with an ontology and in-
troduced a novel data engine that calculates and provides information from the Gene Ontol-
ogy. The major novel contribution of this chapter is an algorithm for using words (as atomic
symbols) from the Gene Ontology to label concept directories derived from gene expression
experiments. The major difference between this system and preexisting tools that use ontol-
ogy and annotation is the effect of users context in which terms in the Gene Ontology are
used.
I suggested some extensions and future directions that the Gene Ontology might take.
Finally I argued, by analogy with other applications of ontology or meta data, that hand
curated ontologies as a tool may yet be improved by emergent methods based on aggregating
large volumes of data.
In this chapter I described the fundamental algorithms and data structures that form the
basis for an ontology storage layer. In the next chapter I shall describe a Gene Ontology tool
that implements these ideas. Later in chapter 5 I shall describe how this component works
together with other tools to construct a system to explore and analyse data in an easy to access
format: a file system.



























Figure 11 – A subset of the Gene Ontology focusing on the term zinc efflux transmembrane trans-




Formal concept file system
In this chapter the ideas discussed in the previous two chapters are reified towards a working
system for biological data management.
There is a powerful design pattern that has been used within the novel research operating
systems Inferno and Plan 9 of consistently representing every data structure and resource
with a file or a file-server. Many of the design decisions and challenges about how to wrap
a resource or a data structure as a file-system have answers within the Inferno and Plan 9
systems.
The following section focuses on Inferno and explores how the file-system forms the
basis for almost all resources within the system. A major issue of how Inferno has been
implemented has been the decisions that were made regarding the representation of data
structures by file systems; this is primarily been driven by the context and expected usage.
From these design designs a summary is made of the heuristics for effective representation of
resources by file systems.
There have been other attempts to build Formal Concept File-systems, brief reviews are
carried out of two recently developed and experimented efforts: LISFS and libferris.
From this two different types of file system architecture through which knowledge re-
sources are made available: the Formal Concept File-system and service oriented programs
exposed as files.
4.1 Introduction to Inferno
4.1.1 Inferno and Plan 9
Inferno and Plan 9 are operating systems much like Windows or Linux, however they were
cleanly designed to fully integrate and exploit networked environments and address the prob-
lems of distributed computing[91, 43]. Inferno is in some ways the successor to Plan 9 and
builds on its protocols and methodology of Plan 9 which are in turn is both an extension of
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the original ideas and response to the weaknesses of UNIX. The underlying philosophy has
been to try to always solve the most general problem by using the simplest solution[90, 53].
Infernos features are summarised below:-
• Remote Procedure Call mechanism packaged within a straightforward file-system pro-
tocol - Styx
• Resources represented as files
• Trivial network access to resources
• Lightweight and elegant virtual machine architecture (dis) with built in garbage collec-
tion
• All applications developed in a type and memory safe language
• Modern, easy to use, concurrency implementation based on the theory of Communi-
cating Sequential Processes (CSP)
• A simple typed work flow framework
• Inherently Grid-enabled architecture
Despite this Inferno has never achieved mainstream usage only gaining a rather small niche
of users. The reasons for its lack of success are predominantly non-technical: it came to
market approximately one year after it’s nearest competitor (Java) it never achieved a critical
mass of users and was poorly marketed.
4.1.2 Architecture
Inferno runs upon a virtual machine, and the system has been ported to multiple hardware
architectures.[90] Additionally it can be run from within another OS as an application in a
similar manner to the Java virtual machine architecture[116]. Currently actively supported
platforms include Windows XP (and all related systems based on Win NT), OS X, Linux,
FreeBSD and Plan9.
One of the key features of the Inferno architecture, is the representation of all resources
as file systems. The operation of the system is then due to the interaction of each of the file
servers together with various kinds of input to the system. Inferno was built from the ground
up to easily support networking and running as a distributed system, and carries with it 20
years of research into distributed systems from Lucent Technology (formerly Bell Labs). It




Limbo - Inferno’s native programming language - like Java has strong type checking, auto-
matic garbage collection and safe execution (it does not allow potentially unsafe pointers).
It’s syntax and expression has links with the newsqueak language[87] (it’s predecessor) and
with sawzall [89](it’s successor.)
All applications and many system modules in Inferno are developed in Limbo and when
run hosted its performance is comparable to other interpreted languages and with some care
it can be made to run well [40]. Unlike Java it is not object oriented, though it has a modular
architecture. Programs developed in Limbo are compiled into a platform independent byte-
code. Thus any Inferno application should work the same on every platform that is supported
by Inferno without needing porting or even recompiling.
Limbo has a syntax that is similar to C, see [26] for a full introduction to the language.
It has some key general benefits over C (C is the more usual language for systems level pro-
gramming) including support for generic containers and a basic string class and specifically
for systems level programming has some security advantages over ANSI C, due to it having
strong type-checking and an inbuilt garbage collector.
The design and development of file servers within Inferno is greatly facilitated by the
concurrency model underlying the Limbo language. Further details can be found in A.3.
4.1.4 Styx: a common network access protocol
The resources accessible to an individual namespace can be located on a single machine or
on multiple machines throughout the network. This has multiple benefits: computer users
and programmers are familiar with files and their semantics, a set of resources can easily be
distributed around a network and it allows the same access protection that exists for normal
files to apply for all resources. Wrapping operations by an interface that is a file server has
several benefits in implementation and in use, mainly that many existing tools can easily be
used with that resource.
Inferno implements an open protocol, Styx for handling file operations (the following is
mainly summarized from [94]). Styx is analogous to Sun’s NFS[73] or Microsoft’s CIFS.
It does not directly implement caching strategies to optimise regular disk file access, and
hence is somewhat slower then other protocols. However this makes it far simpler and its
behaviour with dynamic file systems is better defined. Every file operation can be translated
into a sequence of Styx messages. In essence the Styx protocol is the specification of the
exchange of messages. It is a stateful communication and provides a hierarchical file system
name space. The process is somewhat different to how the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
(more commonly referred to as http) works. Whereas in the web at every interaction there is
no retained state and mechanisms such as cookies need to be used, a Styx client retains the
state of an interaction as a file handle. Every interaction after the initial attach specifies the
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handle that is being acted on.
The Styx protocol is synchronous and consists of 13 message types. Every client of the
file system maintains a handle to whichever part of the file system is being accessed.
Table 11 – Styx messages
Name Description
attach Authenticates client and provides a handle to the root of the server tree.
clone Provides a new handle to the same file.
walk Point the file handle to a specified next level of the file hierarchy.
open Check permissions for file I/O.
read Read contents of file
write Write contents of file
flush Disregard outstanding I/O requests
stat Report meta data about a file
wstat Change meta data about a file
close Discard file handle (file itself is unaffected)
remove Delete file
create Create file
Typically one process (the file server) accepts requests for files and file structures and
carries out the commands associated with those requests. The mechanism of a client server
interaction is sketched out: firstly a client attaches itself to the root of the server. The client
process is given a file reference number of the root of the file server. When the path of a
particular file from the server is requested the client walks from the root to where the file is.
Within the server every file has a uniquely assigned number (called a qid). Further details can
be found in subsection 4.6.
Styx messages do not need the existence of a network to join two components, Styx
can be used over shared memory or UNIX pipes. Importantly its behaviour joining a local
component is identical to joining a remote component. This means that remotely mounting
parts of the file system of anything that talks Styx gives corresponding control of that remote
system. A distributed system can therefore easily be assembled by mounting the required
services and defining a minimum of code to govern the interactions, without having to give
much consideration to the underlying hardware or network connection.
Within the Inferno system, the only requirement for any process to become a user file
system is that it has to read messages in the Sytx protocol over standard input and produce
Styx messages over standard output for it to be mountable within the file system.
For example the helloworld program listed below (with source code in the appendix),
connects Styx messages sent to it’s standard input and is used like this:
This server only serves one file, called hello and reading from that file returns the string
world, all other styx operations are ignored. For another example see section 4.4.3.
To export a portion of a namespace over the network the styxlisten command is
used,
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% mount {helloworld} /n/test
% cat /n/test/hello
world%
Shell Interaction 3 – Mounting and using a user file server
% echo $emuhost
MacOSX
% styxlisten tcp!*!1278 export ’#^’









Shell Interaction 4 – Sharing the clipboard. Here hosted Inferno running on a OS X machine
(whitegene) exports its clipboard to hosted Inferno running on a Windows machine (romulus).
Text copied in whitegene can be accessed in Inferno on romulus.
Styx and the philosophy of writing file servers can be used as middle-ware[13], this is
“glue-like” software that links different software components together. In comparison to
approaches like CORBY or SOAP it has the advantage that clients do not require special
language bindings (clients only need to be able to access files) However it does need to run
on a system that permits a Styx based file system to be mounted. Currently Linux and OS X
have buggy support for mounting Styx servers. There exist libraries that permit Styx based
servers to be written in Java and Python.
4.1.5 Per process file system based interface - computable namespaces
Superficially Inferno is similar to *nix systems (like Gnu/Linux or FreeBSD) with many mi-
nor differences but one important and key evolution: everything is represented and control-
lable within the root file structure by actions on files. The hierarchical file tree does not just
represent data on the disk but can be interfaces to networks, protocols, the graphics system,
audio, security and remote execution.
Opening, closing reading and writing of the appropriate file is the interface for virtually
all parts of the system. This has the effect of heavily reducing the number of commands
needed for the system, it facilitates programming and promotes code reuse. Files become
an abstraction and can be thought of as names. The file system, which is the interface to
most system resources, is called a namespace, a resource then only has to be attached to the
namespace for it to be accessible. Once a resource is attached to the namespace it is able to
interpret all file systems accesses and synthesise files and directories on demand.
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There is a bootstrapping problem, where do the initial namespace components come
from? Each kernel device drivers is a file server and is accessible via a unique # prefixed
character. Thus each driver can be bound into the namespace by an operation as seen in shell
interaction 5:
% bind -a ’#p’ /prog
Shell Interaction 5 – Binding the program control scheduler into the prog directory.
Conceptually all device drivers adhere to a simple format of providing the necessary
functions for a styx interface and hence the kernel can easily plug in file system accesses
to the device driver. There is still potentially a great deal of freedom in how a device then
appears on the file system however there are some conventions as to the structure of the file
tree and the naming of files. There are some commonly occurring files that are needed by
many file servers:
• ctl - Control file, instructions to the file server should be sent here, this is used instead
of the ioctl system call in UNIX.
• clone - New allocations of resources should occur with opens of this file, rather then
utilising the create file mechanism. This permits the file server to have control over
naming and reuse of files. An example of this can be seen in shell interaction 8 where
to get a new connection the clone file is opened.
• status - Provide the status of components
• data - Reading will return any data provided by file service
• 1,2... (numbers) - List of some allocated resources all of which share some com-
monality, they may be reusable
Each running process (or thread) in Inferno has its own view of the namespace, by which it
can have a unique and private view of the resources and services that it needs to access. This
view is easily manipulable and no special privileges are needed to modify this view since it
is not generally globally applied. This is unlike on *nix systems where mounting a volume
generally requires root access. Every new process that is created inherits its namespace from
its parent creating process.
It is worth clarifying that while a resource is represented by a file, not all file operations
are meaningful or defined upon it. Files representing resources may be read-only and moving
file representing resources may not be possible. On the other hand the semantics of file
operations correspond well to some kinds of interactions for example the clipboard is a file
/dev/snarf, that can be read to obtain the contents of the clipboard.1
1Furthermore on hosted Inferno the /dev/snarf file is provided by a device (#^) linked to the underlying
operating systems clipboard.
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In some places the representation of a resource by a file is not useful and it is worth
extracting the heuristics adopted by the developers of Inferno and Plan 9. In this section
4.1.5.1 I explore how the file-system metaphor is used to expose the networking resource in
Inferno.
4.1.5.1 An example file server: the network device
Inferno (and Plan 9) adopt a novel approach to the representation of a network device and
the protocols that it supports, I go through this implementation to see the philosophy and
design approaches that were adopted since much of this informs the decisions made when
implementing our resources as file-systems. The implementation of the network device is
similar to other devices on the system more importantly it illustrates exactly where and how
’the everything is a file’ philosophy should be applied. Much of the following is adapted from
[75] by Sape Mullender and Dave Presotto.
There are multiple ways that networking may be available to an instance of Inferno, de-
pending upon whether it is running native or hosted and in turn which platform it is being
hosted upon. Rather then having multiple context dependent ways of interacting with net-
working, it is instead abstracted and wrapped in an interface that is a set of files served by a
file server and mounted in the namespace.
Networking is then accessed and controlled by opening, reading and writing files. If it is
running native then the networking directly interacts with the networking device on the other
hand if it is running hosted then it instead calls the host networking API, for applications run-
ning within Inferno there is no difference in operations. I examine how the system represents
the network interface by looking at the file system which is conventionally mounted in /net.
% cd /net
% ls -l
--rw-rw-r-- I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 arp
--rw-rw---- s 0 abhey abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 cs
--rw-rw-rw- s 0 abhey abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 dns
--rw-rw-r-- I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 ndb
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 tcp
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 udp
%
Shell Interaction 6 – The /net directory
There are four files and two directories. Each of the files and directories are actually interfaces
to a running process or a device and the character after the user permissions in the above
listing (in the second column and which are I or s above) signifies which device is providing
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this file or directory. Each protocol (tcp and udp) has its own directory, within this directory
there exists a clone file, a stats file and sub-directories numbered from zero to the number
of connections currently configured for this protocol.
%cd /net/tcp
%ls -l
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 abhey abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 0
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 1
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 2
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 3
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 4
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 5
d-r-xr-xr-x I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 6
--rw-rw-rw- I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 clone
--r--r--r-- I 0 network abhey 0 Dec 19 19:43 stats
Shell Interaction 7 – Network indexes each connection by number
To use a particular protocol to make an outgoing connection, the following method is
used. Within each protocol directory, opening the clone file reserves a connection, and
the resulting file descriptor is open on a ctl file for that connection. If there are unused
connections then opening the clone file reserves a free connection otherwise a connection
directory is created.
Network access using the tcp protocol would be initiated by opening the file /net/tcp/clone.
This returns a file handle to a directory for example /net/tcp/6. Now read and writes to
the files within this directory are the interface to this particular connection. In then copying
the file a bind can be carried out to make this resource available at a place in the namespace.
Each connection is represented by a numbered sub-directory, reading the ctl file returns
the number of the directory representing the connection. Writing strings to the ctl file con-
trols the usage of that connection. For example shell interaction 8 shows an http connection
being made to google. During the whole interaction only opens, reads and writes to files
are necessary to use the network interface. Knowing the semantics of which set of file oper-
ations to use is however non-trivial (and there are helper libraries that encapsulate frequently
executed operations).
The directory structure and the naming of the files mirrors the data structure that exists within
the running network file server.
Some details are worth noting, each connection could have been named using the name of
the server being connected, to rather then a number. For example the connection could have
been named “/net/tcp/google” instead of “/net/tcp/1”. However in this case, operations like
reusing a connection or querying over all connections would not be so easily defined. A stack
of connections becomes a list of numbered directories. New files are never created directly




















echo connect 72.14.221.104!80 >[1=0]
cd /net/tcp/$connection
cat data &





Shell Interaction 8 – Connecting to google using only cat and echo.
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assign a separate directory for each port, splitting the underlying resource in that way would
not have helped most uses.
The power of the consistent file system metaphor can be seen from the straightforward
ability to do the following: import the network stack from a gateway computer, make a
command look like another network connection (see execnet on Plan 9), or restrict access to
the network.
4.1.5.2 An example file server: the domain name server
The file server interface provides a uniform and seamless interface to networking functional-
ity. There still however lurk fiddly details. One of which is the Domain Name Service (DNS).
DNS is the means by which easy to remember alphabetic Internet domain names are mapped
to the actual underlying numerical IP addresses of the Internet.
Each one of the protocols supported by Inferno uses a different addressing scheme. Thus
the control strings that are written to the ctl file need to be different depending upon which
protocol is being used (though the most common application is translating from alphabetic
names to numerical IP addresses.) One possible solution that was considered and rejected
(and which at first glance seems a good idea) is to have a user level file system that represents
the network name space as a file tree. The file hierarchy then provides paths to directories
representing network domains. Each directory contains files representing the names of the
machines in that domain. For example there might be a file /net/name/uk/ac/york/romulus.
The contents of this file would be information about the machine romulus, like its IP address.
This implementation was not eventually used and the following reasons are cited [76]:
1. It was found difficult to devise a hierarchy that encompassed all representations of
addressing schemes in a coherent manner.
2. The address of a machine is only a part of the information that is required to make
a connection. For example with IP protocols the symbolic to numeric port number
mapping is required but it is not clear how to encode that within a file operation.
3. Networks have large numbers of machines and placing all these nodes in the file tree
burdens the user with a great deal of unnecessary information about the organization
of the network.
It was found in this case the representation of a resource by a file tree was inappropriate. The
method used instead in Inferno to carry out DNS queries is to have a DNS server process
which serves a single file (/net/dns). Then to make a query, it is necessary to open a file
write a string representing the query into the file. Reading the file returns the query result.
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Shell Interaction 9 – Accessing the DNS file-service
4.1.5.3 HURD: Alternate approach to user level program file systems
The “Herd of Unix-Replacing Daemons” (HURD) is a novel implementation of a UNIXkernel
like environment that consists of a set of servers running on the Mach 3.0 kernel[110]. Its
approach to file systems is similar to Inferno; a path-name on the namespace can be attached
to a user level program (referred to as a translator) and which will perform specialised ser-
vices when that path-name is accessed. Its approach to a client application like ftp is worth
comparing to the Plan 9 way (I use Plan 9 since Inferno does not come with a correspond-
ing ftp client). In HURD to access the ftp client the user changes directory to the directory
/ftp/prep.ai.mit.edu/pub/gnu. Whereas in Plan 9 the command ftpfs[2] prep.ai.mit.edu is first
issued then ftp access is provided via a file server at /n/ftp. Within HURD changing to a
directory may carry out an operation whereas in Inferno changing directories is not typically
a method of controlling a given resource. 2
4.1.6 Heuristics of resources as file servers
What features of a resource have to match the paradigm of a hierarchical namespace for there
to be benefit in representing it as such? What are the idioms that are well defined and adhered
to? Whilst there is copious documentation regarding the Plan 9 System these heuristics have
never really been fully codified. The following is the author’s attempt to provide some general
hints taken from the implementation of resources including network, cameras, task control
and grid scheduling have been implemented via the file interface. Most are derived from the
source code and from the following Plan 9 and Inferno papers[92, 43, 88, 93, 91, 32, 75].
1. Only use as many files/entries in the namespace as you need.
2. The directory structure should reflect the structure of the underlying data model of the
resource. Not every data structure within a resource should be split over a hierarchical
resource.
3. File system level commands should have their normal behaviour considered first before
overriding to create new functionality. For example if some control is wanted over the
allocation of new resources then use a clone file mechanism rather then requiring the
creation of a new file.
2There is one notable exceptional example of when changing directories invokes a command, and that is the
mntgen command. Mntgen serves styx messages and generates sub-directories on demand, and is typically used to
provide mount points on demand for services or file-systems.
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4. Controlling a resource should be done via writes to a ctl file.
5. Changing to a directory should not invoke functionality. (compare with HURD)
6. A textual interface that permits as much functionality to come from existing UNIX
(and hence tested and well known tools) rather then introducing potential bugs with
new software.
7. Some resources should not be represented by a file system, where it would lead to
remote behaviour that is inconsistent with reality. For example shared memory on
Plan 9, in this case to do so would imply that memory can be imported from remote
machines.
4.2 Review of semantic file systems based on FCA
The notion of a semantic file system was introduced by Jouvelot in [22]. It is defined as a
virtual arrangement of directories that allows flexible associative access to the contents of
files by automatically extracting attributes from files with transducers. Transducers are user
defined programs that can derive attributes from a file. These attributes are then used to build
corresponding indexes. This generalises the model commonly used in file-systems where
only a fixed set of attributes (time of modification, user permissions, size of file etc) are
available for each file. In semantic file systems, the attributes are dynamic entities that can
be created and accessed at will. Semantic file systems are thus more generic examples of file
systems.
The motivation to base a semantic file system on FCA comes from the ability for the
system to handle under-specified queries, the provision of an ordered grouping on query
results and the ability to switch between query and navigation. Other semantic file-systems
like SFS[22], HAC[39] and BeFS[37] for example do not permit the navigation of arbitrary
queries.
4.2.1 Libferris
The libferris[69] is a virtual file-system that provides the ability to treat many tree like data
structures as file-systems and present the main content of each object in the tree via a file
interface. Like many Plan 9 file-systems its file-systems runs in user address space.
It has support for mounting a multitude of entities including but not limited to Evolution
email clients,XML files, PostgreSQL databases, tar files and websites. Libferris also pro-
vides mechanisms to extract meta data from the input object and represent this meta data as
extended attributes of the file associated with that object. Thus a picture file might have the
width and height associated with it, represented as a pair of extended attributes.
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To take advantage of libferris requires applications that are written using the libferris
library. Hence it includes rewritten versions of basic UNIX programs like ls, cp, mv, rm,
mkdir, cat, find, touch and IO redirection.
Wherever possible the structure of the file-system is taken from the entity being mounted
thus for XML files it uses the Document Object Model to represent the file as a tree of objects,
from this tree a hierarchical file-system is assembled.
The principal current FCA usage within libferris is to use the file-system and filter over
the attributes to generate formal contexts (or binary matrices). Since libferris permits multiple
data-sources to act as file-systems, this in turn facilitates multiple ways of obtaining source
data for FCA. There are some significant philosophical difference worth drawing out within
the implementation of libferris compared to Plan 9, in libferris a directory is a container with
iterators in libferris. In Plan 9 the file system is a device that ’speaks’ a networkable file
protocol, hence a libferris file-system as implemented only works upon a single computer.
It can currently only be used in GNU/Linux.
4.2.1.1 Libferris example
Formal Concept Analysis can be used by libferris on any file-system that libferris can rep-
resent as a file-system. Each file-system in libferris is accessed via a url based names-
pace, so for example to access a PostgreSQL database called play the command ferrisls
pg://localhost/play can be used.
To use FCA in libferris first requires building an extended attribute index of files. Boolean
queries are then used to define a binary context table which is then built from the extended
attributes.
% ferris-create-fca-tree --index-path=EAPATH --treename=testB \
smallsize ’(size<=100)’ \
gnomename ’(url=~.*gno.*)’
Shell Interaction 10 – The ferris-create-fca-tree command builds a lattice, with two attributes -
smallsize and gnomename.
In figure 10the attributes are defined by two Boolean queries. Calculating these Boolean
queries over the files (object) then produces a binary matrix or context table which is used to
produce a concept lattice file-system. From the binary table a concept lattice is created and is
accessible from the mount point fca://.
4.2.2 LISFS
The Logical File [31]system is based on Boolean logic together with Logical Concept Anal-
ysis (a development of FCA where the result of logical formulae are used in place of binary
attributes). Paths are formulae, directories represent queries and determine set of files and
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parts of file whose description satisfies the formulae. The root directory represents the for-
mula "true", and sub-directories of a directory are determined by the most general properties
refining the query. The ls command gives hints about further queries that can be made. The
file system is thus generated as a user explores it. Each directory is created by users’ queries,
the file system can thus be used for both navigation and querying. The names of the directo-
ries are taken from the queries used to form them.
From a file-system perspective the developers of LISFS consider arbitrary relations to be
interpreted as a generalisation of symbolic links between two objects. Thus while in a regular
UNIX system the symbolic link is only a reference to another file, in LisFS links between files
form the basis for directory structure.
4.2.3 LISFS example: exploring two data structures













Shell Interaction 11 – Command 1 selects music files from the ’80s, command 2 excludes comedy
files from the selected files and command 3 selects only short songs. For each one of the commands
1, 2 and 3 a different transducer (or attribute extractor) is used. From then, the user can switch to
the extension of its query, which actually contains the files that match the query that has been built
up (command 4) and listen to it (command 5). Command 6 selects disco music and command 7
then asks for possible navigation links. It can be seen that they can be used as possible queries.
Some of what LISFS accomplishes could be done with appropriate use of the shell. How-
ever using LISFS is simpler and somewhat more intuitive. In addition all this navigate and
query functionality can easily be used within applications (and also keeps those applications
simple). Unlike libferris it uses standard UNIX utilities (all the intelligence is kept in the file
system) but can only be run in GNU/Linux.
Like libferris, LISFS permits a diverse range of data to be used to build file-systems, using
transducers to find appropriate attributes to use to build concept lattices. For example a file
containing C source code can be mounted as a file-system.
Each of the lines in 12 is a different object in the context of the program file foo.c. Hence the
concept table is :
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[1]%cat -n foo.c




5 fprintf(stderr, x=%d, x);
6 return y*2
7 }
8 int f2(int z) {
9 return z*4
10 }
Shell Interaction 12 – The contents of a program source file.
function:f function:f2 var:x var:y var:z debugging specification
1 x x
2 x x
3 x x x
4 x x x






Now mounting the file allows navigation and querying:










Shell Interaction 13 – The source file is mounted as a file-system and can be
browsed, the transducer is specified in the mount command.
Changing directory to not debugging or specification - !(debugging|specification)) - gives a
view of the file without those items.
Editing this file will still edit the main file. The logical file system is thus integrated with















Shell Interaction 14 – A view of a source file that is restricted to those parts of the
file that do not involve debugging code or specification code
!(debugging|specification). There is always the option of getting information about the main
global data set foo.c filtered via the navigated path changes. Boolean logic defines a set of
base operations including conjunction here a search query is defined by the path navigated
thus far and stored in a stack. The cd command thus acts to introduce an extra filter to the
query. Navigating to ’.. ’ pops the filter query stack. Search results can be seen by doing ls.
The file system and the shell navigation commands are thus an interface or a view to a more
complicated data structure.
However this particular transducer maintains a subtle deficiency within traditional UNIX
tools that treat input as arrays of lines. It should perhaps operate on higher level structures
which are defined by regular expressions - so called structural regular expressions[86].
4.2.4 Review
In summary there are many commonalities between LISFS and ferrisfs they both use a plug-in
or transducer system to convert data into file-systems, both can only be used with Linux, FCA
(or LCA) is used in both as an aid to browsing search results. They also have sophisticated
indexing systems to facilitate updating the concept lattice on the fly. There are differences
in how Formal or Logical Concept Analysis is integrated into their respective frameworks, in
libferris: FCA is not the default approach to representing data. Both are usable and demon-
strate that the fundamental idea of using file-systems as a mechanism for representing data
has considerable merit. The author of libferris in particular notes the power of integrating
many heterogeneous resources into one common metaphor[70], this seems especially power-
ful with the applications he exposes to a file-system interface which in turn permits powerful
extra functionality. They both also support a substantial and diverse number of data sets.
Both file-systems lack two features stemming from their Linux heritage: they are un-
portable and not easily networkable.
Other flaws with libferris with its implementation, can only fully be used by libferris
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aware applications. This in turn has required rewrites of many common UNIX components.
Since it provides an alternate file API, existing applications require changes in order to gain
the full benefits of the libferris system. However the author of libferris has not then pur-
sued the philosophy of using powerful yet small UNIX programs like grep awk or wc that
have orthogonal purposes and leveraging the ability to chain them together. Instead for data
transformation tasks libferris uses a XML Style Language Transformation(XSLT) proces-
sor by converting file-systems to XML representations then transforming then returning to a
file-system.
LISFS transducers are structure and its logical operations can potentially replace many
other system commands. This allows file system hierarchies to be created and categorised via
logical operations.
There are various kinds of plug-in file systems that transform devices and data into file
systems. It is an unsurprising lesson relearned by the developers of both libferris[70] and
LISFS on the power of having a consistent file interface to dynamic structures.
In both cases many of the design decisions have chosen to utilise a different design phi-
losophy then the one chosen by the creators of Inferno and Plan 9.
4.3 Design strategy
Before introducing a prototype system this section provides the motivations and decisions
that underlie the system architecture. The architecture is guided by considering the general
goals and workflow for exploratory data analysis and the UNIX and Plan 9 model of software
engineering. The traditional UNIX philosophy is to build small tools, that do one thing well
and that provide simple interfaces to other such tools. The interoperability between tools in
UNIX is facilitated by almost all tools using a common interchange format of arrays of lines.
Plan 9 develops this further by providing guidance on how to develop long running services
and
With this philosophy in mind, the first step is to see if it is possible to decompose the
required functionality of the system into simpler discrete components which can then be
used together. This is done by first addressing what the key processes are within the system,
examining the constituent data structures and looking at how putative components can be
integrated to form a complete system. This section concludes with a short discussion on the
general approach to the system architecture.
4.3.1 Key processes
Within this system there are four conceptually different processes necessary to form and work
with a conceptually ordered data structure from a set of data:
1. Preconditioning, data transformation or feature extraction.
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2. Concept formation or data mining.
3. Presentation and manipulation of the file system.
4. Manipulation and provision of ontological data.
Approaching these three processes in terms of their connection with each other, the first two
processes of the system (transduction and concept analysis) are straightforward processes
that take in input and generate output, they can straightforwardly be realized as programs.
Processes 3 and 4 however are more appropriately realized as services.
4.3.2 Data structures
Formal concept analysis largely involves the manipulation of set based data structures. Sets
can be efficiently represented within a computer by bitmaps, that is arrays of bytes.
Thus far in the thesis there have been two examples of partially ordered data-structure
representing data in two different contexts, ontology and concept lattice. However within
these two different contexts, there are two different types of usage and hence motivate two
different representations within a file-system. With the Gene Ontology file system the usage is
a straightforward query mechanism. If exploration of the Gene Ontology was the use scenario
then it would make some sense to turn the Gene Ontology into a hierarchical namespace.
Indeed an initial prototype was made with this scenario and style in mind.
The key motivation for the difference in adopted approach lies in the natural features of a
file system, which are beneficial for a concept lattice FCA. These features would increase the
complexity of implementation for the ontology without substantially increasing its usefulness
or practicality. In particular it would result in awkward constructions (though not as awkward
as the SQL seen in section 3.3.3) to carry out traversal operations.
In comparison the practical benefits of this system are that it can offer the theoretical
framework and (an extensible form of the) semantics of relational databases whilst also pro-
viding the structure of object orientated data stores.
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4.4 A prototype system
Figure 14 – The relationship between the components of the system can be seen, the plain arrows
show output piped between components whilst the the hollow headed arrows show data piped in
from files. The dotted arrows show the
4.4.1 Feature extraction - Transducers
The first stage in categorising files using this system is to generate a table of attributes, for this
simple programs called transducers are used. They typically take a flat directory consisting
of files to be categorised and create a binary table of attributes for those files. A transducer
generates a table representation of the formal context described above in 2.2.1.1. The context
table is simply a tab-delimited text file which has attributes as columns and objects as rows;
and an x where every object has a attribute and a 0 otherwise. The format of this context
table is designed to be both human readable and machine editable. Large context tables can
be made simpler by either removing some attributes or by ORing some of them together.
Selective filtering of the context table by standard UNIX or Inferno commands is straightfor-
ward, one can for instance use grep to select objects out of the context table or awk to select
attributes.
Even for data that seems to complicated to use with just binary attributes for example in
gene expression bi-clustering, with a suitable choice of transducer it is feasible to carry out
coherent value bi-clustering. Inferno can use native programs on the host system using the
OS command, and transducers can therefore be implemented in any programming language
supported by the native operating system. However it is advantageous to develop transducers
in Limbo since this guarantees portability. Transducers can pre-calculate context tables off
line.
4.4.2 Concept formation - Conceptderive3
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)2.2 is used to generate a categorisation of the data set. This
takes a context table in the format described above in L2L2FCA and applies the standard
FCA next closure algorithm to produce output listing the concepts (this is the objects and the
3A full description can be found in 2.3.
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attributes that belong to that concept) and also lists the parents and children for each concept.
The output is in the form of human readable s-expressions.
Optionally it also serves its own control and data file-system. This file system as seen in
shell interactions 15 and 16 is based on the same design principles underlying many Plan 9
virtual file-systems such as the directory of processes or the directory of network connections
examined in 4.1.5. This is a somewhat different approach data to representing concepts as
directories compared to the libferris and lisfs file systems.
Whereas FCA2fs produces an unfolded lattice with concepts having multiple directories
representing them. Conceptderive instead serves a list of numbered directories, with each
concept corresponding to a single directory. The number of each concept in this directory di-
rectly corresponds to the qid number of the concept in the FCA2fs file system. The numbered
Conceptderive file system is also a mechanism for manipulating concepts. Only three opera-
tions are permitted: an attribute can be removed, a concept can be added or an attribute can
be moved. Why adopt a multiple file system method? This is to avoid some of the issues that
both libFerris and LisFS run into: they need to modify or adapt existing tools in order to work
best with their new file systems. Opening and writing to files in this second file-system is all
that is needed to effect changes in the primary file system. This method is modelled on how
Inferno and Plan 9 eliminate a plethora of system calls by using file accesses on generated
files.
This file-system is always mounted as /n/concept.$pid where $pid is the unique program
id assigned by the system to the running instance of Conceptderive. The format of this file-
system can be seen in 15
% ps | grep Conceptderive












Leech Bream Frog Dog Spike Reed Bean Maize
% cat /n/concept.9000/attrhash
alive water land plants seeds2 seed1 animals legs mammals
Shell Interaction 15 – This is the control file-system for conceptderive. The objhash and attrhash
files give the names of the objects and attributes respectively.
There are two principal pieces of functionality available from the file-system, it permits
the adjustment of the attributes possessed by objects. These changes do not get passed to
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the input file (this would make no sense if stdin had been used). Instead they can be used to









% echo add 3 > ctl; cat attributes
alive water land animals




(Concept "0" (extent "0" "1" "2" "3" "4" "5" "6" "7" )
(intent "0" )(obj )(atr "0" )(sub "1" "2" "6" "11" )
(closure "0" "1" "2" "3" "4" "5" "6" "7" "8" "9"
"10" "11" "12" "13" "14" "15" "16" "17" "18" )
(super "0" )(subprime )(closureprime )
(superprime "1" "2" "3" "4" "5" "6" "7" "8" "9"
"10" "11" "12" "13" "14" "15" "16" "17" "18" )(terms ))
...
Shell Interaction 16 – The file-system permits the manipulation of attributes of each object. In-
dexing starts from 1. Here object 1 (Leech) has attribute 3 (Land) added and attribute 7 (animals)
removed. By reading conceptlattice file Conceptderive regenerates and outputs the modified con-
cept lattice as an s-expression.
4.4.3 Directory generation - FCA2fs
This takes the output from Conceptderive to generate and serve a synthetic file system (an
Inferno server). Directories are formed from the concepts, however the concepts form a
lattice which means that concepts can and do have multiple parents. To implement this poly-
hierarchy every path through the lattice is traversed and for each path a directory is created.
This means the order of names that make up a path from the root of the mounted file system
is irrelevant and there are multiple equivalent directories, each of which point to the same
contents and equivalent child directories. FCA2fs alters the namespace by mounting itself
over the existing directory it is run in, however it spawns a thread that runs within the old
namespace, access between the old and new namespaces are then connected together via a
channel (see section A.3 on the threading and concurrency primitives).
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4.4.4 File system traversal and naming
The two commands conceptderive and FCA2fs are typically run together with a pipe connect-
ing them. FCA2fs can alter the namespace by mounting itself over the existing directory it is
run in, while still running a thread with the old namespace. File requests and responses are
connected between the two running threads such that all reads and writes to files get passed
through directly to the original files. The net effect is that a flat directory gains structure. Ad-
ditionally the compounds can be rerun on the new namespace. By spawning new namespaces
for each new query this system produces a similar style of interactive querying and navigation
as LISFS.
The main navigation operations to support for this system are increasing or decreasing
specificity (corresponding to decreasing or increasing coverage). Increasing specificity is
straightforward (change directory down to a sub directory). Broadening or generalising the
reverse operation is not as well defined since there are multiple possible parents that could be
destinations when generalising.
Each entry in the file system has a definite path (that which was used to get to that entry),
this is used when “cd .. “ is executed. However while each directory has only one parent as
far as ”.. “ is concerned there are multiple concepts and parental directories that are actually
available. The mechanism to resolve this is discussed in 4.6.
4.5 GO utilities
The Gene Ontology has multiple uses in this set of tools. The lookup of Gene Ontology
terms from gene names is done via a service called the Gene Naming Service (GNS) and is
modelled on how the DNS service is implemented in Inferno as explained in section 4.1.5.2.
For this service a file called /info/GNS is present in the namespace. In an analogous manner
to the DNS service, the file is opened and a file handle obtained then a request is written
to the file, and the result is available upon reading from the same file handle. It currently
supports three annotations (or mappings), one based on locus ID, one based on Affymetrix’s
annotation files and one based on HUGO[14]. In all cases it converts the gene or probe
symbols to GO terms.
Access to GO terms and their structure (e.g. finding hypernyms, calculating significance
scores) is implemented in the same manner, as a file upon which read and writes carry out
queries or calculations.
4.5.0.1 GOS reloadable implementation
The implementation of this module features a reloadable structure such that the main algo-
rithms used to process the data can be rewritten and recompiled whilst the ontology data






fn hgid { q=$*;
<>/info/GNS {







echo -n $q >[1=0];cat}
}
% hgid DRD4
6021 16020 16020 7268 7212 7212 7186 7165 5887 5886
4952 4952 4952 4872 1584













Shell Interaction 17 – An interaction showing how the GNS and GOS service are accesed. The
shell function hgid converts hugo gene IDs to GO terms. In this function the file /info/GNS is
opened and the string ’hugo $q’ is written to it (where $q is a variable that is passed in as the
rest of the arguments to the function hgid) then the same file handle is read to obtain a reply. The
ontology annotations for the gene DRD4 are extracted as numbers. The shell function g together
with the two GOS commands ’cd’ and ’pwd’ are then used to obtain the name of the terms.
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program. Thus from the running program, it is possible to experiment with alternate scoring
methods. This idiom was found to be particularly useful in the development of this module,
since parsing data in from the Gene Ontology file took up the bulk of the run-time of the
Gene Ontology program. This provides somewhat similar functionality to the “Fix and Con-
tinue” feature found in the XCode4 development environment. This is also a common idiom
in interpreted languages such as TCL and bash shell scripts.
This is implemented by having two modules, the GOloader and the the GOS module.
The ontology file is parsed upon initial start up, and the contents of the ontology is stored in
heap memory. The GOloader program spawns a process which in turn calls upon the GOS
module. This process is accessible via a file in the file system - /info/go. Any writes to the
file are channelled by the kernel to the GOS module. The GOS module is a file server. GOS
accepts command requests and the replies are available from reads of the file /info/go. In
carrying out the commands the GOS module calls the run function in GO if the command is
not ’l’. In the case of ’l’ being sent, the GOS module instead reloads the GO module.
This is a form of code reuse, where the limbo programming language and its compiler
are used to define my interactions with my code. This style of programming has a LISP-like
flavour to it. Though it is far from a perfect solution: to form a new query one has to edit
source code and recompile.
4.5.0.2 Distributed middle ware
Both the GOS and the GNS components do not need to run on the same computer as the
remainder of the Concept based File-system, the services are trivially exportable via the
styxlisten command. This allows benefits such as better performance, by having each
component run on their own instance of Inferno on another machine.
There are many methods of producing distributed middle ware including Corba, RMI or
SOAP web services. These services could have been implemented as any one of these. Web
services would for instance have the benefits of possibly offering some validation of input
data. However none of them is quite as easy to implement within Inferno and the semantics
of component access via file access (when using the Styx based remote file system protocol )
is simple, familiar and extremely effective from a client perspective. Implementing a service
as a file-system server is somewhat more difficult then say implementing a web service,
however this is more due to a lack of tutorials and examples then any intrinsic difficulty.
In the current implementation whilst the GNS is usable by multiple users and processes
simultaneously the GOS is not tested, expected or guaranteed to be so. This is entirely due to
the stateful functionality of being able to edit and reload the key query code of the module.
This is not insurmountable and it would be straightforward to re-architect the service such
that every process or user attaching to the GOS would spawn their own dedicated process and
their own particular code could be loaded for their session.
4Xcode is a code development environment found on OS X which permits developers to write and compile code.
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% whatis gnsspawn




styxlisten tcp!*!7001 export ’’’’#sGNS’’’’ }’’&
}’
% whatis gospawn
fn gospawn ’{os emu -c1 /dis/sh.dis -c ’’{
ndb/cs
load std
mount -a tcp!127.0.0.1!7001 /info
/usr/abhey/dis/GOloader
styxlisten tcp!*!6889 export ’’’’#sgo’’’’ }’’&
}’
% mount tcp!127.0.0.1!6889 /info
% mount tcp!127.0.0.1!7001 /info
Shell Interaction 18 – Both gns and GOloader as services are accessible from the #s device
4.6 Implementation of poly-hierarchy handling
The architecture for file systems within Inferno is arranged so that all system calls on files on
are translated into requests and responses that are handled by a server, where a server can be
a user program such as FCA2fs. Each instance of a file or a directory within the synthetic file
system has a unique 64 bit unsigned integer allocated to it. This integer is used by the file
server to identify requests for that file and is referred to as a QID.
When FCA2fs turns the lattice structure into a tree, the concepts are enumerated and each
directory (and its contents) corresponding to a particular concept has the concept number
encoded as part of the top 20 bytes of the 64 bit QID.
Thus while each instance of a file and a directory has a unique QID, equivalent files and
directories can be identified. For example Qidc is a gate for the fs[1] system in Inferno that
takes an integer, it is open if the entry has a QID that contains the given concept number, so
the command shown in interaction 19 returns all directories that are part of concept 5.
% fs select {and {mode +d} {qidc 5} } $conceptserver
Shell Interaction 19 – Finds all entries in the FCA file system that have QID 5
In order to get to a more general upward (referred here in shell interaction 20 as a cddd )
command the following procedure is used:
1. The qid of the current concept directory can be found by using the ls -q . In partic-
ular the first 20 bits of the 64 bit qid are the same for all directories and their contents
that arise from the same concept.
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2. Then the paths of the file server can be traversed via the fs shell command language. A
gate (or filter) qidc with the qid of the current concept is used upon each traversed di-
rectory. Qidc filters by just the first 20 bits hence it is straightforward to lists all paths
of a concept. They are all listed with their full path from the root of the synthesised file
system.
3. From this list an entry can be chosen for navigation.
This system is not perfect, cddd only lists possible parent directories rather then offering a
choice and allowing the selection to be made. There are some situations where “..” should
be used and others where cddd is necessary and arguably the user should not be required to
know there is a difference or have to behave differently.
fn cddd {
qid=‘{echo ‘{ls -q | tail 1 | sed ’s/\(/0x’} & 1<<19|mathcalc}
fs select qidc $qid $fileserver
}
Shell Interaction 20 – Shell script that lists parents that can be navigated to
4.6.1 Using the file-system in the native environment
On both Linux and OS X it is possible via the Plan9Ports5 project and the File system in User
Space6 to mount the hosted Inferno file-system as a native file-system. To do this Plan9Ports




% bind ’#|’ /tmp/pipe
% <>/tmp/pipe/data{export /n/FCAfilesystem &}
% os 9pserve inferno < /tmp/pipe/data1 >/tmp/pipe/data1
Shell Interaction 21 – Commands to be run from within Inferno.
and the file-system needs to be mounted in the host environment
~/$ 9 mount ‘namespace‘/inferno /mnt/inferno
~/$ cd /mnt/inferno
~/$ ls





The architecture of this concept based file system has the same goals and features as the other
two main FCA based file systems libferris[70] and LISFS[85] however its implementation is
very different. Principal changes are based on using two separate file systems and a set of
simple shell utilities.
Whilst this system does leverage the unique facilities available within Inferno almost all
the power is still available when the system is mounted under a different operating system.
Some of the key benefits of this architecture are that much of the difficult or ambiguous
code can be kept out of the file system. It also offers a solution to implementing deletes and
moves within the file system, disallows them unless they are carried out from the control file
system where the semantics can be altered to reflect the actual data structure being modified.
It benefits from the superior portability of the Inferno system, it is the only one that can be
demonstrated (in hosted form) under the Windows Operating System.
There are numerous improvements that could be made, a somewhat obvious one is to
make the concept derivation (the calculation of the closure operator) that occurs as the user
traverses through the file system restricted to only one level. This has two benefits firstly this
dynamic file system would amortise the calculation of the concept lattice over the time whilst
the user is using it. Secondly it would allow the transducer to be be modified and in turn
altering the relation.
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Figure 13 – The architecture of the Inferno environment native and hosted (image from[108])
















Old module is discarded. Goloader is still running together with it’s stack.





This chapter demonstrates the knowledge management system, ConceptOntoFs, operating on
a set of real data sets. This includes an introduction and characterisation of the principal data
set that is considered: results from human gene expression micro array experiments.
This particular data set is an example of a typical post-genomic data analysis challenge:
to find structure and patterns in multivariate data sets representing the concerted behaviour of
multiple genes in response to different treatments/perturbations. A variety of pattern-based
clustering techniques have been developed and experimented with to extract meaningful clus-
ters from such gene expression data [101, 24, 35, 103]. These methods can help in multiple
applications including gene classification, identifying unknown functions of a gene or pro-
viding insight about the mechanism of gene regulatory systems[97]. As explained in section
2.1.2 a special type of clustering algorithms, bi-clustering algorithms (FCA is a form of bi-
clustering) - have shown efficacy at identifying meaningful patterns in gene expression data
sets [67]. In order to best uncover the patterns within the numerical multivariate gene ex-
pression data, the data needs to be transformed into a format suitable for applying the Formal
Concept Analysis algorithm. This chapter describes an order preserving technique to per-
form this transformation and shows the results of applying this method to a gene expression
data set. A typical use case that is explored for these methods is the desire for a biologist to
learn about genes which have a similar behaviour to a gene of interest and the experimental
conditions under which these similarities occur.
The system is also demonstrated structuring and aiding in the navigation of a data set
representing a digital music catalogue, this illustrates the modularity and generic capabilities
of this system.
I also address the three principal issues that are raised when trying to use the system with
large data sets (of the order of 11000 by 500), these include the temporal performance of the
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clustering algorithm, memory requirements and the final usability.
The Chapter concludes with a discussion of the characteristics and performance of the
system.
5.1 Data sets
5.1.1 Miscellaneous data sets
5.1.1.1 ID3 tags
A quick and simple usage of the system is to use it to arrange a number of music files with
ID31 tags.
5.1.1.2 The mushroom data set
A popular data set that has been used for many data mining studies (including to assess the
speed of Formal Concept Analysis algorithms and implementations) is the mushroom data set
found in the UCI Data Repository. This data set consists of 8,124 records describing various
kinds of mushrooms as found in the The Audubon Society Field Guide to North American
Mushrooms [61]. 2
The data is contained within one file - agaricus-lepiota.names, it is formatted with one
line devoted to each mushroom. Each mushroom is described by 22 nominal attributes - each
one of which can take a number of different values - and results in over 100 binary attributes.
5.1.2 Gene expression data
5.1.2.1 General considerations
As explained in section 2.1.2 genes provide a key role in the ongoing physiological processes
that occur within a living cell. The effect of various stimuli upon the cell cause proteins
binding upon a binder site of a gene sequence, this in turn causes the production of a string
of RNA which in turn provides a set of instructions for the ribosome to generate a particular
protein. These proteins lead to phenotypic effects including regulating the expression of
other genes. DNA micro arrays[101] in turn permit the measurement of thousands of genes
expression levels simultaneously. This technology thus easily allows detecting the context-
dependent differential change in expression levels.
Moreover in order to identify genes that are co-regulated and co-expressed in a subset of
conditions but behave in an independent manner in other conditions sophisticated techniques
such as bi-clustering[67] are employed.
1ID3 is a popular music tagging format that allows attribute value pairs to be embedded within music files. More
details can be found here http://id3.org/.
2The data can be downloaded from http://mlearn.ics.uci.edu/databases/mushroom/
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5.1.2.2 Interesting genes
The L2L data-set[78] is curated by hand directly from the gene expression data of a diverse
subset of publicly available human gene expression experiments. This is the simplest data set
to start analysis from, it simply consists of a set of files each containing a list of genes that
were significantly up or down regulated in each experimental study. Where the details are
available the l2l data-set also records whether the genes of interest were up or down regulated
however no record is kept of the magnitude of over or under regulation. This is done since
fold-changes are often incomparable across different platforms
Each experimental condition is stored within a separate file, each file has a small header
and then contains a list of the genes - referred to using the HUGO naming convention - that
were interesting in that study. The objects O are the studies (the files) , the attributes A are
the genes and the relation I between is defined by oIa if gene a is in the file for study o. Each
of the genes has a Gene Ontology Annotation so Gene Ontology terms are available to label
the concepts that are found. The L2L project consists of 595 lists, altogether covering just
under 11 000 genes of interest.
5.1.2.3 Array Express
A principal source of gene expression data is the Array Express 3 database. This public re-
source contains over 2000 gene expression experiments which together represent over 60000
samples (or experimental conditions).
Each experiment provides for each experimental condition and for each gene probe whether
a transcript was present, marginal or absent. In this context absent means the expression level
is below the threshold of detection of the micro array and therefore indistinguishable from
zero. Whereas marginal is close to the threshold of detection. Also provided is a processed
signal value of the abundance of a gene. This signal value has typically already been pre-
processed by treating experimental artifacts such as outliers, missing data and averaging over
array replicates.
For each experiment this processed data is provided in multiple formats including a plain
text tab delimited file format, with the values of one probe (and an associated p-value) under
the various experimental conditions to a line . In order to use this numerical data it is necces-
sary to extract just the signal value required and to transform it into a form suitable for formal




5.2.1 Music files catalogued using ID3 tags
In order to produce attributes for an mp3 music file a pair of tools (written in limbo) named
id3 and id3parse are used. The command id3 takes an mp3 file as input and ex-
tracts the fields in the id3 tags associated with it. By default it then prints the genre and
album fields with tabs between the two fields. To create a context table id3parse takes
as input a file name then the output of id3 and uses a hash table to build the binary matrix
representing the mp3 files. This can then be sent to conceptderive and FCA2fs.
With the p option to FCA2fs the file contents are taken from the directory where FCA2fs
is started. In the shell interaction 23 FCA2fs takes an unsorted list of music files and sorts
the files into directories according to their genre and their album. The full directory structure






















































Figure 16 – Derived directory structure of mp3 directory.
5.2.2 Benchmarking
There are several algorithms for computing computing concept lattices, the most efficient
for general practical applications is commonly accepted to be Next Closure [109, 33]. The
Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Mushrooms [61] data set is frequently used
to benchmark the performance of FCA implementations [3]. The parsemushroom com-
mand takes every line of the raw data set and constructs a binary matrix from it representing
each object by the binary vector of 22 attributes.
The implementation of the Next Closure algorithm in Limbo is far slower then a native C












% cat 01_Tropicando.mp3 | id3
Genre Electronic Album ’DJ-Kicks: Thievery Corporation’
% ls \
| getlines {echo -n $line^’ ’; cat $line|id3} | parseid3 \
| conceptderive | FCA2fs -p
% ls
Genre ’Chill Out’Album ’The Mirror Conspiracy’
Genre Electronic
Genre Lo-FiAlbum ’The Richest Man in Babylon’









Album ’Abductions and reconstructions’
Album ’DJ-Kicks: Kruder & Dorfmeister’
Album ’DJ-Kicks: Thievery Corporation’
Album ’Sounds From the Thievery Hi-Fi’









cat 01_Tropicando.mp3 | os mpg123 -
High Performance MPEG 1.0/2.0/2.5 Audio Player for Layers 1, 2 and 3
version 1.3.0; written and copyright by Michael Hipp and others
free software (LGPL/GPL) without any warranty but with best wishes
Playing MPEG stream 1 of 1: - ...
Title: Tropicando
Artist: Les Baxter Album:
DJ-Kicks: Thievery Corporation
Genre: Electronic,
MPEG 1.0 layer III, 192 kbit/s, 44100 Hz joint-stereo
Shell Interaction 23 – The command extracts the ID3 tags to form attributes which are in turn
used to produce a structured file-system. The p option to FCA2fs tells it to mount the new file-
system over the present directory, and reroute all file reads to the original file. Thus the presented
file-system can be used to read from. In this case it is played through an mp3 player(mpg123) on
the host system.
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profile and improve its performance does not scale particularly well to massive data sets.
Some speed increases were gained from storing arrays of binary data using arrays of 64
bit unsigned integer (referred to as a big in Limbo) rather then a byte and by optimizing when
the garbage collector is called. The implementation would probably receive a significant
speed increase if it used a D-Gap based compression scheme to store bit vectors 4 .
























Figure 17 – A graph of run time against number of objects.
The graph illustrates the run time performance of constructing a lattice from subsets of
the Mushroom data set using a dual processor Athlon 1400Mhz with 2Gb of Ram running
Inferno upon Plan 9. For large concept lattices memory issues and the computational cost of
calculations overwhelms the system’s ability to cope.
While it is still considerably slower then the Next Closure implementation in C, it is quick
enough to be useful for small concepts - which in general are more usable then large concept
lattices for key conceptual knowledge processing tasks[33]. This practical limit in part forced
me to develop transduction techniques to create small useful concept lattices.
5.3 Biological Experiments
5.3.1 L2L data set
One approach to exploring the L2L data-set would be to place the entire data-set into one
context table and then derive a concept hierarchy from that. However within the L2L data-set
there are relatively few genes in common between the experiments. Whilst there are 595
experiments, the average number of experiments any gene appears in is less then 55. Taking
all experiments together to form a context matrix would produce an extremely sparse matrix.
This in turn would result in a flat concept hierarchy, with each concept cluster consisting
of just one experiment. Flat concept hierarchies and in turn a flat concept file systems do
not tend to increase the explorability of data sets or provide the user with novel inferences.
Though from a pattern mining perspective, a flat hierarchy still represents a set of disjoint and
4An efficient bitset library based on D-Gap coding for C++ can be found here
http://bmagic.sourceforge.net/index.html.
5To calculate an upper bound the follwing command may be used: cat * | sort | awk ’{a[$1]++} END{for (i in
a) { s+=a[i];t++}; print s/t}’ .
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easily distinguished clusters: i.e. still a potentially useful clustering. There are performance
issues related to mining the L2L dataset, with a large number of sparse concepts it was slow
to run but before it could complete the memory requirements exhausted the system. Thus it
proved impossible to run the system with the entire L2L data-set.
With the L2L data set a simple program written in limbo called l2l2fca takes one
or more list files from the L2L projects and uses a hash table to generate a binary matrix
suitable for passing to conceptderive. The L2L data set one can instead search through the
experiments and only include those that involve a gene (or genes) of interest. Thus to iden-
tify the experiments and genes that share some commonality with the BRAC1 gene, a gene
associated with breast cancer, the command in shell interaction 24 generates a binary matrix
associated with the BRAC1 gene.
%cat ‘{grep -l ’^MALT1$’ *} | l2l2fca
Shell Interaction 24 – Generating a binary matrix that structures all experiments
involving the MALT1 gene.
The command in shell interaction 25 can be used to examine all experiments that share a gene
in common with an experiment of interest.
% x=‘{cat werner_fibro_up | grep -v ’^#’ }
% searchstring=’(’^‘{echo $x | sed ’s/ /)|(/g’}^’)’
% cat ‘{grep -l $searchstring *} | l2l2fca
Shell Interaction 25 – Finding all experiments that share genes with an experiment.
The variable x contains the list of genes in the experiment of interest
By using the technique described in shell interaction 24 and focusing on a single gene of
interest, the set of concepts in table 13 are found. Note that the terms that are derived are
taken from the conceptderive part of the labeller algorithm, thus the bottom concept (concept
0) which contains only the gene MALT1 has GO terms that are below the threshold of the
lattice. That is the derived concept lattice has depth 5 and MALT1 is only annotated to the
general terms shown in table 14 all of which have a scaled depth greater then 5 in the ontology.
It can find putative terms appropriate for each concept node. These are annotated next to
each concept node.
A reduced form of the concept lattice with the edges named is shown in figure, in the real








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.3.2 Order preserving bi-clustering
Only considering the presence or absence of a particular gene in an experiment is a somewhat
crude method to examine gene expression data, there is considerable raw signal information
about the abundance of a particular gene available from gene expression arrays. In order to
do this effectively I want to describe an alternative approach to the simple general scaling
methods for transforming numerical data as presented in section 2.5. The use of this method
is motivated by the particular biological reasons which underlie why particular gene expres-
sion data should be clustered together. A typical motivating goal to analyse gene expression
profiles is in order to understand the different regulatory interactions between genes[35, 4].
Ben-Dor et al. [12] introduced the technique of OPSM (order preserving sub matrix) to
discover a subset of genes identically ordered among a subset of conditions. With this method
the emphasis is upon the detection of similar relative order of the conditions thus identify-
ing the coherence of the actual expression values. A variant of this coherency approach is
modified and implemented here. its implementation takes the form of a novel (to the FCA
discipline) method of scaling numerical gene expression data into set membership data, the
basic theory of which is described here.
Starting from the initial data set D anm by n real valued matrix containing the results of
m experimental conditions (arranged in columns) each of which shows the resultant expres-
sion of n genes. Each row of the matrix is therefore a numerical vector that corresponds to
the behaviour of a single gene, giving the expression abundance of the gene in each of the
m experimental conditions. For each gene the corresponding expression vector is numeri-
cally sorted and from this a a ranking or ordering of the experimental conditions is generated.
Furthermore in order to account for the noisiness of gene expression data, an equivalency
relation can be used to group experimental conditions that have approximately the same level
of gene expression.









MALT1 C19ORF7 NFIB CDC2L5 IGF1R E2F5 KLF7
WRN C4ORF8 CENTB2 TIPARP PPFIA1 MARK3
6375 244 387 16540 6739 398 377 375 42623
2 uvc_xpcs_8hr_dn uvc_xpcs_4hr_dn
uvc_ttd-xpcs_common_dn
MALT1 C19ORF7 NFIB CDC2L5 IGF1R E2F5 KLF7
WRN C4ORF8 CENTB2 TIPARP PPFIA1 MARK3
APPBP2 TRIM33 ZFHX1B PHLPPL UBR2 KLF6
LARP5 RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF DOC1 DOCK4
RUNX1 SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8 VPS13B
TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP GLRB
IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
6375 244 387 15822 5237 45767 6020 16933 16540 30041 16408 6739 19319 46364 8064 43066
30832 15807 6839 8154 82 398 377 375 6769 51258 8380 4714 7249 7169 5231 51028 19362
19199 6397 16485 6733 42113 6916 30029 30098 16071 50658 50657 6396 6405 30036 19318
30005 51168 6875 45934 15630 15698 16051 6865 6820 19941 4713 46942 45449 51169 6351





MALT1 NCOA3 RBPSUH FYN SRPK2 QKI
C13ORF24 ZNF198 ZHX3 RNGTT MYO10 CAP350
4468 398 377 375














Table 13 – GO Terms for MALT1
Experimental Conditions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Genes
A 318.2  134.6  180.7  332.9  205.7  153.8  84  81.5
B 251  126.4  166.4  184.5  161.9  96.6  147.9  166.4
C 890  270.7  286.3  455.9  352.1  214.4  160.6  241.6
D 716.8  343.9  348.9  553.7  496.8  258.2  283.1  250.6
E 775.1  417.7  533.3  731.7  596.9  378.7  354.6  387.9
F 4584.4  2249.7  2602.6  3226.9  3147  2015.6  2075  2173.1
G 766  436.6  315.9  662.2  462.9  231.9  252.3  333.8
H 12602.4  5172.2  6278.3  8869  7316.3  5403.2  5698.7  5484.4
I 8940.8  3698.5  4332.6  4615.7  4621.6  3316.5  3516.3  3343.2
J 2.5  1.6  3.9  4.9  2.4  0.8  12.2  6
K 18  7.3  9.3  1.9  5.3  7  22.4  24.6
Table 14 – Showing a set of gene expression values under 8 experimental conditions.
5.3.2.1 Order equivalency relation
Let A be the set of experimental conditions (column labels) and O the set of genes then
define a function D : O × A → R that returns the expression value of a given gene under a
specific condition. Then for a given gene o ∈ O and a grouping threshold δ, where typically
0 < δ < 1, A￿ ⊆ A forms an order equivalent subset if
max
ai,aj∈A￿




∀ai ∈ A￿, min
aj∈A￿
|D(o, ai)−D(o, aj)| < min
ak∈(A\A￿)
|D(o, ai)−D(o, ak)|
The grouping threshold δ changes whether the expression of a gene in two different conditions
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is considered equivalent, large δ will result in a fewer yet larger order equivalency subsets. A
template can then be formed of a gene by the sequence of ordered equivalency subsets. Each
gene’s behaviour can be described in two ways: the ordering of expression values and by a
template.
Thus every gene is represented by a template of an ordered sequence (or permutation ) of
experimental conditions.
5.3.2.2 Genes as queries
Picking one gene from the data set gene q, it can be described by the ordering of expression
values. If this ordering of values is compared to another genes sequence of ordered equiva-
lency subsets under the same conditions. Then whenever a gene behaves somewhat similarly
to gene q it will match some part of the sequence of ordering of conditions. The subsets of the
ordering that are matched gives the experimental conditions under which this gene behaved
coherently with the query gene. From this matching process a binary vector is produced for
each gene.
Carrying out the same procedure over every in turn gene, forms a binary matrix, which
is used as a formal context to create a concept lattice. The binary matrix has each gene as a
row with each experiment (or experimental profile) as a column. After transposing the binary
matrix it can be used with conceptderive and FCA2fs.
The template for each gene is stored using a simple array, a more efficient data structure
could be used such as in OPC[64] where the row IDs and the order of the columns are stored
in a suffix tree construction, however the performance of a simple array is more then adequate
for typical access.
With this formal context, the concept lattice has the following features: the original gene
is at the bottom and similar genes are arranged such that the ordering underlying the concept
lattice respects the coherency of the genes.






Figure 19 – The gene expression of 8 different genes under 10 different conditions. There is a
large difference in the ranges that different genes can take.
For example in table 5.3.2 the gene expression of five genes under 10 different experi-
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mental conditions is shown.
The first step of the process is to represent each row (therefore each gene) as the per-
mutation of the column labels under which the gene expression values are increasing, then
create a template by treating experimental conditions that are similar as equivalent. Hence
for gene A, looking at the first row of table 5.3.2 the experimental conditions in increasing
order are then 8,7,2,6,3,5,1 and 4. With a threshold δ of 0.2 then this forms four order equiv-
alency sets: (8,7), (2,6),(3,5),(1,4). Comparing with gene C - which has the experimental
conditions in the following order: 7,6,8,2,3,5,4 and 1 - the following context vector is gener-
ated (X,0,0,X,X,X,X,X,X). An X signifies that the queried gene (C) experimental condition
matches an entry in the equivalency sets of the query gene (A). Repeating for every gene -
with the additional constraint that if there are fewer then 50% (4 in this case) Xs then the row
is deleted - yields a context matrix for gene A (table 5.3.2.2).
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Experimental Conditions!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Genes !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
A x x x x x x x x
C x 0 0 x x x x x
D x 0 0 x x x x x
E x 0 0 x x x x x







































































































Table 15 – The context table generated by looking at genes similar to gene A.
This context matrix in turn can be used to form a concept lattice as in figure 5.3.2.2.
The procedure can be repeated with any of the other genes from the original selection,
table 5.3.2.2and figure 20 illustrate what happens when gene B is focused upon. Gene B’s




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Genes !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
B x x x x x x x x
C 0 0 x 0 x x x x
D 0 0 x 0 x x x x
E 0 0 x 0 x x x x
F x 0 x 0 x x x x
G x 0 x x 0 x x x





























































































































Table 16 – The context matrix of gene B.
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 4  5  6  7  8 
 A C D E F 
 1  4  5  6  7  8 
 A C D E  
 2  4  5  6  7  8
  A E 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 A
Figure 20 – Concept lattice of genes similar to gene A. The experimental conditions are in the top
line of the concept nodes and the genes in the bottom line.
5.3.2.3 Arrayexpress2FCAns
The implementation of the above order preserving algorithm is via a separate program -
Arrayexpress2FCAns. This component is again represented as a file service, upon starting
the program it scans through the source data set building a representation of every gene, it then
mounts itself onto /info/ARREXP. Upon writing a gene name to the file /info/ARREXP,
a subsequent read using the same file handle will return a binary context table.6 This context
table as before is sent to conceptderive and FCA2fs.
Once the Arrayexpress2FCAns service is loaded with genes and their expression values.
The Arrayexpress2FCAns service, can also provide subsets of the original raw numerical data
if it is called by prefixing c to a list of genes of interest, it then returns the numerical values
of those genes under all experimental conditions.
DRD4 is annotated to the terms in the Gene Ontology listed in table 5.3.2.3. Taking the gene
probe for DRD4: 208215_x_at and forming the context matrix from a microarray data set.
As can be seen in figure 5.3.2.3 the technique only picks up the higher level terms asso-
ciated with DRD4.
6This is the same access mechanism used by the other persistent storage components in the system: GOS and
GNS, as described earlier in. Arrayexpress2FCAns is designed to be used via the shell function in 26, which is




or {ftest -e ’#sARREXP/ARREXP’}
{echo no gene expression data loaded;break}





<>/info/ARREXP { echo -n $q >[1=0];






{or {ftest -e ’’#sARREXP/ARREXP’’}
{echo no Gene Expression data loaded;break};




<>/info/ARREXP {echo -n $q >[1=0];cat}
}
Shell Interaction 26 – To use the arrayexpress2FCAns service the ax function is used. It takes
a gene id to the arrayexpress2FCAns service, which then returns a context matrix for that gene.
In addition the axsubset function when given a set of gene probes returns the numerical data
associated with those genes.
% cat E-GEOD-2152_614767280_2032433448_2914 | \
os awk -f $emuroot/$home/data/pull.awk | \
arrayexpress2FCAns -l 0.25 -d 0.3
% ax HG-U133A:208215_x_at
CompositeSequence GSE5392GSM123228 Norm/VALUE ...
HG-U133A:208215_x_at x x 0 x 0 x x x...
...
Shell Interaction 27 – The signal values are extracted using the awk script. These
values are then sent to the arrayexpress2FCAns function which spawns a service to
provide binary matrices on demand. The shell function ax then queries this service.
The l parameter to arrayexpress2FCAns tells it to list genes that have at least 25
percent crosses with the query gene. The d parameter varies the criteria under
which a profile is a match.
% ax HG-U133A:208215_x_at | grep -v 208215_x_at | wc
7 352 2003
% ax HG-U133A:208215_x_at | grep -v 208215_x_at | \
conceptderive -rn | FCA2fs -ngene
Shell Interaction 28 – Ax run with the gene probe 208215 corresponding to the gene DRD4 finds


















Table 17 – The GO terms of DRD4.
5.3.3 Results
5.3.3.1 Deregulation of genes under acute myeloid leukemia
Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) is a cancer of the myeloid bloods cells, characterised by
a rapid increase in the number of mutant white blood cells. Whilst AML is a relatively rare
disease it is the most prevalent form of adult leukemia. An incidence of AML can be classified
by the chromosomal aberration of the leukemic cell, this in turn offers a strong predictor for
survival and relapse rates. In the paper[42] on myeloid leukemia the authors Gutiérrez et al.
used gene expression in order to attempt to establish significantly up or down regulated genes
that could be used to diagnose the particular class of AML. In their work they discovered 23
genes (reported in the abstract as 21) with 26 associated probes that were sufficient to assign
AML to one of these three classes: APL, inv(16) and any other AML subtype without a
specific translocation. While the conceptontofs system with the order preserving arrayexpress
transducer coud be applied to every gene and the results filtered to identify clusters of genes,
this would replicate the functionality of the order preserving method described in [65]. Whilst
this is a useful task it would not demonstrate the key contribution of this work: the ability
to integrate specific knowledge derived from data with general knowledge aquired from an
ontology. Instead the attention and discussion is focused on the labellings of the unfolded
concept lattices of a handful of genes.
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5.3.3.2 Query gene probes
5.3.3.3 Parameter Estimation
In order to create useful concept lattices and directory structures it is neccessary to restrict
the number of matching genes to less than 20, any more and the concept lattice becomes too
large to be calculated (or navigated). The way to control the number of matching genes is via
the l (support) and the d (delta) parameters that are given as options to arrayexpressns. By
decreasing the l value and/or increasing the d value this loosens the criterion under which two
genes are matched. There is a tradeoff with a more stringent criteria failing to account for
noisy data and too loose a criteria matching arbitrary genes. In table 18 the average number of
matching genes for a selection of 30 genes in addition to a query gene are plotted for varying
values of l.
d
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
l
0.2 81.40 1006.63 3061.90 5657.83 7873.57 10632.30 11349.83 13008.70 14351.93
0.3 0.67 37.67 338.67 1217.37 2462.73 4431.07 5339.80 6766.60 7902.53
0.4 0.00 0.33 13.07 121.77 475.73 1378.23 1981.40 2522.40 3160.87
0.5 0.00 0.00 0.03 1.23 23.00 174.30 232.47 393.83 591.30
0.6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.47 9.73 10.60 37.07 75.00
0.7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.10 0.70 2.43
0.8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 18 – The average number of matching genes for a representive set of 30 gene probes after
varying l and d. Raw expression data taken from [42].
5.3.3.4 Analysis
Figures of some of the annotated directories for various genes are depicted in figures 23 to
26. Note that each arrow depicts a different path between two concepts defined by the path
that is taken from the root concept to the parent concept in the pair. The experiments and
genes are not driectly labelled in the figures either. In the Figures 23 and 24 are depictions of
the same gene but from different probes one based on an exemplar sequence the other on a
consensus sequence. Interestingly neither probe was coherent with the other and they do not
share any coherent genes either. Figures 25 and 26 show more complex directory structure.
In the assignment of GO terms to links the labelling algorithm succeeds in findling labels
for a high percentage of the links are labelled (in the examples shown and with other compa-
rable sized lattices between 50% and 70% ) when the size of the underlying concept lattice
is manageable. Unfortunately with larger lattices the algorothim finds labels for a far smaller
percentage. The only way to check the accuracy or appropriateness of the labels would be by
surveying the opinions of experts.
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5.4 Summary
In this section some the application of the ConceptOntoFs file system to various sources of
data was described. Including the Audubon Society Field Guide to Mushrooms, a dataset
frequently used for benchmarking . The id3 based music file dataset, which demonstrated
some of the mechanisms that are possible with per-process file mechanisms. A simple source
of gene experimental information (the L2L data set). Finally a sophisticated technique based
on the coherence of genetic expressions that yielded a large source of gene and experimental
conditions context tables. For the latter two cases it was possible to utilise the Gene Ontology
to provide names for the concepts that were found. Whilst the process of assigning names
to the concepts works, the quality of the tags has not been investigated. To do so is beyond
the scope of this thesis, though it is unquestionably an important and neccessary task. A way
in which that could be accomplished would be by asking a group of molecular biologists to
assign ratings to the derived labelled concept lattices. Part of this is due to the decision to
reimplent the concept derivation part of the system, it would have been easier and less time
consuming to use a preexisting system.
There is an obvious next step that this work can take, by merging the content of every
microarray experiment stored within the Arrayexpress database to generate a directory struc-
ture for every gene. In order to do this a sophisticated transducer that could incorporate the
various clustering techniques and the data provided by Arrayexpress would need to incor-
porate more information about the experimental conditions (for instance if two experimental
conditions are replicates and should be averaged).
Whilst the system shows considerable flexibility in the forms of data that can be handled
and the functionality that can be plugged in to produce context tables, it is unarguably a
prototype system unsuited as yet for widespread usage.
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Figure 23 – Directory structure of the 201495_x_at gene probe for the MYH11 smooth mus-
cle myosin gene, based on the consensus sequence. The other probes matched were 208692_at
(ribosomal protein S3) and 213583_x_at (eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1 ).
Parameter values: l=0.5 d-0.4
Figure 24 – Figure for gene probe 201497_x_at for the MYH11 smooth muscle myosin
gene(exemplar sequence). The other probes matched were 213033_s_at and 214040_s_at l=0.3
d=0.2
Figure 25 – Labelled file system for vascular endothelial growth factor 210512_s_at
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In this chapter a deeper challenge inherent with transforming the data about complex molec-
ular biological systems into knowledge in the form of models of the behaviour of the system
is explored. The principal theory underlying much of biology is evolution. Evolution does
an excellent job of explaining why an organism may have come about however it does not
explain what organizational functional requirements are necessary for an organism to remain
living. In particular the question of assigning functional labels to components (such as genes)
has revealed a tension in reductionist approaches to biology. Some of the simple assumptions
made earlier in the thesis about what a gene is (such as only considering its molecular func-
tion) and conceptual approaches to modelling it can now be more closely examined.
A hypothesis that is considered is that there is no global privileged or unentailed level of
causality within living biological systems. The ramifications of this hypothesis are explored,
including the motivation for integrative non-reductive systems biology approaches. Further in
this chapter a small closed causal system - first developed by the theoretical biologist Robert
Rosen’s - is analysed. Closed causal systems in particular highlight a difficulty in assigning
function to components. With this small system an alternative functional ontology whereby
a system is represented by the processes that occur as a result of the functions rather then the
objects that are the agents of the processes is explored. It is postulated that there are some
deep organisationally invariant effects that are best expressed via some method of abstraction.
There is still considerable controversy over whether Rosen’s mixture of philosophy and
mathematics adequately demonstrates his argument, this suggest that at present even if Rosen
were correct he failed to elucidate a completely watertight proof. However neither can it be
said that his detractors have completely proven their objections. 1
1For example the Chu and Ho paper [17] suggested that a cellular automata based universal constructor would
be sufficient . However since the rules underlying the cellular automata are not being generated by an entity existing
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Rosen’s reasoning runs counter to the main argument of reductionism which holds that
complex entities can be understood in terms of the sum of the behaviour of their simpler
atomic constituent parts. This essentially relational view is in the case of Rosen’s (MR)
system defined by everything that happens inside a living cell in the context of a functional
organisation that makes self-fabrication possible.
The principal thrust of this chapter is to look at the definitions necessary to encode an
abstraction of a living system, to examine this abstraction and finally to speculate how similar
constructions could be used to develop better function based ontologies for systems biology.
6.1 The challenge
It was briefly mentioned at the very beginning of the thesis that whilst there already exist
large volumes of data, however still more data is required. This partly necessitates new kinds
of experimental methods and data gathering techniques. The temporaral resolution necessary
to infer certain data structures such as gene regulatory networks is an order of magnitude
more then is currently available.
Even if the need for higher quality data was matched there still remain major conceptual
challenges to overcome. In the paper [21] the failure of genome sequencing so far to provide
breakthroughs commensurate with the effort and enthusiasm invested upon it is blamed upon
the fallacy of the premise that complex biological organisms can be understood in terms of
the individual components that the organism consists of. The incapability of a reductionist
doctrine is apparent in many levels in biology, for example whilst it is possible to study a
single nerve cell or neuron, and in principle simulate and understand everything it does, in
isolation studying one cell may not tell us that a network of nerve cells can give rise to such
striking phenomena as the ability to learn.
Is the reductionist goal of understanding biology by consideration of the behaviour of
isolated constituent parts possible? Certainly portions of living organisms have been suc-
cessfully reduced to their constituent components and processes (the heart for instance[82])
however in the context of molecular biology one particular dominant form of reductionism -
genetic determinism - has had some notable failures. For instance several experiments (for
example [48]) have contradicted the previous assumption that a particular genes function
could be ascertained by observing phenotype after selective deletions of a gene.
6.1.1 Genetic program
One particular manifestation of the treatment of genes as direct agents is to equate sequences
of DNA with program code and the ribosome as computer. While this machine metaphor
within a cellular automata, it is not completely closed to efficient causation. Even now attempts at building and
running a Von Neumann universal constructor upon a cellular automata have not been particularly successful.
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serves a certain pedagogical purpose it subtly reduces awareness of the capabilities of organ-
isms. For example Alper[6] et al successfully managed to improve the ethanol tolerance of
yeast by altering the transciption machinery of gene expression rather then trying to identify
and over-express all the genes that would be necessary to elicit high ethanol tolerance. This
experiment in addition to several others adds weight to the inadequacy of the reductive - DNA
as a program, ribosome as Turing machine - metaphor. DNA is better considered a database,
while nonetheless an important component, it does not have a privileged role over any other
part of the system. The improvement that was engineered in the experiment by Alper et al
is the equivalent of reprogramming the system - without altering the DNA - but there is no
easy way of obtaining the set of instructions for the system. The plans for an organism are
not easily distinguished from the process of carrying them out.
A principle end result of employing only a reductionist paradigm is the mistaken proce-
dure underlying creating gene ontology. Genes have often been named by the first higher
level functional behaviour they are found to play a role in. However as mentioned in section
3.1.5.1 many genes are modular and play a role in multiple processes and behaviours.
There is also an argument that epigenetic approaches [11] where environmental induced
developmental changes can also become stably inherited within subsequent generations, pro-
vides a strong alternative causal explanation for many inherited attributes. With an epigenetic
approach the dynamics of the interaction between development and environmental changes
constrain the possible paths of evolution that an organism can take.
Thus possible organism transformations in response to environmental stimuli can be well
defined, from this a taxonomy of biological forms and a natural system of classification based
on the dynamics of processes that generate the forms ( [45]) rather then using phylogeny.
This method can assist in understanding and representing the functional activity of a system
whilst also providing an additional mechanism with which to categorise organisms. The idea
of generalising the construction of a taxonomy is further explored in this work [49]. In short
phylogenetics is not the only means of categorising organisms or their attributes.
6.1.2 Gene expression and metabolic behaviour
With gene expression data sets it is possible to establish that in a given environmental con-
dition a set of genes is upregulated however the work of linking gene with the resultant
behaviour of an organism is still not clear. The expression of a gene is influenced by multi-
ple factors including the environment, other expressed genes and transcription factors. The
expression of each gene corresponds eventually to the transient change of the molecule con-
centration of some entity, this in turn can influence the expression of other genes in addition
to causing more direct metabolic changes to an organism.
Knowledge of the gene and the genome is far from sufficient to understand the behaviour
and attributes of an organism including even inherited attributes, what are the additional
pieces of information necessary? For an isolated gene sequence we do not have reliable
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methods for undertaking all of the steps involved in deducing a phenotype from them [20].
For other cases as explained in [21] the process of deriving this knowledge consists of
multiple stages and is a order of magnitude more difficult then sequence analysis. The process
of going from a list of genes into a list of enzymes has a high rate of failure, perhaps only 50%
of the genes have the correct enzyme associated with them. A list of putative gene products,
or even a list of putative enzymes, is not a phenotype, and converting it into a phenotype
requires construction of a plausible metabolic map. This is complicated since each gene
(and its products) may be involved in multiple processes. Since the gene (and their putative
products) affect each other with a network of interactions that has a power law structure, the
more interesting and relevant a gene the more likely it plays a role in multiple processes.
Finally, the possible phenotypes identified by the metabolic map, can only become a real
observable phenotype when all relevant kinetic properties are taken into account, together
with information about how all the components are organized into a three-dimensional whole.
Temporal effects and the order in which components are made may also play a part. Both the
regulation of genes and of the existing metabolic environment alters the eventual behaviour
of any sequence of genes - under any given environmental conditions, different genes are
regulated to different extents.
6.1.3 Systems biology
If there are issues with reductionist approach to biology - like treating genes as causal agents -
then are there alternative or supplemental approaches? One methodology that has been gain-
ing prominence recently is integrative systems biology, an emerging field of research that
attempts to provide system level understanding of genetic or metabolic pathways by investi-
gating relationships and interactions of RNA transcripts, proteins and metabolites. What then
are the key differences and principles underlying integrative systems biology from reduction-
ist biology?
It is not the reintroduction of vitalism or similar ideas (e.g. ’orgone’ energy) where a
mysterious non-physical entity is added to matter in order to transform a living system. In-
stead it is the emergent behaviour that arises as the result of the interactions of a number of
mechanisms. This is the ability of nerve cells transplanted from their original location to a
new location to take on the structure and function of their new location [107]. These prop-
erties are possessed by a system of cells acting rather then any intrinsic function that can be
derived from analysing a cell or its components in isolation.
Going further, a key mechanism by which evolution operates - the ability of an organism
to function with small mutations - has a viable probability of occurring only if the system has
the adaptability that complex multiple interacting relationships foster. With a self replicating
entity a small favourable evolutionary mutation to a single component could affect a multitude
of components each of which would need to be able to cope with that change. Unless the
entity had a means to facilitate this it could result in the failure of the entire entity.
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With a living system a single mutation in a gene may increase the rate of expression of a
protein which may in turn trigger a pathway that in turn will change the organism. However
because of the organizational causality dependence of the other components in a biological
system, it will still be able to continue to function. This form of complexity (and resulting
adaptability) of an organism is certainly a neccessary condition for a self replicating entity to
be capable of evolving .
Thus the focus of investigation is the complex organizational and causal relationships and
patterns rather then the constituent physiochemical material components of biology.
6.2 Methodology
Complex is an apt description for the interacting constituent parts of an organism. There
are varying approaches to the definition of complex, the definition adopted by Robert Rosen
is that a complex system is one that is closed to (efficient) causation. This definition is
interesting for its succinctness, its focus on causality and the conclusions that have been
drawn from it.
The closure of cause as depicted by Rosen is an emergent property, and from this he
derived a pattern or model for a system that he considered to be a basic abstraction of a natural
organism. Continuing in the next subsections by considering his tools and his approaches to
modelling a complex system.
6.2.1 Causality
The fundamental base for Rosen’s analysis of living systems was to consider the essential
property of self maintenance and self regulation. In particular to rigorously define these
properties in terms of a causal self entailment. In modelling natural systems causation can be
considered as a relationship between changes in the state of a system. There are four different
forms of causal or (to make) relationships according to Aristotle. Whilst most interpretations
depict these relations as causal Professor Marc Cohen2 defines each one in terms of the verb
to make:
• Formal cause: What makes (in the sense of ’what is it to be’) an organism?
• Efficient cause : What makes (in the sense of produce) an organism?
• Material cause: What is an organism made out of?
• Final cause: What is an organism made for?
2From his lecture notes on philosophy http://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/4causes.htm
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Final cause is not perhaps the domain of science and is a question of telogy. Suffice to say
Rosen did not want to make any appeal to final cause (several thousand years of religion have
tried and failed to make much with that particular relation).
The distinction between material and efficient causes in some cases disappears. For ex-
ample within a formal lambda calculus system, material and efficient cause are indistinguish-
able. An algorithm is both a function (efficient cause) and a stream of data and is algorithm
as a function. Program and data are treated as the same entity. However real silica systems
are not formal systems and in the next section a self-referential security exploit is discussed
which demonstrates a difference between efficient and material cause.
The mathematical approach Rosen takes to analyse these different forms of causality is to
use category theory rather then the more traditional Russell Whitehead base of sets, functions
and relations.
6.2.2 Category theory
The same problems and limitations related to reductive analysis are found in other disciplines
besides biology. One simple general example is the Moebius band, its property of being
twisted cannot be localised: it is a global property which is independent of either the con-
stituent material or even the local form. Within mathematics - and specifically differential
geometry - the method devised to treat such surfaces was algebraic topology, this in turn
spurred the development of category theory.
Category theory was deliberately created to provide a tool for dealing with multiple seem-
ingly different mathematical structures, which nevertheless do possess with a greater level of
abstraction some commonality. By providing a universal algebra that can capture much of
the meaning in different mathematical branches category theory can thus reveal deep rela-
tionships between disparate structures. With this abstraction comes an additional benefit, it
is possible to derive and express systems that have higher levels of complexity. Category
theory is focused on the (structure preserving) mappings between objects rather then the ob-
jects themselves. A full and complete introduction to category theory can be found in [57].
Category theory is primarily concerned with links between entities in the next subsection is
introduced the way Rosen abstracted a natural system so that it can be analysed by category
theory.
6.2.3 MR system
The principle construct that Robert Rosen introduced to abstract properties from living sys-
tems is the (M-R) system or diagram. An (M-R) system is best described by considering the
causal diagram that describes the relationship or mappings between objects in a category. In
a causal diagram relationships between two objects take two forms: material cause or effi-
cient cause. In figure 27 solid arrows represent material cause and the source of a solid arrow
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is the material cause of the target. Thus according to figure 27 the material cause of B is A





Figure 27 – An MR system.
6.2.3.1 Logical impredicative: the self referential compiler
One example of an equivalent situation to the logical impredicative indicated in Rosen’s work
can be seen by examining a security exploit first expounded by Ken Thompson[111]. First
let the objects in the category be some formal data system. Programs are both data and can




Figure 28 – An MR diagram with A and φ deliberately placed closer together.
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If the function f is a program such that it can take data from A and produce data in
B. Every different morphism between the data category objects A and B corresponds to
a different program f . In order to have created the system the function f must have been
compiled. In order to maintain the system it may need to later be recompiled. Thus the map
φ must produce program code. φ (and indeed f ) in such formal systems could be readily
identified with A and indeed doing so to Rosen’s (MR) diagram yields the diagram in figure
13. It does appear in some domains - for instance the realm of lambda calculus where data and
code are equivalent - then there is no distinction between formal, efficient and material cause.
However real silica devices can still demonstrate behaviour that shows that this distinction is
however still present within them - illustrating that they are instantiations of formal systems
and not formal systems themselves.
Let us assume that the function f is a compiler and that the efficient cause of any object
can be found by examining the source code. What happens in this scenario is that a compiler
is compromised such that it injects a security flaw into login code. Such a security flaw
could easily be identified by looking at the source code of the compiler, however in this case
a second source variant of the compiler is compiled which given the clean source code of
the compiler injects the compromised compiler code into the compiler. Thus a part of the
system comes from outside the system. From within the system it is impossible to discover
(without outside knowledge that the system is compromised.) A possible solution would be to
decompile the given object code in order to determine and be able to inspect the source code.
However if the decompiler was created by the compromised compiler then the decompiler
too can be compromised.
The external introduction of the unknown exploit is exactly an efficient cause (by Rosen’s
definition) that the system is not closed to. If the system were closed to efficient cause then
this exploit would not exist. It is this form of impredicativity that Rosen questioned, though
he postulated that a such a special (one hopes) situation with respect to computer systems
is actually an essential characteristic of a living system. This then renders such systems
unsimulable within formal systems. Implying there may be some part of a living system that
is inherently “hidden” within its structure and form, which cannot be discovered even if one
appears to know everything about the mechanisms and physical rules that seem to govern it.
6.3 Examples of self effecting entities
Rosen never provided any actual worked through examples of his (M,R) systems. In his place
there have been a variety of examples given by various authors. In this section a brief review
and interpretation is made of these techniques.
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6.3.1 Ribosome
It has been pointed out many times in the literature that ribosomes are perhaps the best known
examples of Von Neumann constructors [104]. They fit the description perfectly: on its own a
ribosome can do nothing, but with the information embedded in a messenger RNA molecule
that has been transcribed from DNA it can (with the aid of multiple other components such
as auxiliary enzymes, co-factors and an energy source, GTP) arrange amino acids together
in the specified sequence to eventually produce . However, as Hofmeyer points out the ri-
bosome constructs only the components. Even then the components need to fold and then
self assemble. As Hofmeyer states “The existence of the non-covalent, supramolecular pro-
cesses of folding and assembly therefore forces us to search for their efficient causes inside
the system.” In other words Hofmeyer does not consider the ribosome alone to constitute the
efficient cause of the system.
6.3.2 Functional organization of a biological cell
In this work [117] Wolkenhauer adapts Rosen’s (M,R) system and used it to construct a
formal model of the functional organization of a biological cell. The semantics of his cell
model are different from Rosen and the crucial unit of Wolkenhauer’s model is a pathway
where:
“A pathway is a subsystem whose behaviour is determined by a finite set of variables
(proteins, genes). As a subsystem a pathway always has a context or environment with re-
spect to which its behaviour is defined. The boundary between a pathway and its environment
is defined by a set of input and output variables. We hereafter consider a pathway to be a net-
work of biochemical reactions, which can therefore be understood in terms of the processes
it can realize.”
This is done by finding canonical representations of biological (typically past determined
strongly non-anticipatory) systems with a constant maximally reduced state space [118], that
is he represents a cell process as the temporal evolution of a state and equivalently the state
of a system provides a compact representation of the past behaviour of the system.
Wolkenhauer argues that the ability of a cell to self-organize its biochemical processes
is equivalent to the (M,R) process that Rosen described. By applying a similar argument to
Rosen’s he argues that a requisite of any attempt to formally model a self organizing system
such as a cell requires the model to be based on a closed Cartesian category.
3
3These are a particular subclass of categories. A member of which is referred to as a CCC (Closed Cartesian
Category). A CCC is a category that fulfils three axioms. A terminal object, the existence of an evaluative or
exponential map and a Cartesian product for all objects in the category.
The crucial property that this leads to within a CCC is that the evaluative map is a bijection from H(X × Y, Z)
andH(X,ZY ), and hence the inverse is well defined. This property allows an efficiently cause closed system with
a CCC to have no infinite regress.
Whilst the Set category and the Cat category are CCC. The category of smooth manifolds and smooth maps and
the category of all vector spaces over some fixed field are both not CCC.
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In particular every object including the higher coordination of cell functions must lie
within a co-domain ( thus have efficient cause) from within the system. However a model
based on such a system would need to be a closed cartesian category, however conventional
simulation strategies based on differential equations do not fulfil this requirement.
6.3.3 Autopoiesis
Autopoeisis[113] also concerns the dynamics of living systems, with the main focus of en-
quiry being the characteristic organization of living systems and the necessity to enclose them
with membranes.
There are many points in common between autopoiesis and Rosen’s approach, certainly
both take an abstract stance and use constructs based on dynamics and relationship rather then
focusing on the constituent components. In common with the (M,R) systems autopoiesis
does not try and deal with or use reproduction or evolution to explain its approach. Both
approaches emphasize the importance of organizational closure, but in slightly different ways
in brief, an autopoietic system is a network of processes in which any given process produces
components that are eventually transformed by the rest of the network into the components
transformed by that process.
What then are the differences? Autopoetic systems only require a material cause clo-
sure. Efficient causal closure in the sense of Rosen is a more general form of closure, thus
as Letelier et al[59] posit autopoietic systems may be a subset of (M,R) systems. Addition-
ally within autopoetic systems greater emphasis is placed on the membranes (the interfaces)
between components. Likewise Rosen has greater concern with the logical organization nec-
essary with a self-interacting system.
6.4 A causal taxonomy
MR-systems by virtue of their organization reveal the key problems that underlie assigning
ontology to portions of a biological system. With a causally closed system it is impossible to
firmly delineate where the influence of one component begins and ends. This can be clearly
seen in Rosen’s (M,R) system where no component A,Bf or φ can be considered to be the
sole cause of any process. Certainly by looking at an isolated fragment of a system, it appears
as if every process has a well defined cause, however with the insight of being able to see all
the processes it is quickly apparent that there are only loops. The same is true in biology
where no one level is the sole cause of the behaviour of a biological system[83].
Consider again if a mutation in a gene led to an increased production of a protein
There is a huge difference between the processes which are the realizations of functions
and the objects which are their bearers, thus gene ontology as originally conceived by geneti-
cists may never fully be realized [81].
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6.5 Concluding remarks
It is easy to see why some critics have been critical of the central result Robert Rosen -
the biologist - suggests about living systems. He hypothesized that living systems possess a
property that mechanisms or algorithmic processes do not. He was motivated by the proof
that there exist uncomputable numbers, that is numbers that are well defined but cannot be
expressed or calculated by a Turing Machine or a deterministic algorithm. He postulated
that there are mechanisms that are uncomputable - that is inexpressible or unsimulable by
a Turing Machine. Then starting from an abstraction of a living system, he described how
such an abstraction results in an entity that is uncomputable. He thus conjectured that a living
organism, with a similar logical impredicative about it is, thus unsimulable. His treatment of
universal entities is far closer in spirit to philosophy then biology or even mathematics.
Even his fiercest supporters would grant that his explanations and proofs require some
additional commentary and exposition. Whilst it is unnecessary for every proof to resort to the
most technical and formal basics the level of hand waving and bluster in Rosen’s exposition
is uncomfortable. His style of writing : adopt a somewhat unclear way about big ideas, has
produced a body of work that seems tantalisingly attractive. It is hard not to question some of
his precepts and he produces no easy answers. On the one hand it seems tempting to dismiss
his ideas as negative rhetoric against the ability to replicate living systems. However he never
says that artificial living systems are impossible to create. Or even that a living system is not
possible to model in silico. He instead states that a living system is not limited to what an
algorithm can compute.
The hypothesis put forward by Robert Rosen (and later refined and reworked by Wolken-
haur) is that in-silico physical simulation and replicas of biological entities miss a crucial
part of mathematical modelling, which is not to mimic biology - no matter how far the phys-
ical detail is improved or the scale. Instead Rosen and Wolkenhaur look upon mathematical
modelling as a process by which understanding of a system comes about. In this sense mathe-
matical modelling is as much about the art of transforming from a natural system to a formal
system as the final formal description of a system. What is sought is explanation and under-
standing rather then description. Rosen’s work still attracts controversy partly because his
particular method of explanation involves some ambiguity and requires some dedication on
the part of the reader. This is unfortunate as it seems a principal driver for debate about his
work stems from confusion over his choice of terms or explanations[117, 18, 66]. In addition
his central proof whilst possessing logical coherence lacks experimental verification.
However Rosen’s work encapsulates many of the challenges that are becoming apparent
in systems biology, unfortunately he does not provide ready solutions. Instead his work
provides a framework to explore systems biology with a focus on the mappings (potentially
the processes) between entities.
The counter point to the other work in this thesis is some of the issues that have been
raised in this chapter.
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In my own personal opinion the φ or reproduce or inverse evaluative map is the key to
practical applications of Rosen’s work. This map is a material medium dependent entity (by
entity it is meant that it embodies the processes, context and physical properties) that permit
a living system to persist. An insightful parable by Marcello Barbieri[10] likens a cell to a
village or a city, then postulates how these cities might be analysed:
“The real thing[of study] is the books. It is they that contain the instructions
for making objects, and the objects, inhabitants included, were built with the
sole purpose of making more books. Buildings were built from drawings of the
buildings so that more drawings could be made in their rooms. Telephones were
made in order to multiply telephone directories, inhabitants to multiply anatomy
books, and so on.”
Returning to the original problem, that of finding conceptual bases for working with systemic
data there is significant scope for integrating his ideas into data structures like the Gene On-
tology and the tools for observing organisms. As has been noted in the literature a category
theory approach to [52] ontology has been explored, this is perhaps though only the begin-
ning of what can be done. Category theory is eminently suited to the task of arranging by










Figure 29 – A figure adapted from [83] which shows how downward causation applies in biology.
The orthodox reductionist approach has been to only consider the causal relationships going in
one direction, so that genes cause proteins that cause pathways etc. However there are also




The project addresses the structure and representation of biological knowledge, in the most
general form of an object attribute table. Key approach is finding concepts (leveraging off
previous work in FCA), the key device is representing them as a file system inspired by
previous work.
The approach of this project was to take these ideas and explore the implementation of a
knowledge management system using recent developments in distributed computation. These
developments use the file system as the key interface to a variety of resources, so that there is
a natural mapping to Concept-based file systems. The key technical advance is a fresh imple-
mentation using a modern, lightweight, platform independent, distributed operating system,
with a component-based multi-threaded dynamic modular architecture. The key scientific
advance was to address the issue of how to name concepts, which contain objects with simi-
larities derived over (perhaps many) different attributes. This issue is key to the compact and
natural representation of the concepts as directories within a file system - and was thought
crucial to its navigability and for deriving insight from the knowledge structure. The ap-
proach taken was to name concepts by reference to external ontological structures that the
objects have been annotated with. This approach, required some careful considerations of
which terms from the ontology were suitable for naming, but offers the promise of compact,
domain-specific terms which summarise the derived concepts.
In the specific use case of finding structure in gene expression data sets, the project lever-
ages off the significant effort that has gone into annotating genomes against standard ontolo-
gies (the GO). The results from illustrative test cases on gene expression data suggest that
the system is capable of deriving concept and placing them in a navigable file system struc-
ture. The ontology-based concept naming of directories, proves to add significant value to
the meaning and navigability of the conceptual structure.
We note that the architecture is generic. Any data capable of being expressed as an object
attribute table can be processed by the system. The current restriction, though easily removed,
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is that of binary attribute values. We demonstrate the generic nature of the system via an
example file system for navigating music files, built from embedded meta data tags.
The performance of the system is adequate for illustrative purposes, this not being a
primary objective of the project.
The architecture of the system is worthy of remark. The system embodies the component-
based toolkit approach that first was demonstrated by the developers of the UNIX system.
The philosophy here is to build small tools, that do one thing well and that provide simple
interfaces to other such tools. The key glue binding the toolkit together is the pipe, and key
interoperability through the discipline of representing data as simple text-based data streams.
This approach, in which complex tasks can be performed by simple construction of a pipeline
of tools is sidelined in the most modern software systems: where monolithic applications
provide built-in functionality, rivalling that of some operating systems. The development of
Inferno, from the same group who developed UNIX, puts the component-based philosophy
onto a new plane. In Inferno (and Plan 9), files can now be arbitrary system resources, and
can be mounted on arbitrary points on the network. Inter-process communication (and thus
distributed applications) can be achieved by simple reads and writes to files in a per-process
namespace. Other advances include more fully-featured shells, which offer more flexible
pipeline construction and also the potential for non-linear or branched work-flows. When
dealing with complicated problems there is no way of escaping from complicated software.
The choices then arise in how to manage this complexity.
This system was built in this new software environment. Although few applications of
the system are described in this thesis, it was intended to demonstrate how (large) knowledge
resources may be represented as conceptual structures, and navigated as conventional file
system. The ready distribution of such file systems suggests a straightforward realisation of
the physiology of the semantic web.
There is a wealth of further work that can be built upon this. Performance and scalability
have considerable scope for improvement, currently the benchmarks for the principal part
of the tool-set show that it is several orders of magnitude away from other similar concept
analysis implementations[62]. There are many extensions that are possible: further data sets
could be incorporated, further transducers created and likewise ever more diverse scaling
techniques could be implemented. All of these could dramatically increase the range of
possible applications. The system does not offer a user friendly or GUI interface, and another
extension would be to implement a GUI interface. This could be implemented upon the tools
so as to increase usability whilst not compromising the flexibility of the system.
In this work I have shown the implementation of a key bioinformatics technique using a
novel computational paradigm and architecture. The key missing element is usability. Other
implementations use more main stream implementations and therefore benefit from user fa-
miliarity, however this work is somewhat different perhaps more elegant in some places,
however more obtuse in others. This is partly a reflection of the exploratory prototypical
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nature of this solution to data management. One of the consequences of the philosophy that
govern its design is that there have been compromises with regard to its usability; looking
at it as a tool for biologists to use, it unquestionably requires a significant commitment to
use and become familiar with. In part this is a reflection of the corresponding complexity





I want to explain exactly how the interaction of components happens in Inferno (many of the
following is also relevant to Plan 9 and to a lesser extent Unix).
Whilst an Inferno program can specify that a particular file be associated to a file handle,
there are a number of ways that the file (or in turn resource) that is actually being used be
altered. This in turn permits a number of idioms about how file server based resources are
used.
A.1 File Descriptors
The Inferno Shell always provides all Inferno programs with at least three file descriptors
standard in standard out and standard error. They are referred to by number 0=standard
in, 1=standard out and 2=standard error. Other files that are opened and accessed get file
descriptor numbers that are higher. For a program run from a console standard input, output
and error are all connected to the console. The file descriptors open for a particular process
can be examined by reading the file fd in the /prog for that process. Each line describes an
open file. The fields are: the file descriptor index, the open mode (r, w, rw); the type and
number of the device; the path, version and type of the file’s qid; the file’s atomic I/O unit;
the file I/O offset in bytes; and the name with which it was opened.
For example
ps | grep WmSh
70 69 abhey 0:00.0 alt 32K WmSh
% cat /prog/70/fd /usr/abhey
0 r c 0 (0000000000000001 0 00) 0 0 #c/cons
1 w s 0 (000000000000000b 0 00) 0 0 /chan/wmstdout
2 w s 0 (000000000000000c 0 00) 0 0 /chan/wmstderr
3 w s 0 (000000000000000d 0 00) 0 0 /chan/plumb.input
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4 rw s 0 (0000000000000007 0 00) 0 277 /chan/wmctl
this shows that the shell has five files open. Standard input, output and error are routed to the
standard input, output and error of the shell window.
A.2 Inferno Shell
Whilst a good thorough introduction to the Inferno shell can be found here, the following is
sufficient to make clear the examples in 4.
A.2.1 The Algebra of I/O redirections
Consistent access to file servers is facilitated by the semantics of using file descriptors in the
Inferno Shell. Every program started by the Inferno Shell has three file descriptors avail-
able to it: standard input, standard output and standard error. Operations (familiar from




A useful aide de memoire is to consider the arrow as showing the direction of data flowing.
In this case whilst the grammar appears to be program | redirection operator | file. However
the shell redirection can equivalently appear before the command e.g.
> alistofprocesses ps
is the same as
ps >alistofprocesses
This is because the shell parses each block of input, upon encountering shell redirection op-
erator it reassigns the file descriptors then once the entire block is parsed it actually executes
the programs within.
What a shell redirection ’>’ actually does is substitute for standard output (file descrip-
tor 1) another file. Likewise shell redirector ’<’ changes standard input (file descriptor 0) to
another file. A useful feature for long running processes would be to be able to send diagnos-
tic output to a log file whilst retaining normal output capabilities. Shell redirections can be
actioned on file descriptors other then standard input and output by the following syntax
limbo -w blah.b>[2] junk
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would redirect file descriptor 2 to the file junk, which would send all error output to the
file junk. Note that the -w option in the limbo compiler makes the compiler print warning
messages to standard error.
File descriptors are handles that point to files and they can be reassigned by using the dup
system call. They can also be reassigned using the square bracket of a shell redirection. For
example
limbo -w blah.b >[2=1]
, would send output meant for file descriptor 2 to file descriptor 1.
• limbo -w blah.b >[2] junk sends errors to a file named junk.
• limbo -w blah.b >[2=1] sends errors to standard output.
It is useful to mentally transform the ’=1’ part as replacing the file name with a direct file de-
scriptor. Multiple shell redirections may appear in a command block. While it may appear at
first that they “are linked together”, the semantics is different. The state of the file descriptors
is changed by each redirection, the shell processes each redirection from left to right. This
means that
limbo -w blah.b >/dev/null >[2=1]
will send standard input to /dev/null and also send standard error to /dev/null whereas
limbo -w blah.b >[2=1] >/dev/null
will send standard error to standard output (hence the terminal) meanwhile sending standard
output to /dev/null. Only after all shell redircetions have been carried out will the shell exe-
cute any commands.
There is one further Shell redirection operator: ’<>’, It connects standard input of the
command it is being used with the file it is associated with (in a similiar manner to ’<’),
however it is possible to both read from and write to the file. With a regular file system that
treats files as bags of bytes this operator appears to be somewhat useless, however in Inferno
it permits the following operation
<> /net/dns {echo -n ’google.com ip’ >[1=0];cat}
google.com ip 64.233.187.99google.com ip 72.14.207.99google.com ip 64.233.167.99
What this does is connect the standard input of the command block to the file /net/dns. Then
within the command block the “echo” command opens the file /net/dns and writes the string





Consider the problem of counting how many processes are currently running, one way to do
this would be to do
ps > alistofprocesses
, then do
cat alistofprocesses > wc
However the file alistofprocesses is temporary and may only be needed for this one operation,
it seems unneccesary to name it, create it and delete it. The Inferno Shell provides a mech-
anism that allows command input and output to be chained together making the creation of
temporary files like this unneccesary. The syntax is again familiar from Unix shells:
ps | wc
It is possible to specify which file descriptors are connected together. For example
%limbo -w blah.b
blah.b:17: warning: argument ctxt not referenced blah.b:17: warning: argument argv not referenced
%limbo -w blah.b | wc
blah.b:17: warning: argument ctxt not referenced blah.b:17: warning: argument argv not referenced
0 0 0
Here wc is counting the standard input given to it which in this case is the standard output of
the command limbo -w blah.b, however this commands prints these commands onto standard
error. In order for wc to see these lines it is neccessary to specify standard error to the pipe:
limbo blah.b |[2] wc
2 12 98
. Just like in shell redirection standard error is sent to the command on the right hand side of
the pipe. It is similiar to doing limbo blah.b >[2] tmp and wc < tmp.
This mechanism is used in [13].
Piping commands which are are all pure functions (i.e. they have no side effects), together
in this manner is an example of monadic input output, that is the state of each function is
managed solely by its parameters.
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A.2.2.2 Command substitution
Besides piping, the Inferno shell provides another mechanism to embed a command within
another command. A command within a pair of curly brackets is prefixed with a backquote
operator, now the command within the brackets is executed first and the standard output of its
execution is read by the shell. For example in order to find the total size of all limbo source
files in /appl/cmd that contain the word ’free’
cat ‘{grep -l free /appl/cmd/*.b} | wc
The command grep -l free /appl/cmd/*.b returns the names of all files that con-
tain free, this list is then passed as an argument to cat. Which in turn opens and reads each
file in full sending it via the pipe to wc.
A.3 Threading and concurrency in Limbo
A consistent and recurring challenge with developing file servers (and indeed many other
applications) is handling events in an indeterminant environment. Writing and debugging de-
terministic programs that handle indeterminancy in input is a non trivial task. Limbo adopts
a novel paradigm based on Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP)[46]. Here two in-
gredients are neccessary, threads and channels. Threads are light-weight processes sharing a
single address space. Multiple threads can be spawned concurrently. Making a subroutine (it
is not allowed to return a value) a separately run thread is trivial in Limbo, simply call it with
the keyword spawn, e.g.
spawn newproc();
Threads allow the proper structuring of non-deterministic applications, however they bring
two problems: race conditions and deadlocks. Deadlocks occur when two processes (equiv-
alently threads) are both waiting for each other to complete. They are locked in a deadly
logical embrace as neither can finish unless the other completes. Race conditons arise when
two threads both try to access or modify a common global data structure, the solution is to
put some form of locking or control around all access to certain data structures. Most shared
data then needs to be locked before accessing and unlocked after. However locking can be
non trivial to get right in all cases. Programmers can mistakenly set or clear locks, not realize
a lock is neccessary or set the wrong ones for the data of interest. These mistakes and others,
can lead to deadlocks. With CSP [46] Tony Hoare offers a method that allows both of these
problems to be detected by logical analysis of a program (without needing to run it directly)
provided an additional data structure (of channels) is available to developers.
Channels, provide connections between threads. The channels in Limbo are typed and
can be used to either transfer information or synchronise two threads.
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The mechanism offered by channels consists of two kinds of operation, data can be sent
down a channel or received. When a channel statement appears in a thread progress is halted
until another thread accesses the channel. There is an operator for channels ’< −’ , where
the source is on the left and the destination is on the right. If c is a channel and b is an integer
variable, then to send something down a channel, place the channel name to the left of the
operator and an assignment to the right: c < − = 2. To receive from the channel place the
channel name to the right of the operator and the assignment to the left: b :=< −c .
A useful mnemonic to understand the behaviour of the channel operator is to imagine that
the arrow signifies the direction of data movement in and out of the channel.
Program 1 This segment of code illustrates spawning a new thread to run the subroutine
anotherproc and using a channel to communicate between the two running processes.
#This is the main process
init(nil: ref Draw->Context, nil: list of string){









anotherproc(y: chan of int) {
#read a value sent down x and assigns it to b
b:=<-y;
}
It is also possible for one thread to wait for any of many alternate channels to become
available.
Generally concurrent activity in a problem should be correspondingly represented by con-
currency in a program. That is by having threads running for each concurrent component.
Since threads in Inferno are extremely lightweight it is possible to have many threads without
requiring or using large amounts of resources like memory.
The alternative to using threads and channels
• busy waiting techniques such as semaphores.
• monitors.
A major disadvantage is that it is not as easy to verify safe concurrent behaviour with either
of these approaches. With channels a model can be built of the concurrent behaviour of a
program and the model verified, tools exist to build and verify models including Spin[47]
and FDR.
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Typically an Inferno application has one main controller thread, and multiple threads: one
for each of the various inputs. Each of the input threads then communicates via a channel to
the main controller thread.
A.4 Mounting and binding
Where does the root of the namespace come from? Within Unix the root comes from the
filesystem that was booted from. The namespace of each process is assembled from the
namespaces of the device drivers in the kernel. It is possible in Inferno and Plan 9 to alter this
view without directly effecting the resources acted upon. This is done via the bind commands
(and system calls). Since the bind command only binds parts of the namespace with Each
device driver provides its own namespace, and has a place in associated with it.
A namespace only requires having a process that is capable of reading and responding to
styx messages and the mount command allows this portion of namespace served by a process
to be mounted:
mount {command} /n/userfileserver
Furthermore a portion of the namespace can be exported from a networked resource (it merely
needs to use the Styx protocol and need not be an instance of Inferno) and mounted within
Inferno. To export a file-system from Inferno the styxlisten command is used:




There are a variety of styles of common user interface that are used for interacting with a
computer and data sets stored on it.
B.1 Interaction
B.1.1 Command line based
Commands are typed in and a dialogue is carried out with the computer. There is a syntax
or grammar of the usage of the commands together with an underlying meaning behind the
commands. A language therefore expresses actions.
B.1.1.1 Interpreter based languages
A program interprets the commands that are typed in. Examples include the /sc unix shell, R
and Biolisp[112].
B.1.1.2 Structured Query languages
An important class of interpreted languages are the query languages. Query languages are
based on a calculus that is simple, there are however constraints upon how expressive they
are and hence the queries they can answer (they cannot for example easily express transitive
closure 3.3.3). They are somewhat limited by how many data manipulation operations they
can actually carry out.
Structured Query Language (SQL) is built upon these ideas to access and manipulate
data. Commands in SQL are parsed and executed by the SQL engine. This form of data
access interface, while useful for developers and advanced users, is not normally employed
directly by end users. Instead some form of user interface is layered over SQL calls, often
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by using a web based interface. This has traditionally been an activity replete with templated
(boilerplate) code [114].
B.1.1.3 Textual Interface: Acme
The evolution of the command line interface in some computing environments like Acme
Oberon or Smalltalk is to allow text anywhere on the screen to be used for issuing commands.
There is no wasted screen real estate. Typing a command anywhere within Acme and then
selecting it with the mouse 2 button results in that command being executed. All commands
to Acme are issued in this manner, Acme has a relatively small command set augmented
since any command it does not recognise is passed to the shell for execution. In this way the
textual interface retains much of the functionality of the command line. While there are a
number of commands built in to Acme, here I only highlight the Edit command. The Acme
Edit command treats the argument given to it as a text editing command in the style of Plan
9’s Sam editor.
In addtion a mouse button chording system described within the man pages:-
“Several operations are bound to multiple-button actions. After selecting
text, with button 1 still down, pressing button 2 executes Cut and button 3 ex-
ecutes Paste. After clicking one button, the other undoes the first; thus (while
holding down button 1) 2 followed by 3 is a Snarf that leaves the file undirt-
ied; 3 followed by 2 is a no-op. These actions also apply to text selected by
double-clicking because the double-click expansion is made when the second
click starts, not when it ends.
Thus to copy a word a number of times, double click on the word with button
1 to highlight it leaving button 1 down, press and release button 2 to cut it and
save it in the snarf buffer, press and release button 3 to paste it back and then
release button 1. Now move the cursor to any selected place in the text, press
button 1 down, then button 3 and the word is copied in.”
This use of mouse buttons in place of the more familiar copy (modifier+c) or paste (mod-
ifier+v) is hard to describe however completely intuitive in use. It physically feels as if a
selection of text is being picked up(pressing button 2) and then dropped (upon pressing but-
ton 3). It is possible to override the default functionality of the Acme editor by providing
programs that handle acme events.
One of the major issues with Acme is that the learning curve (effort in the x axis and
reward in the y axis) is shallow. This means that some effort and perseverence needs to be
expended before its utility becomes clear.
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B.1.2 Graphical User Interfaces
Graphical user interfaces enable human computer interaction by, employing a set of visual
objects that can be manipulated with a mouse or other pointing device, to represent the actions
possible by the user. There are many frameworks that allow building consistent interfaces for
applications.
B.1.3 Discussion
There are then two main approaches with advantages and disadvantages, have a graphical
user interface that is easy to use but not scalable over large data sets. Or provide a command
line which has a steep learning curve but permits more flexibility and scriptable behaviour.
Many standard bioinformatics tools including BLAST [7] are accessible in two ways: as a





C.1 Files as Objects
Files in the Inferno and Plan 9 world are not simply bags of bytes. They are objects. There
are five fundamental operations that can be carried out on files:- create, open, close, read
and write. Writing instructions to a ctl file can cause actions to be performed. Upon file
systems there is the further operation of attach and navigation. This is analogous to the
fundamental operations available on objects. Instead of object hierarchies there exist file
system hierarchies. More fine grained access to private and public data and functions of an
object can be done with file system permissioning.
There are two types of hypothetical Object Orientated programmer - the ones that create
the object libraries and the ones that use the object hierarchy components. In this alternate
paradigm there is a distinction between the file system creator (typically using a programming
language like C or limbo) and the shell script user (using a completely separate programming
language). As a programming paradigm this approach has never achieved popular success
partly because of the difficulty (and impossibility in most systems) in developing user space
file systems.
Message passing between concurrenty running file system objects is possible via a uni-
form and consistent interface.
C.2 Design Patterns
Design patterns was originally a term coined in the field of building architecture to describe
an abstract set of recurring solutions to the problems that arise when designing a building.
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The term has also been adopted to describe abstract solutions to the problems that arise in
software architecture particularly in Object Oriented frameworks. Gamma and Helm et al
describe a minimal set of design patterns.
With ease it can be seen that the persistent file systems that make up the Plan 9 and Inferno
architecture adhere and are exemplars of many of the design patterns from Gamma et al.
Here I describe the design patterns:
• A singleton: trivial property of the namespace, all singleton file servers check there is
not already a running instance in the current namespace.
• Factory Method: Clone file system. New directories are only created via the clone
mechanism.
• Adaptor: srvssh or execnet
• Facade: wrap a file system around a resources
• Interpreter: Inferno Shell





Concepts Objects Attributes Terms
0 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn
uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ common_ dn alzheimers_
incipient_ up alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 nil
1 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn
uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ common_ dn alzheimers_
disease_ up
MALT1 C19ORF7 NFIB CDC2L5 IGF1R E2F5 KLF7
WRN C4ORF8 CENTB2 TIPARP PPFIA1 MARK3
6375 244 387 16540 6739 398 377 375 42623
2 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn
uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ common_ dn
MALT1 C19ORF7 NFIB CDC2L5 IGF1R E2F5 KLF7
WRN C4ORF8 CENTB2 TIPARP PPFIA1 MARK3
APPBP2 TRIM33 ZFHX1B PHLPPL UBR2 KLF6
LARP5 RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF DOC1 DOCK4
RUNX1 SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8 VPS13B
TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP GLRB
IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
6375 244 387 15822 5237 45767 6020 16933 16540 30041 16408 6739 19319 46364 8064 43066
30832 15807 6839 8154 82 398 377 375 6769 51258 8380 4714 7249 7169 5231 51028 19362
19199 6397 16485 6733 42113 6916 30029 30098 16071 50658 50657 6396 6405 30036 19318
30005 51168 6875 45934 15630 15698 16051 6865 6820 19941 4713 46942 45449 51169 6351
44257 51603 7067 6366 16310 46649 45321 30163 6913 6464 6357 17111 42623 6468 16887 6508
6355
3 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn
alzheimers_ incipient_ up alzheimers_ dis-
ease_ up
MALT1 NCOA3 RBPSUH FYN SRPK2 QKI
C13ORF24 ZNF198 ZHX3 RNGTT MYO10 CAP350
4468 398 377 375
4 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn
alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB ZNF148 CNOT2
RBPSUH FYN RBMS1 CDC2L5 SRPK2 AFF1 PTPRK
IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 TGFB2 JUN WRN QKI C13ORF24
C4ORF8 CENTB2 TIPARP CBLB CHD1 C6ORF111
LDLR CUTL1 CTBP2 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3 RAI17
UVRAG VEGFC MYST3 PPFIA1 RABGAP1 RNGTT
NIPBL LMNB1 EGFR HELZ TLE4 MYO10 BRCA1
CAP350 MARK3
46606 46599 6375 42772 46605 7099 244 51298 376 387 51054 7098 51297 242 51272 30330
30128 6282 45334 30595 4468 912 45937 9452 42423 30518 30132 42417 50900 19198 19204
4709 31032 6020 45793 30139 30131 6584 16540 8629 19220 42325 4714 6739 30334 51052
1932 19199 6383 19722 6473 6563 375 7200 6769 45935 18108 8080 9451 18212 398 377 8380
9070 16410 43066 7249 48015 7169 1505 30125 19319 46364 19362 16407 16072 45934 42401
6397 16485 6733 6396 30136 45941 8094 1558 30120 16570 16569 9069 16481 16071 6366 18193
16310 30135 6351 6323 45449 4721 6461 45892 4713 16311 6325 6917 31497 4702 7001 12502
785 4725 16049 43065 6464 6357 6333 6606 51170 6486 43413 9101 9100 17038 6355 15674
8026 6417 50776 9309 19318 51169 30036 42623 7067 30029 6468 6913 16568 16887 16051 8652
17111 6605 6512 6281 6520 30001 15630 6412 6812 43037 6886 4674
5 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB ZNF148 CNOT2
RBPSUH FYN RBMS1 CDC2L5 SRPK2 AFF1 PTPRK
IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 TGFB2 JUN WRN QKI C13ORF24
C4ORF8 CENTB2 TIPARP CBLB CHD1 C6ORF111
LDLR CUTL1 CTBP2 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3 RAI17
UVRAG VEGFC MYST3 PPFIA1 RABGAP1 RNGTT
NIPBL LMNB1 EGFR HELZ TLE4 MYO10 BRCA1
CAP350 MARK3 APPBP2 TRIM33 ZFHX1B PHLPPL
UBR2 KLF6 LARP5 RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF DOC1
DOCK4 RUNX1 SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8
VPS13B TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP
GLRB IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
1952 6375 46599 46606 42772 45616 244 46605 7099 48625 387 376 51298 15822 51054 5237
1942 1943 45767 45428 7098 6020 42633 51297 8192 16248 8200 31023 242 30128 30330 51272
6282 45334 16933 30228 30595 930 4468 912 30169 45937 42423 9452 30518 30132 15459 6984
42417 30522 50900 19198 19204 31032 4709 45793 6809 46209 42136 17145 30139 42770 30131
35050 109 6584 15645 8016 16540 8629 51270 5813 30041 19319 46364 30119 18958 46165
152 48332 51427 35257 5254 45445 19220 51174 42133 48514 16408 8544 1704 51187 40017
42325 4714 1568 6739 30334 31589 30118 45596 5253 48730 7569 42379 375 9891 51052 8064
5815 1932 19199 43066 5905 30832 6383 15807 398 377 19722 43069 3712 6473 6839 42127 6563
8380 51241 30117 45860 51347 8154 82 7169 7200 6769 45935 8361 6778 1664 31325 51258 1709
51242 18108 8080 45934 6521 9451 18212 9893 9070 15276 16410 7249 51240 48015 7160 7519
31324 5230 6397 51243 5231 16591 1505 16477 51028 30125 19362 43067 16407 6396 16072
7167 7369 30029 16747 6928 7507 16071 9892 31323 19219 6935 42401 16485 6733 42113 16070
42981 6793 30036 46930 12501 45449 6351 42330 6954 6366 6916 30136 19318 45941 46914
5996 1558 8094 6796 30098 6350 30120 16570 16569 9069 6066 16481 9611 16310 18193 8415
50658 51236 50657 6576 6405 910 6915 30135 42398 6323 31226 6357 4721 6461 16791 15931
45892 51276 51329 51128 4713 16881 16311 6325 6917 6139 31497 43283 6464 4702 43412 7001
74 9889 6974 5085 12502 30005 42598 785 51168 4672 43068 6575 4725 42578 46483 30554
16049 16051 43065 7243 6875 19932 16773 7268 15630 45859 5635 51246 51169 30003 6333
6259 6873 902 6996 51325 7242 6606 51170 278 6486 19226 87 43413 16301 6913 9101 51186
6355 4197 44262 15698 9100 17038 15293 7010 9613 43231 15674 5125 5654 6865 8026 19538
44267 30097 44260 4527 6767 5694 3779 6417 6820 43207 19941 16023 31410 15837 50776
9309 44271 5975 43232 46907 46942 15849 44248 51649 279 51603 44257 31326 5856 42623
7067 46649 6766 6519 6468 45321 6955 16758 30163 7166 17111 16462 43285 9308 16568 16887
16818 42221 8234 5740 6952 5887 16779 6725 15031 9059 8652 44249 19001 6605 16021 45184
6732 5794 6512 6281 6810 6520 30001 9057 15291 19752 44265 6082 6811 6412 6812 43037
16192 6886 4518 4674 4175 44255 6508 6629 7186 6091 5739 9117
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6 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ ttd-xpcs_
common_ dn alzheimers_ incipient_ up
alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 NUP98 TRIM44 GOLGA4 RAP140 46707 51226 9179 212 51225 7051 9206 9145 6606 9201 9152 9205
7 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ com-
mon_ dn alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 C19ORF7 NFIB ITSN1 CDC2L5 IGF1R
E2F5 KLF7 NUP98 WRN TRIM44 C4ORF8 CENTB2
TIPARP GOLGA4 KIF14 DST CASK RAP140 PPFIA1
SEPT9 CRADD LARP4 ID3 MARK3
46707 6375 6165 46939 244 45103 387 51226 9179 212 9135 51225 9185 6739 16540 8624 7143
9132 6769 7051 19362 19201 6733 4714 43066 7249 398 377 375 51052 19199 8380 16485 7169
226 6397 6917 12502 7126 43065 16071 6396 9206 9145 6606 51170 9142 9201 9150 6163 7017
17038 6164 9152 9144 9259 9260 9141 16310 9165 15630 4713 9199 51169 9205 7067 6461 30029
6913 6310 6605 6464 6366 6886 7001 42623 6468 16887 17111 6351 6355 45449
8 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ com-
mon_ dn
MALT1 C19ORF7 NFIB ITSN1 CDC2L5 IGF1R
E2F5 KLF7 NUP98 WRN TRIM44 C4ORF8 CENTB2
TIPARP GOLGA4 KIF14 DST CASK RAP140 PPFIA1
SEPT9 CRADD LARP4 ID3MARK3 APPBP2 TRIM33
ZFHX1B PHLPPL UBR2 KLF6 LARP5 RASA1
RASSF3 BDNF DOC1 DOCK4 RUNX1 SLC25A12
HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8 VPS13B TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3
ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP GLRB IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1
HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
46707 1952 6375 6165 244 46939 387 45103 15822 51226 5237 45767 9179 9925 212 8200 16248
6020 16933 9135 15459 51225 9185 6739 15645 16540 8624 30055 7143 30041 16323 9132 5254
16408 46930 31589 6769 5253 19319 7051 46364 7569 42379 46165 8064 30832 43066 15807
43069 6839 6997 45860 5813 51347 8154 82 398 19362 377 375 1664 51258 19201 5635 8380
6733 4714 15276 7249 7160 7169 5230 5231 51028 51052 30029 43067 48514 19199 16776 6397
16485 42113 42981 1568 6916 7167 30098 12501 16071 19205 3712 50658 51236 50657 51187
6396 6405 5815 45786 30036 226 7010 15931 15630 51329 51128 16591 16831 19318 6917 6915
5996 51243 5085 12502 42598 30005 7126 51327 51321 51168 42127 43068 43065 7243 30054
6875 16070 46914 45859 51169 45934 30003 9206 9145 6066 6873 51325 6767 6606 51170 31324
51242 8361 6778 16881 9142 6913 9201 4197 15698 9150 6163 7017 279 17038 16051 6996 15293
5856 9892 31226 6164 5125 16310 9152 9117 30554 6865 6766 9144 30097 4527 9259 6139 278
46907 6820 9260 9141 5794 51649 9165 19941 15837 6796 19219 4713 9199 46942 15849 6793
43283 45449 16773 4672 31323 6351 44262 9205 74 51603 44257 7067 6461 5654 6366 6350 6464
46649 87 6732 16301 45321 16758 30163 45184 43285 51186 902 8234 43412 5740 6357 5975
51246 43232 43231 6310 15031 19001 6605 46483 7166 44260 9057 19538 15291 6810 44267
6259 44265 16021 16791 8415 44249 16747 7242 17111 44248 16462 16818 42578 6886 7001
4518 51276 42623 4175 6468 31410 16887 42221 6955 6508 6355 9059 6952 6091 6811 44255
6629 19752 6082 5739
9 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn alzheimers_ incipient_
up alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 NCOA3 RBPSUH FYN SRPK2 EPS8 NUP98
QKI MARCH6 TRIM44 C13ORF24 GOLGA4 ZNF198
ZHX3 LAMC1 ATP8B1 RAP140 RNGTT GSK3B
NEK7 SEC14L1 MYO10 CAP350
46707 6165 46939 51226 9179 212 9135 9452 51225 9185 19204 30518 7143 9132 15718 4468
7051 6739 7249 6112 6769 43066 226 19362 7126 6073 8080 9451 9206 9145 6733 16410 6461
6606 51170 16310 45941 7169 45935 9142 9201 16407 16072 9150 6163 7017 17038 6164 15674
9152 6397 6396 9144 16311 9259 398 377 9260 9141 375 9165 16481 16071 9199 46942 51169
45934 8380 9205 6464 6913 4721 6605 30001 4713 19318 45449 6351 6812 6886 42623 4674
16887 6355 17111
10 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn alzheimers_ disease_
up
MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB ITSN1 ZNF148
CNOT2 RBPSUH FYN RBMS1 CDC2L5 SRPK2 AFF1
EPS8 PTPRK IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 NUP98 TGFB2 JUN
WRN QKI MARCH6 TRIM44 C13ORF24 C4ORF8
CENTB2 TIPARP CBLB CHD1 C6ORF111 LDLR
CUTL1 CTBP2 GOLGA4 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3
KIF14 RAI17 LAMC1 ATP8B1 UVRAG VEGFC DST
CASK MYST3 RAP140 PPFIA1 RABGAP1 RNGTT
SEPT9 NIPBL CRADD GSK3B LMNB1 EGFR NEK7
HELZ TLE4 SEC14L1 MYO10 BRCA1 CAP350
LARP4 ID3 MARK3
46707 6375 46606 46599 42772 45616 6165 46939 46605 7099 48625 244 45103 376 51298 387
51226 51054 1942 1943 45428 7098 42633 51297 8192 9179 9925 212 31023 242 51272 30330
30128 6282 45334 30228 30595 930 4468 30169 45937 912 9135 9452 42423 30518 30132 6984
51225 42417 30522 9185 50900 19198 19204 31032 4709 45793 6020 46209 6809 15247 6739
42136 30139 17145 42770 30131 35050 6584 109 8016 8629 16540 8624 51270 30055 7143 16323
30119 18958 6769 152 51427 48332 35257 9132 45445 51174 19220 51052 42133 15718 8544
1704 51187 40017 42325 4714 30334 5605 30118 45596 7051 48730 3712 19362 9891 1932 48514
19199 5905 6383 19722 6473 42127 6563 6733 6997 1568 51241 30117 46930 45860 5813 51347
51242 375 7169 7200 45935 6778 31325 1709 18108 8080 19201 6521 9451 18212 398 377 5815
8380 9893 9070 16410 43066 7249 51240 43069 48015 31589 7519 43067 1505 8361 16477 30125
6917 19319 46364 12502 16407 16072 7167 46165 6112 43068 7369 51243 43065 6928 7507 6793
16776 5635 45934 6935 6796 12501 42401 6397 16747 16485 16310 42981 42330 6461 6606 6954
51170 6396 30136 31324 45941 8094 1558 31323 30120 16570 16569 9069 16481 16071 19205
9611 6366 19219 18193 16070 6576 51276 910 6915 17038 74 30135 6351 42398 45786 6323 9892
226 45449 7001 4721 45892 8415 4672 4713 16591 16831 6350 30554 16311 6767 6325 31497
6996 6464 4702 43412 9889 6139 6974 43283 785 7126 16773 51327 51321 6073 6259 16791
6575 4725 46483 15662 46914 16049 7243 30054 19932 31226 7268 6357 45859 51169 279 6333
9206 9145 7010 16301 7242 42578 51186 6486 19226 87 30029 43413 5794 6766 9142 6913 9101
15630 9201 19318 4197 6066 9150 9100 6163 7017 6355 5996 9613 6164 31410 9117 15674 9152
51246 8026 9144 4527 44267 5694 9259 42623 3779 6605 278 44260 43231 19538 6417 9260 9141
6732 902 15405 43207 9165 16023 7166 50776 9309 44271 9199 46907 46942 15849 16887 51649
45184 43232 9205 31326 5856 30036 7067 5654 6519 6468 16881 15031 17111 44248 16462 9308
16568 16818 44262 8234 16051 5887 44249 16192 6886 16779 6310 44264 6725 8652 6955 5975
4674 5976 6512 6281 6520 30001 6810 16021 6952 42221 16820 15980 6811 9059 6412 6812
43037 19752 6082 4518 4175 45045 46903 7186 6091 44255 6629
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11 uvc_ xpcs_ 8hr_ dn MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB ITSN1 ZNF148
CNOT2 RBPSUH FYN RBMS1 CDC2L5 SRPK2 AFF1
EPS8 PTPRK IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 NUP98 TGFB2 JUN
WRN QKI MARCH6 TRIM44 C13ORF24 C4ORF8
CENTB2 TIPARP CBLB CHD1 C6ORF111 LDLR
CUTL1 CTBP2 GOLGA4 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3
KIF14 RAI17 LAMC1 ATP8B1 UVRAG VEGFC DST
CASK MYST3 RAP140 PPFIA1 RABGAP1 RNGTT
SEPT9 NIPBL CRADD GSK3B LMNB1 EGFR NEK7
HELZ TLE4 SEC14L1 MYO10 BRCA1 CAP350
LARP4 ID3 MARK3 APPBP2 TRIM33 ZFHX1B
PHLPPL UBR2 KLF6 LARP5 RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF
DOC1 DOCK4 RUNX1 SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2
CDK8 VPS13B TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1
MTAP GLRB IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2
MICAL3
1952 46707 6375 46599 46606 45616 42772 6165 244 46939 46605 7099 51341 48625 387 45103
15822 376 51298 51054 51226 5237 1942 1943 45767 45428 7098 6020 42633 51297 8192 9179
9925 8200 16248 212 5066 31023 242 30330 30128 51272 6282 43256 45334 16933 30228 930
30216 30595 4468 30169 45937 912 9135 35051 9452 42423 30518 15459 30132 45178 6984
51225 42417 30522 9185 50900 19198 19204 4709 31032 45793 16247 46209 6809 15247 15457
30155 6739 8034 42136 17145 30139 42770 30131 35050 6584 109 15645 8016 8629 16540 51270
8624 30055 7143 5813 30041 16323 19319 46364 30119 18958 6769 46165 152 51427 35257
48332 9132 5254 51174 45445 19220 51052 42133 15718 48514 16408 8544 1704 51187 40012
40017 48520 42325 4714 5548 1568 30334 48729 46930 1944 31589 5605 30118 50795 45596
5253 42692 7051 48730 3712 7569 19362 42379 375 19058 48646 9891 8134 8064 7169 5815
1932 19199 30832 43066 5905 6383 43005 51336 15807 398 377 19722 43069 42303 6473 6839
42127 6563 8380 6733 6997 51241 30117 48475 45860 51347 51242 8154 82 7398 9888 30674
7200 45935 8361 6778 43119 1664 31325 48522 1709 51258 18108 8080 16563 5635 19201 30880
45934 6521 9451 43067 18212 7167 9893 9070 15276 16410 51243 48523 48518 51093 19904
5083 7249 51240 48015 7160 7519 31324 30029 5230 6397 40011 5231 16591 43118 19838 5604
1505 16477 7611 51028 5102 30125 16251 6917 48519 30695 16265 42981 50794 12502 51244
5319 16407 6396 16072 12501 6112 8219 43068 7369 50791 6793 31214 8639 16747 43065 6928
51674 7507 8283 16071 9892 16877 31323 6796 19219 16776 16310 16746 19318 46983 6935
8015 19222 42401 16485 43235 42113 3678 16070 5996 46914 8092 30036 45449 7568 6351
42330 6461 6606 6954 51170 6366 6916 7626 30136 45165 7498 35295 45941 43085 42802 50790
8094 1558 6066 30098 6915 6350 30120 16570 45595 16569 9069 16481 19205 9611 31226 18193
15630 43169 51301 8415 50658 51236 50657 6576 7010 46849 51169 6405 7049 51276 910 30554
5057 6139 17038 74 6996 30135 42398 43167 45786 6323 226 6357 6464 51338 4672 7001 4721
16791 3702 15931 45892 43412 43283 8047 51329 51128 4713 16831 16773 16881 46872 6403
16311 6767 6325 17076 5515 31497 6913 4702 48534 9889 6974 5085 30005 42598 785 7126
51327 9719 4386 51321 5886 51239 6073 6259 51168 50875 19899 267 16772 6575 4725 42578
46483 15662 44238 16049 8509 5578 16051 7243 30054 6875 50793 7517 5096 19932 7268 16301
44237 46942 15849 7155 45859 3676 16043 1501 51246 30003 8152 7154 279 6333 9206 9145
6873 902 6950 51325 7242 51186 16879 3677 16740 278 6486 19226 48513 166 87 43413 5794
6766 44262 16830 9605 19725 9142 43170 5856 50801 9101 46907 5941 51649 15268 9201 43231
15267 43227 6355 51641 4197 43229 15698 9653 9150 42592 9100 42995 16564 44260 6163 7017
44267 19538 9887 30154 5622 15293 5216 9613 6164 31410 9117 15674 5125 5654 9152 151 7165
43232 43228 6865 8026 5975 31224 9144 30097 4527 5694 9259 7166 48731 51179 42623 3779
6605 30182 6417 6820 45184 9260 9141 42165 6732 7267 15405 43207 9165 42625 51234 8104
19941 16023 16020 15837 50776 9309 44271 31090 50896 15031 9199 16887 17111 16874 44248
16462 16788 9205 16818 9607 44257 51603 50874 31326 15075 7067 9792 9058 46649 45927
44249 6519 6468 45321 6955 16758 6810 30163 16817 6807 16021 16614 43285 9308 16568
42221 8234 15399 9056 5624 5740 4888 6952 5887 40008 12505 7399 16192 6886 16757 16779
5634 6310 44264 6725 9059 8652 4872 19001 4674 19866 9790 6811 5976 1775 6512 6281 6520
30001 16787 9057 42626 43492 15291 15290 5386 16820 19752 9628 44265 6082 16829 5737
15980 48468 6412 6812 43037 8324 4518 6091 3723 50877 4175 45045 44255 6508 46903 6629
16491 7186 8233 30529 5739
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12 uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn uvc_ ttd-xpcs_
common_ dn alzheimers_ incipient_ up
alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 PHF20 THOC2 51028 6405 377 375
13 uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ com-
mon_ dn alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 C19ORF7 PHF20 NFIB CDC2L5 IGF1R E2F5
KLF7 THRAP1 WRN THOC2 C4ORF8 CENTB2
BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP UGCG BAZ2B PPFIA1
MARK3
6375 6165 6678 46939 46476 46031 244 6677 387 46513 9179 19732 46520 9247 6672 6664 46519
9135 9185 30148 6665 50832 6687 6960 16065 30518 16540 9132 30138 6739 19730 35251 46467
6769 377 375 4714 43066 7249 51028 8380 398 19362 19199 16485 6733 7169 30120 6397 50658
50657 6352 6405 48193 16071 6396 45893 51168 6753 6754 46034 9150 9206 9145 9205 30135
9144 6163 45941 45935 9142 9201 9141 9199 9259 6164 6366 9152 6752 9260 9165 4713 51169
9108 7067 16310 6351 6913 6357 45449 6464 6355 42623 6468 16887 17111
14 uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ com-
mon_ dn
MALT1 C19ORF7 PHF20 NFIB CDC2L5 IGF1R E2F5
KLF7 THRAP1 WRN THOC2 C4ORF8 CENTB2
BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP UGCG BAZ2B PPFIA1
MARK3 APPBP2 TRIM33 ZFHX1B PHLPPL UBR2
KLF6 LARP5 RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF DOC1 DOCK4
RUNX1 SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8 VPS13B
TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP GLRB
IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
1952 6375 6165 6678 244 46939 46476 46031 387 6677 15822 5237 45767 46513 9179 19732
46520 16248 8200 9247 6020 6672 16933 6664 46519 9135 15459 9185 30148 6665 50832 6687
6960 16065 30518 15645 16540 30522 30041 51427 35257 9132 5254 16408 30138 9620 6739
31589 51028 5253 19319 46364 7569 19730 42379 46165 35251 8064 43066 30832 15807 377
375 43069 6839 46467 45860 5813 51347 8154 82 398 6643 6769 8380 1664 51258 50658 51236
50657 46527 6405 4714 15276 7249 7160 15931 7169 5230 5231 16591 19362 6397 51168 48514
19199 6959 6733 16485 42113 1568 46930 16071 6396 6916 30029 7167 30098 30120 3712 3713
51187 6352 48193 43067 5815 42981 30036 44255 51329 51128 19318 16070 5996 12501 45893
5085 30005 42598 46914 6629 42127 6754 6753 46034 7243 6875 8610 45859 5635 51169 51243
45934 9150 30003 9206 9145 6915 6066 9205 6873 30135 9144 51325 6163 5654 6366 31324
45941 45935 6351 8361 6778 16758 16881 9142 6913 8194 45449 6139 19219 15630 9201 9141
9199 9259 9117 4197 43207 15698 6350 30117 16051 31323 15293 9892 31226 6357 9613 6164
5125 9152 46907 6865 31325 51649 51242 6752 30097 4527 6767 51186 278 6820 9260 6732
16310 9165 19941 7010 15837 4713 46942 15849 30554 43283 44262 9893 5667 44257 51603
9108 7067 6796 16773 46649 87 4672 6766 45321 6793 30163 43285 6464 902 43231 8234 5740
51188 5856 16301 16192 5975 51246 43412 6810 7242 6952 6955 19001 16462 5794 16818 46483
16023 31410 45045 9057 15291 279 44249 74 44265 44260 16791 46903 8415 6996 19538 6355
16747 15031 44267 7166 17111 44248 45184 43232 42578 4518 16021 42623 4175 6468 16887
42221 6508 9059 6091 6811 6259 19752 6082 5739
15 uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn alzheimers_ incipient_
up alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 PHF20 NCOA3 CENTD1 RBPSUH FYN
SRPK2 QKI THOC2 C13ORF24 AKAP9 ZNF198
ZHX3 TGFBR3 RNGTT MYO10 CAP350
9452 19204 6020 30518 4468 7249 51028 19319 46364 7178 50658 50657 6405 43066 377 375
51168 8080 9451 6397 8380 16410 6396 45941 45935 16071 16407 16072 15674 16311 398 16310
16481 19318 51169 45934 6461 6913 16051 4721 6464 45449 30001 15630 4713 6351 6812 6355
16 uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn alzheimers_ disease_
up
MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB PHF20 TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB CENTD1
ZNF148 CNOT2 RBPSUH FYN RBMS1 CDC2L5
SRPK2 AFF1 PTPRK IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 TGFB2
THRAP1 JUN WRN QKI THOC2 C13ORF24 C4ORF8
CENTB2 BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP CBLB AKAP9
CHD1 C6ORF111 UGCG BAZ2B LDLR CUTL1
CTBP2 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3 RAI17 UVRAG
VEGFC MYST3 PPFIA1 TGFBR3 RABGAP1 RNGTT
NIPBL LMNB1 EGFR HELZ TLE4 MYO10 BRCA1
CAP350 MARK3
6375 46599 46606 45616 42772 6165 6678 46939 46605 46476 7099 244 46031 48625 6677 51298
376 387 51054 1942 1943 45428 7098 42633 51297 46513 8192 9179 19732 46520 30518 31023
242 9247 6020 51272 30128 30330 30522 6282 45334 6672 30228 6664 930 30595 46519 4468
45937 30169 912 9135 9452 42423 30132 6984 42417 9185 50900 19198 19204 51427 35257 4709
31032 45793 30148 46209 6809 6665 42136 50832 6687 6960 30139 17145 42770 16065 30131
35050 6584 109 8016 8629 16540 51270 30119 18958 152 48332 9132 45445 19220 51174 42133
8544 1704 51187 40017 30138 42325 9620 4714 6739 30334 30118 45596 19319 46364 48730
3712 19730 46165 30117 35251 9891 51052 5815 45935 1932 48514 19199 5905 6383 375 19722
31325 6473 42127 6563 1568 46467 51241 45860 5813 51347 377 7200 6643 6769 51242 8380
6778 9893 30120 1709 18108 8080 46527 6521 9451 18212 398 9070 16410 43066 7249 43069
51240 48015 31589 7519 45941 7169 16591 1505 8361 16477 51028 30125 30135 19362 16407
16072 7167 6397 7369 6928 7507 6959 6396 6366 51243 6935 45934 7178 42401 16747 16485
6733 43067 31323 6793 16071 19219 42330 6954 6351 30136 31324 16070 1558 8094 6796 45449
16570 16569 9069 16481 9611 16310 18193 3713 6350 50658 51236 50657 12501 6352 6576 6405
48193 910 42398 42981 6323 9892 6357 9613 6139 4721 6461 15931 45892 8415 44255 43207
51276 4713 16311 46914 6325 6917 31497 6915 4702 7001 74 9889 45893 6974 12502 785 6629
16791 51168 43068 43283 6575 6754 6753 4725 46483 16049 43065 46034 7243 51186 6066 8610
43412 4672 19932 7268 6464 5996 7242 45859 19318 51169 9150 6333 9206 9145 6259 9205
9144 16773 42578 6163 6606 51170 5654 6486 19226 30554 87 31226 43413 9142 16023 31410
6913 9101 6355 8194 9201 9141 9199 9259 9117 4197 9100 16301 17038 16051 6996 6164 15674
9152 51246 8026 6752 4527 43231 6767 5694 3779 278 6417 46907 9260 6732 5794 51649 902
9165 50776 9309 44271 44267 15630 16192 19538 44260 279 6955 44262 5667 31326 30036 9108
42623 6952 7067 43232 30029 6766 6519 6468 16758 16881 44249 7166 44248 16462 9308 16568
16887 16818 8234 5887 51188 5975 16779 6725 15031 8652 17111 6605 45184 6512 6281 6810
45045 6520 30001 9059 42221 5856 46903 6412 6812 43037 19752 6082 6886 4518 16021 4674
4175 6811 7010 7186
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17 uvc_ xpcs_ 4hr_ dn MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB PHF20 TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB CENTD1
ZNF148 CNOT2 RBPSUH FYN RBMS1 CDC2L5
SRPK2 AFF1 PTPRK IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 TGFB2
THRAP1 JUN WRN QKI THOC2 C13ORF24 C4ORF8
CENTB2 BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP CBLB AKAP9
CHD1 C6ORF111 UGCG BAZ2B LDLR CUTL1
CTBP2 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3 RAI17 UVRAG
VEGFC MYST3 PPFIA1 TGFBR3 RABGAP1 RNGTT
NIPBL LMNB1 EGFR HELZ TLE4 MYO10 BRCA1
CAP350 MARK3 APPBP2 TRIM33 ZFHX1B PHLPPL
UBR2 KLF6 LARP5 RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF DOC1
DOCK4 RUNX1 SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8
VPS13B TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP
GLRB IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
1952 6375 46599 46606 45616 42772 6165 6678 244 46476 46605 46939 7099 46031 48625 51341
387 15822 51298 6677 376 51054 5237 6020 1942 1943 45767 45428 7098 42633 51297 46513
9179 8192 19732 46520 30518 16248 8200 5066 31023 242 9247 30330 30128 51272 30522 6282
45334 6672 16933 30228 6664 30216 930 30595 46519 4468 30169 45937 912 35051 9135 9452
42423 30132 15459 6984 42417 9185 50900 19198 19204 35257 51427 4709 31032 45793 16247
30148 46209 6809 15457 30155 8034 6665 42136 50832 6687 6960 30139 17145 42770 19319
46364 16065 30131 46165 35050 109 6584 15645 8016 8629 16540 51270 5813 30041 30119
18958 152 48332 9132 5254 19220 45445 51174 42133 16408 48514 8544 1704 51187 40012
51336 5048 40017 48520 30138 42325 5815 9620 4714 1568 6739 30334 48729 1944 31589 375
30118 50795 45596 51028 8134 5253 16251 42692 48730 3712 7398 7569 377 19730 42379 19058
48646 48475 30117 35251 9891 51052 8064 8380 45935 1932 19199 30832 5905 43066 43005
6383 15807 398 19722 43069 42303 31325 6473 6839 42127 6563 16591 46467 51241 16563
45860 51347 8154 82 7169 9888 7200 6643 6769 51242 8361 6778 9893 43119 1664 30120 51258
1709 18108 8080 50658 51236 50657 46527 48522 30880 6405 45934 6521 9451 18212 6397
7167 9070 15276 16410 51093 19904 48518 7249 51240 7160 48015 15931 7519 31324 45941
5230 48523 40011 51243 5231 6396 19838 1505 16477 7611 5102 6403 30125 43118 30695 30135
16071 50794 51244 19362 43067 31323 16407 48519 16072 50791 19219 19318 51168 6366 5996
7369 31214 6351 30029 19222 8639 16747 6928 51674 7507 45449 8283 9892 16877 16070 6959
5083 46914 3702 6066 16746 46983 50790 6935 16265 8015 7178 8047 6793 6350 42401 6733
16485 43235 42113 3678 42981 30036 46930 12501 7568 8219 42330 6954 6916 6796 7626 45165
30136 7498 35295 43085 6357 42802 8094 1558 30247 30098 16310 6139 16570 45595 16569
9069 16481 9611 18193 3713 43169 51301 8415 6352 6576 46849 51169 8092 48193 910 5057
1871 6915 16051 42398 6323 31226 44255 43167 9613 51338 4721 6461 16791 45892 43207
15630 51276 51329 51128 4713 43283 16881 44238 16311 6325 6917 31497 6913 9605 6464
4702 48534 6629 43412 7001 74 9889 45893 6974 46872 50875 5085 30005 42598 12502 5515
785 7049 9719 4386 44237 51239 6950 5654 4672 19899 267 43068 6575 6754 4725 6753 42578
46483 30554 3676 16049 8509 43065 46034 7243 6875 50793 7517 51186 8152 5096 8610 19932
16773 7268 7242 7155 45859 1501 5635 51246 9150 30003 6333 9206 9145 44262 6259 9205 6873
902 9144 17076 6996 51325 6163 7154 6606 16879 3677 51170 278 6486 19226 48513 46907 87
43413 16772 6355 51649 16758 19725 9142 16043 51641 16301 16023 31410 50801 9101 8194
43231 5941 9607 5886 15268 9201 9141 9199 43229 43227 16740 43170 9259 15267 48731 9117
4197 15698 9653 42592 9100 42995 5622 17038 9887 30154 15293 50896 7010 5216 6164 15674
16757 5975 5125 166 9152 151 6865 8026 19538 44267 7165 51179 6752 30097 44260 4527 43228
43232 6767 5694 3779 6955 30182 6417 6820 5856 9260 51234 42165 6732 5794 7267 9058 9165
6952 31224 19941 15837 50776 9309 44271 16192 50874 46942 15849 16874 44248 42277 44249
279 16462 30246 16788 7166 16818 5667 51603 44257 31326 9108 42623 7067 9792 46649 45927
6766 6810 6519 16020 6468 45321 15031 30163 4888 6807 17111 45184 16614 43285 9308 16568
16887 15075 42221 8104 8234 9059 9056 5624 5740 5887 40008 51188 7399 4872 16817 16779
6725 8652 19001 6605 19866 5634 9790 16021 1775 6512 6281 45045 6520 31090 30001 9057
5737 15291 15290 16787 19752 9628 44265 46903 6082 6811 48468 6412 6812 43037 6886 4518
3723 4674 50877 4175 5386 12505 6508 16491 7186 8233 8324 30529 6091 5739
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Concepts Objects Attributes Terms
18 uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ common_ dn alzheimers_
incipient_ up alzheimers_ disease_ up
MALT1 PHF20 NUP98 THOC2 TRIM44 GOLGA4
RAP140
46707 6165 46939 51226 9179 212 9135 51225 9185 7143 9132 7051 7249 51028 50658 50657
6405 43066 226 7126 51168 51169 9206 9145 6606 51170 9142 6913 9201 9150 6163 7017 17038
6164 9152 9144 9259 377 9260 9141 375 9165 9199 8380 9205 6461 6397 6605 16071 6396 6886
16310 45449 6351
19 uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ common_ dn alzheimers_
disease_ up
MALT1 C19ORF7 PHF20 NFIB ITSN1 CDC2L5
IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 NUP98 THRAP1 WRN THOC2
TRIM44 C4ORF8 CENTB2 BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP
UGCG BAZ2B GOLGA4 KIF14 DST CASK RAP140
PPFIA1 SEPT9 CRADD LARP4 ID3 MARK3
46707 6375 6165 46939 6678 46476 244 46031 45103 6677 9179 387 51226 9135 46513 9185
19732 46520 9925 212 9247 6672 6664 46519 51225 9132 30148 6665 50832 6687 6960 16065
30518 6739 16540 8624 30522 30055 7143 16323 35257 51427 30138 9620 6769 7051 19730
35251 6997 46467 45860 46930 51347 19362 6643 46527 19201 377 375 6733 4714 43066 7249
43069 31589 51028 8380 3712 398 51052 19199 6959 16776 5635 9206 9145 16485 7169 9150
43067 9142 6163 30120 6397 9144 19205 3713 9201 50658 51236 50657 51187 6352 6405 48193
9205 42981 45786 226 9259 9117 6164 9141 15931 9152 16071 12501 9199 16591 6396 16831
44255 6917 45893 12502 9260 7126 51327 7167 51321 51168 9165 42127 43068 6753 6754 6629
43065 46034 7243 30054 51242 8610 45859 51169 6915 30135 6767 6606 51170 45941 5794
16070 45935 6778 7010 6913 8194 4197 43207 6139 30117 7017 279 6732 17038 51186 9613
5654 6366 16310 46907 31325 6766 51649 6752 4527 51243 6796 15630 4713 6793 6996 9893 74
5667 9108 7067 6461 6351 30554 87 30029 46914 4672 16758 31410 43283 45184 16773 8234
19219 6350 51188 5856 6357 16301 16192 45449 6310 31323 15031 7242 6605 278 44249 46483
6464 16023 45045 43231 6810 6259 43412 46903 7166 6952 16462 16818 6955 31226 6886 7001
4518 51276 6355 42623 43232 4175 6468 44267 16887 44260 19538 17111 44248 16021
20 uvc_ ttd-xpcs_ common_ dn MALT1 C19ORF7 PHF20 NFIB ITSN1 CDC2L5
IGF1R E2F5 KLF7 NUP98 THRAP1 WRN THOC2
TRIM44 C4ORF8 CENTB2 BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP
UGCG BAZ2B GOLGA4 KIF14 DST CASK RAP140
PPFIA1 SEPT9 CRADD LARP4 ID3 MARK3 APPBP2
TRIM33 ZFHX1B PHLPPL UBR2 KLF6 LARP5
RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF DOC1 DOCK4 RUNX1
SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8 VPS13B TIAM1
EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP GLRB IRS1
HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
1952 46707 6375 6165 46939 6678 244 46476 46031 387 45103 15822 6677 9179 51226 5237
45767 9135 46513 9185 19732 46520 9925 212 5066 16248 8200 9247 6020 6672 16933 6664
46519 15459 45178 51225 9132 16247 30148 30155 15457 6665 50832 6687 6960 16065 30518
6739 15645 16540 30522 8624 30055 7143 30041 16323 51427 35257 5254 16408 30138 9620
46930 31589 6769 51028 5253 19319 7051 46364 7569 19730 42379 46165 35251 8064 30832
43066 51336 15807 377 375 43069 6839 6997 46467 45860 5813 51347 8154 82 398 19362 6643
8380 1664 51258 50658 51236 50657 46527 5635 19201 6405 6733 4714 15276 19904 5083 7249
7160 15931 5230 7169 5231 16591 19838 8134 6403 16251 30695 3712 6397 51168 51052 30029
8639 43067 48514 19199 16877 6959 16776 9206 9145 16485 42113 42981 1568 1944 16071 7568
6396 6916 43085 9150 7167 16265 30098 9142 6163 30120 12501 8219 9144 19205 3713 9201
51187 6352 51169 48193 5815 50790 9205 45786 30036 267 226 9259 9117 7010 6164 51338
9141 9152 5102 44255 8047 15630 51329 51128 9199 16831 19318 16563 46914 6917 6913 48523
6915 16070 5996 51243 45893 7398 5085 42598 12502 30005 9260 7126 51327 51321 6629 9165
19899 42127 43068 6753 6754 8509 43065 46034 7243 30054 6875 51242 5096 8610 45859 43169
6139 45934 30003 43118 48519 6066 46907 30135 6873 48522 51325 6767 51649 50794 6606
51244 51170 5654 6366 51641 31324 43167 45941 5794 45935 6351 8361 6778 16758 16830
16881 19725 19219 7155 50801 8194 7049 5941 43119 45449 16310 15268 50791 15267 4197
8092 46872 43207 31323 15698 44238 6350 42592 30117 48475 48518 16564 7017 5057 279 6732
17038 16051 6996 15293 5856 9892 31226 6357 51186 5216 9613 16757 3702 5125 16043 30554
6865 31325 19222 6766 6752 50875 30097 4527 6796 44237 16879 48534 5515 278 6793 17076
6820 42165 4386 5886 51179 43283 19941 8152 15837 31090 8283 4713 46942 15849 51234
16773 4672 45184 44262 9893 74 5667 51603 44257 8104 43227 9108 48731 16772 43231 7067
6461 6464 46649 87 9607 16301 7154 43229 45321 3676 166 15031 30163 31410 6810 5622 51301
9888 9058 43285 15075 902 16874 9605 16740 44249 3677 8234 43412 5578 5624 5740 51188
12505 16192 31224 5975 43170 51246 43228 43232 6310 7242 16020 6952 6955 19001 6605
19866 16462 16818 1775 46483 16023 45045 7166 6950 44260 9057 7165 19538 15291 15290
50896 44267 9056 6259 44265 16021 16791 46903 8415 16829 6355 16747 5634 48513 16817
17111 16746 44248 9719 42578 9653 50874 6886 7001 4518 51276 42623 4175 6468 9887 16788
5737 16787 30154 16887 42221 5386 4888 6508 9059 4872 8233 8324 6091 9628 6811 16491
19752 6082 5739
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Concepts Objects Attributes Terms
21 alzheimers_ incipient_ up alzheimers_ dis-
ease_ up
MALT1 PHF20 NCOA3 CENTD1 RBPSUH FYN
SRPK2 EPS8 NUP98 QKI THOC2 MARCH6 TRIM44
C13ORF24 AKAP9 GOLGA4 ZNF198 ZHX3 LAMC1
ATP8B1 RAP140 TGFBR3 RNGTT GSK3B NEK7
SEC14L1 MYO10 CAP350
46707 6165 46939 51226 8192 9179 212 9135 9452 51225 9185 19204 6020 15247 30518 30522
7143 35257 51427 9132 15718 4468 5605 7051 6997 46930 45860 51347 6739 7249 51028 19319
46364 46165 6112 5635 7178 6769 50658 51236 50657 51187 6405 5815 43066 226 43069 15931
19362 377 375 7126 51327 7167 51321 6073 51168 15662 8080 45859 51169 9451 6397 9206 9145
8380 6733 16410 6461 6606 51170 6396 16310 45941 7169 45935 6778 9142 6913 6796 16071
3712 9201 16407 6793 16072 19318 4197 9150 6163 7017 17038 16070 5996 6164 15674 9152
31325 16747 43067 9144 9117 16311 9259 398 9260 30554 9141 5794 15405 9165 4672 12501
7243 6066 16481 9199 46942 15849 46914 45934 16773 279 6915 9205 9893 42981 16791 8415
31324 46907 6464 51649 6139 43412 7242 51243 16301 43283 42578 8234 16051 9892 31226
4721 16779 19219 44262 44264 31323 6767 6605 45184 45449 5976 46483 7010 7166 5975 30001
15630 4713 6351 6350 16820 51186 44260 44267 6810 15980 6766 6811 51242 15031 19538
6812 16462 16818 43231 43232 5887 44249 16192 6886 6996 42623 4674 4175 6732 45045 16021
16887 6259 5856 46903 6355 17111 44248 6091 9059
22 alzheimers_ disease_ up MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB PHF20 TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB CENTD1
ITSN1 ZNF148 CNOT2 RBPSUH FYN RBMS1
CDC2L5 SRPK2 AFF1 EPS8 PTPRK IGF1R E2F5
KLF7 NUP98 TGFB2 THRAP1 JUNWRNQKI THOC2
MARCH6 TRIM44 C13ORF24 C4ORF8 CENTB2
BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP CBLB AKAP9 CHD1
C6ORF111 UGCG BAZ2B LDLR CUTL1 CTBP2
GOLGA4 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3 KIF14 RAI17
LAMC1 ATP8B1 UVRAG VEGFC DST CASKMYST3
RAP140 PPFIA1 TGFBR3 RABGAP1 RNGTT SEPT9
NIPBL CRADD GSK3B LMNB1 EGFR NEK7 HELZ
TLE4 SEC14L1 MYO10 BRCA1 CAP350 LARP4 ID3
MARK3
46707 46599 6375 46606 6165 46939 42772 45616 6678 46605 46476 7099 51341 46031 48625
244 45103 6677 51298 376 9179 387 51054 51226 1942 1943 45428 7098 9135 42633 51297 46513
8192 9185 19732 9925 46520 30518 212 31023 242 9247 6020 30330 30128 51272 30522 6282
43256 45334 6672 30228 6664 30595 30216 930 46519 4468 30169 912 45937 42423 9452 35051
30132 6984 45178 51225 42417 50900 19198 19204 35257 51427 9132 31032 4709 45793 30148
46209 6809 15247 6739 8034 6665 42136 50832 6687 6960 17145 30139 42770 16065 30131
35050 6584 109 8016 8629 16540 51270 8624 30055 7143 16323 30119 18958 6769 152 48332
45445 19220 51174 51052 42133 15718 8544 1704 51187 40012 40017 5048 48520 30138 42325
9620 4714 5548 8134 30334 48729 3712 5605 30118 50795 45596 16251 42692 19319 7051 46364
48730 7398 19362 19730 19058 46165 48646 48475 30117 35251 9891 5815 45935 1932 48514
19199 5905 6383 43005 51336 375 19722 42303 31325 6473 42127 6563 9888 6733 51242 6997
1568 46467 51241 16563 1944 45860 46930 5813 51347 43119 377 7169 7200 30674 6643 48522
8380 6778 9893 30120 1709 18108 8080 46527 19201 30880 6521 9451 48518 18212 398 7167
9070 16410 43066 51093 7249 51240 43069 48015 31589 7519 45941 40011 16591 19838 5604
43067 1505 8361 16477 7611 51028 30125 6917 30135 12502 5319 16407 16072 6397 6112 43068
7369 6793 31214 51243 43065 6928 51674 50794 7507 51244 8283 48523 6959 6796 6396 50791
3702 6366 16776 16310 46983 5635 45934 6935 8015 7178 12501 42401 43118 16747 9206 9145
16485 31323 43235 3678 16265 42981 19219 48519 16071 8219 42330 16746 6606 6461 19222
6954 51170 6351 7626 45165 30136 7498 31324 35295 43085 9150 42802 16070 50790 5102 1558
8094 30247 9142 45449 6163 16570 45595 16569 9069 16481 6139 9144 19205 9611 18193 3713
6350 9201 50658 51236 50657 6352 6576 46849 51169 8092 6405 48193 51276 910 1871 6915
17038 9205 74 42398 45786 6323 9892 9117 226 6357 9259 46914 9613 6164 51338 7001 4721
9141 15931 45892 9152 8415 44255 8047 43207 4672 4713 9199 7049 16831 19318 30554 6403
16311 6767 6325 31497 6913 51186 43283 9605 30695 6996 6464 4702 5996 43412 44238 9889
45893 6974 6066 51301 9260 785 7126 16773 43169 51327 5794 4386 51321 51239 6629 6073
6259 16791 51168 9165 50875 6575 6753 4725 6754 46483 15662 44237 16049 5578 46034 7243
30054 6950 50793 7517 8610 5515 19932 31226 7268 15630 43167 7242 16772 45859 1501 17076
8152 279 6333 7010 31410 9719 16301 5886 46872 42578 7154 5654 6486 19226 46907 87 30029
16043 43413 6732 3676 6766 51649 16830 16740 51641 16023 9101 6355 8194 4197 9100 42995
16564 7017 5057 16051 43231 9607 166 43229 3677 16192 43170 48513 43227 15674 5083 51246
151 5622 50896 8026 7165 6752 4527 44267 51179 5694 7166 42623 3779 9058 48534 6605 278
44260 30182 19538 43228 43232 6417 44262 45184 5856 30154 7267 9653 902 9887 15405 42625
267 51234 8104 44249 50776 9309 44271 15031 46942 15849 16887 42277 6955 16462 30246
16818 5667 31326 30036 9108 48731 6952 7067 5975 31224 9792 45927 6519 50874 6468 16758
16881 16020 6810 4888 16788 45045 16817 7155 6807 17111 44248 16614 9308 16568 8234
15399 5887 40008 51188 7399 6886 16757 46903 16779 5634 6310 44264 6725 8652 4872 16879
4674 9790 5976 6512 6281 6520 31090 5737 30001 9059 16021 42626 43492 42221 16787 16820
12505 16829 15980 6811 48468 6412 6812 43037 19752 6082 4518 9056 9628 3723 50877 4175
16874 5386 7186 8233 8324 15075 30529 6091 16491
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Concepts Objects Attributes Terms
23 MALT1 C19ORF7 IFRD1 TCF7L2 FXR1 MYST4
HYPB PHF20 TSPAN5 PUM1 NCOA3 NFIB CENTD1
ITSN1 ZNF148 CNOT2 RBPSUH FYN RBMS1
CDC2L5 SRPK2 AFF1 EPS8 PTPRK IGF1R E2F5
KLF7 NUP98 TGFB2 THRAP1 JUNWRNQKI THOC2
MARCH6 TRIM44 C13ORF24 C4ORF8 CENTB2
BAZ1A SEC24A TIPARP CBLB AKAP9 CHD1
C6ORF111 UGCG BAZ2B LDLR CUTL1 CTBP2
GOLGA4 CREBBP ZNF198 ZHX3 KIF14 RAI17
LAMC1 ATP8B1 UVRAG VEGFC DST CASKMYST3
RAP140 PPFIA1 TGFBR3 RABGAP1 RNGTT SEPT9
NIPBL CRADD GSK3B LMNB1 EGFR NEK7 HELZ
TLE4 SEC14L1 MYO10 BRCA1 CAP350 LARP4 ID3
MARK3 APPBP2 TRIM33 ZFHX1B PHLPPL UBR2
KLF6 LARP5 RASA1 RASSF3 BDNF DOC1 DOCK4
RUNX1 SLC25A12 HEG1 TRIM2 CDK8 VPS13B
TIAM1 EDD1 NAV3 ACSL3 ABCC1 MTAP GLRB
IRS1 HOXB2 ASXL1 HRB TSC22D2 MICAL3
1952 46707 6375 46599 46606 6165 46939 45616 42772 6678 244 46476 46605 7099 51341 46031
48625 387 45103 376 51298 6677 15822 9179 51226 51054 5237 6020 1942 1943 45767 45428
7098 9135 42633 51297 46513 8192 9185 19732 46520 9925 30518 16248 212 8200 5066 31023
242 9247 30330 30128 51272 30522 6282 43256 45334 6672 16933 30228 6664 930 30216 30595
46519 4468 30169 912 45937 42423 35051 9452 15459 30132 45178 6984 51225 42417 50900
19198 19204 35257 51427 9132 4709 31032 45793 16247 30148 6809 46209 15457 15247 30155
6739 8034 6665 42136 50832 6687 6960 30139 17145 42770 19319 46364 16065 30131 46165
35050 6584 109 15645 8016 16540 8629 8624 51270 30055 7143 5813 30041 16323 30119 18958
6769 152 48332 5254 51174 19220 45445 51052 42133 48514 16408 15718 8544 1704 51187
51336 40012 40017 48520 5048 30138 42325 5815 9620 4714 5548 1568 8134 30334 46930 48729
1944 3712 31589 5605 375 30118 50795 45596 51028 5253 16251 42692 7051 48730 7398 7569
19362 377 19730 42379 19058 48646 48475 30117 35251 9891 8064 7169 8380 45935 1932 19199
43066 5905 30832 43005 6383 15807 398 19722 43069 42303 31325 6839 6473 42127 6563 9888
16591 6733 51242 6997 46467 51241 16563 45860 51347 8154 43119 82 30674 7200 6643 7167
48522 8361 6778 9893 1664 30120 1709 51258 18108 8080 50658 51236 50657 46527 19201 5635
30880 6405 45934 6521 9451 43067 48518 18212 6397 9070 30695 15276 16410 51243 48523
51093 19904 5083 7249 51240 48015 7160 15931 5102 7519 31324 45941 30029 5230 40011 5231
6396 43118 19838 5604 1505 16477 7611 19318 50794 51244 6403 30125 6917 48519 5996 50791
30135 16071 16265 42981 31323 12502 19219 5319 16407 6793 16072 12501 51168 6366 6112
8219 43068 7369 19222 31214 6351 46914 8639 16747 43065 6928 51674 6796 7507 6066 16310
45449 8283 9892 16877 16070 6959 3702 16776 16746 46983 50790 51169 6935 8015 7178 8047
6350 42401 9206 9145 16485 43235 42113 3678 8092 30036 6139 7568 15630 42330 6461 6606
6954 51170 6916 7626 45165 30136 7498 35295 43169 43085 9150 6357 42802 8094 1558 30247
30098 6915 9142 6163 6913 16570 45595 16569 9069 16481 43167 9144 19205 9611 31226 18193
3713 51301 9201 8415 6352 6576 7010 46849 48193 7049 51276 910 30554 5057 1871 17038
16051 9205 74 6996 42398 45786 6323 44238 9117 267 46872 226 44255 9259 43283 6464 9613
6164 51338 4672 7001 4721 9141 16791 5515 9152 45892 43412 50875 43207 51329 51128 4713
9199 16831 44237 16773 16881 16311 6767 6325 17076 31497 51186 9605 4702 48534 6629 9889
8152 45893 6974 5085 42598 30005 46907 9260 785 7126 51327 5794 9719 4386 51321 5886
51239 51649 6073 6950 6259 5654 16043 9165 19899 16772 6575 4725 6754 6753 42578 51641
46483 15662 7154 3676 16049 8509 5578 46034 7243 30054 44262 6875 50793 7517 5096 8610
19932 7268 16301 7242 46942 15849 7155 45859 1501 51246 30003 279 6333 31410 6873 902
5856 51325 16740 16879 3677 43231 278 6486 19226 48513 166 43229 87 43227 43413 6732
6355 6766 43170 16758 16830 19725 16023 51179 5622 50801 9101 8194 5941 9607 5975 15268
43228 43232 15267 48731 51234 4197 15698 9653 42592 9100 42995 16564 44260 7017 44267
19538 7165 9887 30154 15293 50896 16192 5216 45184 15674 7166 16757 9058 5125 151 31224
6865 8104 8026 6752 30097 44249 4527 15031 5694 42623 3779 6955 6605 30182 6417 6820
16462 42165 7267 6810 16818 16020 15405 42625 6952 19941 15837 50776 9309 50874 44271
31090 16887 17111 16874 44248 42277 30246 16788 16817 5667 51603 44257 31326 15075 9108
7067 9792 46649 45927 6519 6468 45321 30163 4888 45045 6807 16021 16614 43285 9308 16568
42221 5634 8234 9059 15399 9056 5624 5740 5887 40008 51188 12505 7399 6886 4872 46903
16779 6310 44264 6725 8652 19001 4674 5737 19866 9790 6811 5976 1775 6512 6281 16787 6520
30001 9057 42626 43492 15291 15290 5386 16820 19752 9628 44265 6082 16829 15980 48468
6412 6812 43037 8324 4518 6091 3723 50877 4175 6508 16491 7186 8233 30529 5739
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